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Introduction et sommaire
Ce travail traite la de´tection de la matie`re noire dans quelques extensions du Mode`le Standard
de la physique des particules. Avant de se lancer dans la partie la plus technique, il serait peut
- eˆtre pertinent de re´sumer l’ide´e principale derrie`re le concept de la matie`re noire.
Aujourd’hui les physiciens disposent d’une se´rie des lois physiques qui peuvent fournir des
cadres de description des inte´ractions entre des objets massifs. Ces lois sont la Relativite´
Ge´ne´rale et la me´canique Newtonienne. Ces the´ories peuvent, entre autres, relier trois choses:
la masse d’un objet, celles des objets de son entourage ainsi que son comportement cine´matique
(la manie`re dont il bouge). Si on peut mesurer deux parmi ces trois quantite´s, nous pouvons en
principe pre´dire la troisie`me. Si nous pouvons mesurer toutes les trois quantite´s, nous pouvons
en tirer des conclusions concernant la validite´ de la the´orie.
Ces deux the´ories ont effectivement eu un succe`s e´norme pour expliquer toute une se´rie de
phe´nome`nes, comme le mouvement des objets plane´taires dans le syste`me solaire, le mouvement
des objets au voisinage de la terre, bref, un grand nombre des phe´nome`nes ou` la gravitation est
suffisament forte pour qu’elle puisse jouer un roˆle important.
Supposons pourtant qu’il s’ave`re que des situations apparaissent ou` si on mesure la masse
d’un objet et celle des objets qui l’entourent, le comportement cine´matique pre´vu par la the´orie
est en de´saccord avec celui qui est observe´. Dans un tel cas, il nous reste deux solutions:
• On pourrait admettre que nous sommes arrive´s aux limites de validite´ de notre the´orie et
essayer de modifier sa formulation ou son context conceptuel.
• Ou il faut admettre que les observations sont elles-meˆmes, dans un sens, proble´matiques:
C¸a peut eˆtre que nous avons mal mesure´ la masse de l’objet observe´, la masse des objets
qui l’entourent ou sa trajectoire dans le ciel. Autrement dit, nous avons peut eˆtre utilise´
“les bonnes e´quations” mais pas les bonnes quantite´s dans ces e´quations.
Si nous ne souhaitons pas modifier la forme des the´ories de la gravitation (malgre´ le fait qu’une
telle approche est souvent adopte´e par plusieurs chercheurs et groupes, avec des resultats tre`s
inte´ressants), il nous reste que la deuxie`me option. Il y a pourtant plusieures raisons pour croire
que les mesures de masse et de comportement cine´matique sont assez fiables 1. On pourrait donc
supposer avec une certaine confiance que les mesures concernant les objets qu’on voit ne sont pas
fausses. Il semble alors qu’on arrive a` une impasse. On pourrait dans un tel cas supposer qu’il
existe quelques objets qu’on ne peut pas voir effectivement mais qui devraient eˆtre pris en compte
en tant qu’objets “d’entourage” afin de pre´dire correctement le comportement cine´matique de
l’objet qu’on observe. Cela a e´te´ le premier argument pour le postulat de la matie`re noire.
Il s’ave`re qu’adopter une telle solution n’est pas quelque chose de nouveau en physique: la
plane`te de Pluto (qui n’a aujourd’hui rien de mystique pour les astrophysiciens) a e´te´ pre´dite
1Il est pourtant assez inte´ressant que la premie`re mesure relative e´tait, en fait, fausse!
pour la premie`re fois sans eˆtre visible a` l’e´poque graˆce a` des anomalies dans le mouvement des
objets plane´taires. L’existence des neutrinos (expe´rimentalement bien - e´tablie aujourd’hui) a
e´te´ postule´e car la lois de la conservation de l’e´nergie totale d’un syste`me e´tait menace´e dans
les observations des de´sinte´grations radioactives de quelques noyaux. La matie`re noire a e´te´
introduite de fac¸on similaire, a` la suite d’observations astronomiques a` differentes e´chelles.
Mais que se passe-t-il s’il se trouve que cette matie`re noire ne peut pas eˆtre constitue´e
par la forme de matie`re connue? Dans ce cas, on pourrait dire que l’histoire devient encore
plus interessante! Pourrait-on espe´rer observer cette nouvelle matie`re un jour? Cela de´pend
fortement de sa nature, et est un des sujets principaux de ce travail.
Il existe plusieurs fac¸ons (comple´mentaires) de traiter la matie`re noire. Dans cette the`se,
nous nous focaliserons sur l’approche de la physique des particules, en introduisant pourtant des
e´lements d’astrophysique et de cosmologie (cette division est de´ja` assez brutale).
Le premier chapitre du travail ci-dessous pre´sente brie`vement quelques e´lements de base
qui sont indispensables pour travailler sur la matie`re noire. Nous allons pre´senter quelques
e´le´ments de formalisme de Relativite´ Ge´ne´rale et de cosmologie, puis de´crire plus en de´tail
quelques arguments pour le postulat de la matie`re noire. Une petite discussion suit sur les
caracte´ristiques possibles de la matie`re noire et l’incapacite´ du Mode`le Standard de fournir un
candidat viable.
Dans le deuxie`me chapitre nous discutons sur les modes de de´tection de la matie`re noire.
Apre`s une pre´sentation des modes principaux de de´tection (au moins ceux qui existent au-
jourd’hui), nous expliquons quelques incertitudes qui entrent dans chaque canal de de´tection
et nous pre´sentons brie`vement la situation experimentalle actuelle. Ensuite nous de´crivons
quelques resultats originaux sur la capacite´ des experiences a` reconstruire quelques proprie´te´s
des candidats pour la matie`re noire.
Au troisie`me chapitre nous de´crivons une solution minimale au proble`me de la matie`re noire.
Le Mode`le Standard de la physique des particules est le´ge`rement e´tendu pour inclure une partic-
ule qui pourrait constituer la masse manquante de l’univers. Apre`s une description du mode`le
et une e´tude de quelques unes de ses proprie´te´s et contraintes, nous discutons ses perspctives de
de´tection en montrant qu’il pourrait eˆtre teste´ aupre`s des expe´riences courrantes ou a` venir.
Dans le quatrie`me chapitre, nous pre´sentons une deuxie`me solution au proble`me de la
matie`re noire. Cette fois, l’approche est beaucoup moins minimale et e´conomique et les mode`les
qui en de´coulent sont conside´rablement plus complique´s. Pourtant, cette approche (appelle´e
sypersyme´trie) pre´sente l’avantage d’avoir e´te´ motive´e par des questions tout a` fait diffe´rentes,
l’existence d’un candidat de matie`re noire e´tant une conse´quence des conside´rations plus ge´ne´riques.
Nous pre´sentons quelques e´le´ments de formalisme supersyme´trique et puis la version minimale
de cette sorte des the´ories, ainsi qu’un des candidats qu’elle propose. Ensuite, nous discutons
d’un proble`me spe´cifique qui apparaˆıt dans ce mode`le et nous e´tudions la matie`re noire dans
deux mode`les qui essayent de resoudre ce proble`me.
Finalement, un resume´ et la conclusion forment un cinquie`me chapitre. Trois appendices
suivent, qui contiennent quelques e´le´ments techniques ainsi qu’un certain nombre des points qui
renforcent quelques arguments qui sont donne´s dans le corps du texte.
Paris, printemps/e´te´ 2010
Introduction and summary
This work treats the detection of dark matter in some extensions of the Standard Model of
particle physics. Before starting with the more technical part of this work, it could perhaps be
pertinent to summarize the main idea behind the concept dark matter.
Today physicists have at their disposal a series of “physical laws” that provide frameworks
to describe the interactions between massive objects. These laws are General Relativity and
Newtonian mechanics. Among others, these physical theories can relate three things: the mass
of an object, that of its surrounding ones, as well as the kinematic behavior that we would
expect this object to follow (how it should move). If we can measure two of these quantities,
we can in principle predict the third one or, seen a bit differently, if we can measure all three of
them we can draw conclusions on the validity of these theories.
Indeed, these two theories have been extremely successful in explaining a very large amount
of phenomena, such as the motion of planets in the solar system, the motion of objects close
to the earth, in short, a huge variety of phenomena where gravitational interactions are strong
enough play a significant role.
Suppose however that it turns out that there are some cases where if we somehow measure
the mass of an object and of its surrounding ones, the predicted kinematic behavior is in conflict
with the observed one. In this case, we are left with more or less two options:
• We could admit that the limits of validity of the theories at our disposal have been reached,
and try to modify our theories’ formulation, or conceptual content,
• Or we must admit that the observations are themselves, in some sense, problematic, where
by this we mean that we could have mismeasured the mass of the observed object, the
mass of its surrounding objects or its trajectory in the sky. In other words, it could be
that we used “the correct formulae” but we did not plug the correct quantities in these
formulae.
In practice, if we wish not to alter the form of current theories of gravitation (although such an
approach is also adopted by several researchers and groups, with very interesting results), we
are stuck with the second option. Now, there are several reasons that allow one to believe that
mass and kinematic behavior measurements can be quite reliable 2. So, it could be supposed
quite safely that the measurements concerning the things we see are not false. The situation
seems thus to reach some sort of impass. We could then assume that there are some objects
that we cannot currently see and which should be taken into account as “surrounding objects”
in order to correctly predict the kinematic behavior of the object under observation. This was
the first argument that lead to the dark matter postulate.
2It is though quite interesting that the first relevant measurement was actually false!
It turns out that resorting to such a solution is not something new in physics: The planet
Pluto (which today has nothing mystical for astrophysicists) was first predicted without being
visible at the time due to anomalies in the movement of planetary objects. The existence of
neutrinos (which is experimentally well - established today) was postulated because the law of
conservation of the total energy of a system was put in hazard when observing radioactive decays
of some nuclei. It is in a similar manner that dark matter was introduced, receiving as we shall
see in the following increasingly strong support from other observational evidence.
But what if it turns out that this dark matter cannot be constituted by the known matter
forms? Well, in this case, one could say that things get even more interesting! Could we hope
one day to actually see this new matter? This depends strongly on its nature, and this is one of
the main topics in this work.
There are actually many (complementary) ways of tackling dark matter. In this work, we
shall focus on the approach of particle physics, introducing however elements of astrophysics
and cosmology (this division is already quite brutal).
The first chapter of this work briefly presents some background material needed to work with
dark matter. We shall present some elements of formalism of General Relativity and cosmology,
then describe some motivation that lead to the dark matter postulate. A brief discussion follows
on the possible characteristics of dark matter and the incapacity of the Standard Model of
particle physics to accommodate some “viable candidate”.
In the second chapter we start discussing how dark matter could be detected. After pre-
senting the main methods of dark matter detection (at least those existing today), we further
explain some of the uncertainties entering each detection mode and briefly present the current
status of the field. We then present some original results on the capacity of the corresponding
experiments to reconstruct some properties of dark matter candidates.
In the third chapter we describe a minimal approach towards the dark matter problem. The
Standard Model of particle physics is slightly extended so as to incorporate a particle that could
account for the missing matter content of the universe. After describing the model and examining
some aspects of its constraints and phenomenology, we discuss its detection perspectives showing
that we could expect it to be tested in present or oncoming experiments.
In the fourth chapter we describe another solution to the dark matter problem. This time
the approach is much less minimal and economic, with the corresponding models being consid-
erably more complicated. However, this approach (called supersymmetry) presents the merit of
having been motivated from completely different questions, with the dark matter candidate par-
ticle arising quite naturally as a consequence of more generic considerations. We present some
elements of supersymmetric formalism and then the minimal version of such theories along with
one of the potential dark matter candidates it proposes. Then, we discuss a particular problem
arising in this model and treat dark matter in two examples of models trying to tackle this issue.
Finally, we summarize and conclude in the fifth chapter. Three appendices contain some
technical elements used throughout this work as well as some points aiming at corroborating
certain arguments given in the main body of the text.
Paris, spring/summer 2010
Chapter 1
The two Standard Models
One of the main issues in today’s high energy physics is the almost complete absence of experi-
mental evidence of new physics. It turns out, however, that in trying to combine our knowledge
in the field of physics at very small scales (particle physics) and physics at very large ones (cos-
mology), the necessity to go beyond one of them arises. In this chapter, we shall introduce the
two “standard pictures” for the respective fields and explain how they turn out to be insufficient
in order to explain today’s observations.
1.1 A basic observation
Looking at the sky and asking questions about “everything there is” is not a new habit. People
have been engaging themselves into this enterprise since a very long time. It is in fact partly by
observing motions of extraterrestrial objects that we understood that everything in this world
seems to be moving with respect to other things. In the beginning, of course, at least to our
knowledge, there is one object which was considered to be completely inert, the earth. With
time, when the world came to position of being able to overcome the Aristotelean approach
towards nature, it was gradually understood that in fact our planet is also in constant motion.
Despite this fundamental understanding, though, it took quite some more time for another
basic breakthrough in our way of thinking to be established. Even with the rise of Newtonian
(and then Lagrangian and Hamiltonian) mechanics, the mechanistic approach towards reality
suggested that extremely complex phenomena can take place in our world, but which actually
happen in an otherwise inert, constant, eternal environment, space: a field is something that
propagates through space, even perhaps with a limited velocity, but space itself does not play
a crucial role in the process. It could perhaps, like in the Aristotelean theory, acquire some
properties, but its form always remained the same.
It is not until the twentieth century that scientists started wondering about the role of space
(-time) in physical phenomena. And it is not until the introduction of General Relativity that
spacetime started being conceived as something which is actually bound to the phenomena
taking place “inside” it: The action of a gravitational field is now understood as a deformation
of spacetime.
At the same time, the development of quantum mechanics contributed further to the demo-
lition of this mechanistic view of our world. More on this shall be said in the following, when
we describe the standard model of particle physics.
1.2 Elements of General Relativity 13
Once we start believing that spacetime is a dynamical object, which can change and partici-
pate actively in physical processes, a question that could rise is whether spacetime is something
finite. And, according to our current perceptions, it actually is. A number of observations have
contributed to this evolution in our concepts, which are actually often said to consist the basis
of modern cosmology.
The first observation is that the universe (including spacetime) seems to be actually expand-
ing with time. If this is the case (and today we are quite confident that it is), this means that if
we try to trace its evolution throughout time it is necessary to develop the appropriate notions
and formalism in order to be able to treat phenomena taking place in such an environment.
And, if the universe has been expanding up to its current size for quite some time, an immediate
question is how could it look at much earlier times, when its size was much smaller than today.
The belief that the total amount of energy and matter (unified already in special relativity)
stays constant, i.e. that there is no creation or eradication of these two in the universe (since
the “universe” is a closed thermodynamical system, it’s simply “everything there is”) could
probably make us hope that we can trace back what the place we live in looked like in past
times. In the next section, we shall introduce some of these notions and formalisms.
1.2 Elements of General Relativity
One of the main questions that arise in an expanding universe (but which has much more far-
reaching consequences) is how to relate physical and coordinate distances [1–3]. This is actually
achieved through the introduction of the metric of the space, gµν , through:
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (1.1)
where summation over repeated indices is implied.
The distance s is invariant in every coordinate system, whereas in the above equation the metric
connects the values of coordinates to the more physical measure of the interval ds.
As we shall shortly describe, General Relativity relates the presence of matter to deformations
of the spacetime metric. In the special case where there is no matter in space spacetime is flat,
the metric is the Minkowski one and particles move in straight lines. Now, in a curved manifold,
particles moving freely will no longer follow straight lines but rather more complex trajectories,
called geodesics. The equations of motion in curved spacetime acquire, in their turn, also a more
complicated form, which is
d2xµ
dλ2
= −Γµαβ
dxα
dλ
dxβ
dλ
(1.2)
where λ is some monotonically increasing parameter along the particles’ path (which can always
be eliminated in actual calculations) whereas Γµαβ are the Christoffel symbols, defined as
Γµαβ =
1
2
gµν(∂βgαν + ∂αgβν − ∂νgαβ) (1.3)
Now, since we said that the universe is expanding, an important question is the way this
should be reflected in the metric. Actually, for a flat spacetime, the metric in an expanding
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universe is given by the famous Friedmann-Robertson-Walker-Lemaˆıtre (FLRW) formula
gµν =


−1 0 0 0
0 a2(t) 0 0
0 0 a2(t) 0
0 0 0 a2(t)

 (1.4)
where a(t) is a function of time, called the scale factor, which describes the evolution of distances
with time: if the comoving distance between two points at some time is 1, at later times it will
be a(t) > 1. Its present value is set to 1 and it increases with time.
There is a fundamental consequence of the FLRW metric. If we start with a particle of 4 -
momentum pα = (E, ~p) and define the λ parameter through pα = dxα/dλ then we can easily
demonstrate that the energy of the particle decreases with time (i.e. with the expansion of the
universe). This observation finds its physical interpretation in the fact that as the universe ex-
pands, and all distances become larger, the wavelength of the particle also stretches decreasing
its energy.
At the center of General Relativity lies the observation that the metric can account for gravita-
tional phenomena. This is done through the Einstein equation
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 8πGTµν (1.5)
where Gµν is called the Einstein tensor, Rµν is the Ricci tensor defined as
Rµν = Γ
α
µν,α − Γαµα,ν + ΓαβαΓβµν − ΓαβνΓβµα (1.6)
with , α denoting derivation with respect to xα, R is the Ricci scalar defined as the contraction of
the Ricci tensor with the metric, G is the Newton constant whereas Tµν is the energy-momentum
tensor. Eq.(1.5) introduces a clear correlation among the matter-energy content of spacetime
and its geometry: what would be called in Newtonian terms “gravitational force” is actually
the effect of the deformation of spacetime and the consequent modification in the particles’
trajectories.
In the LHS of Eq.(1.5) one can also add a term of the form Λgµν , called the cosmological
constant term, with enormous consequences that we shall not be examining here. Let us just
note for the moment that this term can be used in order to explain the accelerating expansion
of the universe and is responsible for the so-called “dark energy” which seems to be the main
component of the matter-energy content of our universe.
Now, observations at large scales seem to favor a couple of very fundamental assumptions,
namely that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic. The first assumption means that for
sufficiently large volumes (and we shall comment on that in the following) the density of the
universe is the same no matter in which region we consider the volume. The second assumption
means that there should be no privileged direction in the universe.
It turns out that these two basic assumptions constrain enormously the possibilities to con-
sider different metrics as solutions to the Einstein equations. The most general form of the
metric compatible with the two assumptions can actually be written, in spherical coordinates,
as:
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
]
(1.7)
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where k takes the values −1, 0, 1 for a universe with negative, zero or positive curvature respec-
tively. We note that the spatial part of the metric has a dependence on time. This is actually a
generalization of the FLRW metric that we wrote down before.
A question arises on the form of the energy-momentum tensor. In cosmology, the matter-energy
content of the universe (encoded exactly by the energy-momentum tensor) is usually taken to
behave (at sufficiently large scales) as a perfect fluid. In this case, Tµν takes the form
Tµν = diag(ρ, p, p, p) (1.8)
where ρ is the fluid’s density and p is its pressure.
It is not that difficult to see that by taking the time component of the Einstein equation, we
should get a relation between the matter-energy density of the universe and the scale factor. In
fact, this relation is
H2(t) ≡
(
a˙(t)
a(t)
)
=
8πGρ
3
− k
a2(t)
(1.9)
which is called the Friedmann equation.
Furthermore, the continuity relation for the fluid yields
d(ρa3)
dt
= −pd(a
3)
dt
(1.10)
Now, define the critical density of the universe as
ρc ≡ 3H
2
8πG
. (1.11)
The value of this parameter determines whether the universe expands forever or eventually
collapses to a singularity once more 1.
Then, by further defining normalized densities Ω ≡ ρ/ρc, ΩΛ ≡ Λ/(8πGρc) and Ωk ≡
−k/a˙2 for the energy-matter, dark energy and curvature densities respectively, we can bring the
Friedmann equation to a very simple form
Ω+ ΩΛ +Ωk = 1 (1.12)
With these tools at hand, we can in principle examine the evolution of all of the universe’s
components with time during its expansion. We should stress at this point that since the
Einstein equations are obviously linear with the energy-momentum tensor, one could (at least
as far as gravitational interactions are concerned) separate the various contributions and examine
their evolution in an uncorrelated manner.
Finally, so far we have considered that the cosmic fluid is perfectly homogeneous. However,
global homogeneity does not impose that locally there cannot be small inhomogeneities. The
usual approach is to actually consider the “vacuum” state as being the perfectly isotropic and
1The presence of the cosmological constant term complicates the situation, but this detail goes beyond the
scope of the present work.
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homogeneous one, then adding perturbations around the ground state metric and examining the
evolution with time. The very existence of structures in our universe (planets, stars, galaxies,
clusters of galaxies) is a witness that inhomogeneities must have existed. These do actually exist
and we can today see their footprints in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation
anisotropies.
1.3 Evidence for Dark Matter
1.3.1 Galactic Rotation Curves
According to our previous discussion, once one knows the matter content of some gravitating
system, one should be able to write down its equations of motion and predict its kinematic
behavior. Actually, in the cases of vanishing curvature (as for example when examining a
galaxy as a whole) then even simple Newtonian mechanics should be sufficient to fulfill this
task. Inversely, by observing the kinematic behavior of a gravitating system, we should be able
to determine its matter content. Departures from the behavior predicted by the theory should
either be explained by a modification in the relation among the dynamics and the matter content
of the system, or by a modification in the matter content itself.
This was actually one of the first arguments supporting the existence of some form of (yet, as
we shall argue in the following chapters) invisible matter. 2 According to Newtonian mechanics,
the circular velocity of the gas and the stars comprising a galaxy as a function of the distance
from the galactic center is given by the very simple formula
v(r) =
√
GM(r)
r
(1.13)
where v is the velocity at distance r from the center of the galaxy and M is the mass enclosed
in a sphere of radius r. From this simple relation, even accepting that in reality things could
be slightly more complex, one would expect that once we move far enough from the galactic
center, where we can say quite confidently from observations of the luminous components that
we have included in M(r) the essential part of the galaxy’s mass, we would expect a velocity
falling roughly as 1/
√
r. It turns out that very often this is not at all the case.
In fig.1.1 we see the rotation curve for the spiral galaxy NGC 6503 and the various velocity
distributions as a function of the distance from the galaxy’s center. We clearly see an unexpected
behavior, with the the overall velocity following a flat distribution at large distances from the
luminous disk. This behavior suggests that either there should be some modification of the laws
of gravity at the galactic scales, or that there is some important (in fact, dominant) quantity of
some sort of matter that has persistently evaded detection. We shall be referring, according to
habits, to such a matter as being “dark”, i.e. non-luminous.
We should of course notice that both explanations seem equally reasonable at this stage.
Although throughout this work we shall be examining some possible consequences of the latter
possibility, there is extensive research since quite some time in the field of potential modifications
of gravity: Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND), Tensor-Vector-Scalar (TeVeS) theories as
relativistic versions of the former, f(R) theories etc. And, certainly, one cannot exclude that
the solution lies somewhere in between. Finally, it has also been argued that once we depart
2Several reviews on (particle) dark matter exist. See, for example, [4–7]
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Figure 1.1: Rotation curve of NGC 6503. The dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines are the
contributions of gas, disk and dark matter, respectively. Figure taken from [5].
from the fluid approach for the various components of the universe and start taking into account
granular structure, results could be severely altered (although such approaches have not been
examined as thoroughly) [8].
1.3.2 Gravitational Lensing
Important evidence for the existence of either some form or non-luminous matter or some mod-
ification of gravity comes equally from gravitational lensing experiments. Here, we observe the
way light bends under the influence of gravitational potentials as it passes by massive objects.
So, for example, an object “behind” (with respect to us) a galaxy cluster emitting light shall
be seen distorted with respect to its original shape. By observing this distortion effect, we can
infer information on the distribution of matter in space. It turns out that quite often, by only
taking into account luminous matter, it is not possible to explain such effects.
One of the most compelling evidence for the existence of dark matter came recently with
weak lensing observations of the Bullet galaxy cluster (1E 0657-56) [9] by the Hubble space
telescope. The Bullet cluster consists of two colliding galaxy clusters. These, in their turn, have
two main components, namely stars and dust/gas. One would expect that upon collision the star
components of the two clusters would not be significantly slowed down, since they practically
do not interact among them. On the other hand, the intergalactic gas, which is the major
component of the cluster’s luminous matter, does interact electromagnetically and should thus
be significantly slowed down during the collision. This is actually the case. This can be seen
in fig.1.2. In the left hand-side image we see the star content of the two clusters which is well
separated after the collision. The dust component on the other hand, which can be seen in the
right hand-side figure in X-rays (mostly concentrated around the yellow regions), seems not to
follow the same behavior, being concentrated mostly around the “collision center”. Then, since
the gas constitutes the main component of the two clusters, the overall matter distribution for
the Bullet cluster, depicted in the images by the mass density contours in green, should follow
its behavior. However, we see that this is clearly not the case. On the contrary, the matter
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Figure 1.2: The collision of the two galaxy clusters within the Bullet cluster. Left: The distri-
bution of the star components of the cluster along with mass density isocontours. Right: The
distribution of dust as seen in X-rays against mass density isocontours. Figure taken from [9].
density seems to be following a behavior that resembles significantly to the one of stars. This
means that there should be some important, actually largely dominant, amount of matter that
is unobservable for the moment and drives the matter density distribution in the cluster. This
matter should also be quite collisionless, since if it interacted strongly (apart from the fact that
it would have probably been observed as such), it would at least behave in a way qualitatively
similar to the gas. We note that this is considered to be one of the main observations favoring
the dark matter interpretation against the modified gravity one, since gravity (at least according
to our current perceptions) does not distinguish among matter forms.
We should note that at the scale of galaxy clusters, many more observations advocate for the
existence of dark matter, although quite often alternative approaches can also explain relevant
data. In these cases, a quite large number of observations can be made, mainly relevant to
the observed temperature of the clusters, and compared against the expected temperature as
a function of the cluster’s mass. Alternatively, one can compare the mass of the cluster as
observed in all wavelengths against data from weak gravitational lensing. In most cases, a
severe discrepancy is found among calculation and observations, supporting the existence of a
significant amount of dark matter.
1.3.3 The Cosmic Microwave Background
Many more observations support the idea that there is something wrong in the Einstein equa-
tions, either concerning their general form (modifications of gravity) or the matter content we
should plug in these equations in order to perform calculations. It is not our goal to list all of
this evidence at this point. We could not, however, omit one of the most important observations
of modern cosmology, namely the anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation.
The existence of the CMB was first predicted by Gamow in 1948 and further established
experimentally by the work of Penzias and Wilson in 1965. Giving a more or less complete
description of the CMB-related theory and phenomenology goes well beyond the scope of the
present work. The main idea is that once the universe cooled down sufficiently, the photons
could no longer interact with matter (matter - radiation decoupling) in an efficient way. Then,
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as we saw, expansion tends to “stretch” the wavelengths of photons, leading to an overall cooling
of this “relic” radiation.
At first, what was observed is a practically perfect blackbody radiation, consisting exactly
of these photons as predicted. With the measurements of COBE and especially the WMAP
mission, it was realized that although the CMB appears to globally isotropic and homogeneous,
at smaller scales there are small but measurable anisotropies in this radiation.
The standard picture today is that small inhomogeneities - perturbations around the ground
state metric result in gravitational wells and hills. Then, the rest of the matter-energy content
of the universe feels these gravitational wells and tends to cluster around them. As time passes
by, the -initially small- perturbations grow and structures (gravitationally bound systems) begin
to form. And, according to our current beliefs, this process follows a “bottom - up” procedure,
that is, small structures are the first to form and then cluster to produce large scale structures.
At the same time, these inhomogeneities in the distribution of matter have an impact on
the local temperature of the relic photons, since the former undergo energy losses under the
influence of the local gravitational wells. In this sense, the anisotropies in the CMB constitute
a snapshot of these initial matter-energy inhomogeneities in the early universe. The observed
temperature anisotropies in the sky can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics
δT
T
(θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=2
l∑
m=−l
almYlm(θ, φ) (1.14)
We can calculate exactly the variance of almYlm through
Cl ≡
〈|alm|2〉 ≡ 1
2l + 1
l∑
m=−l
|alm|2. (1.15)
Then, we can plot Cl as a function of l (in practice, what is plotted is l(l + 1)Cl/2π against l)
and fit a cosmological model to this data. The CMB analysis is a rather complex one, which we
do not intend to present here.
In the end, we can infer a number of values for the model parameters and calculate many
others. Among the most important ones, and the ones of interest for this work, are the density
of baryonic matter and the overall matter content in the universe. These values are found to
be, according to the WMAP 5-year results [10]
Ωbh
2 = 0.02267 ± 0.00058, Ωmh2 = 0.1326 ± 0.0063 (1.16)
with the discrepancy between the two quantities being more than obvious. Under the light of
the CMB measurement data, we can infer the overall dark matter density of the universe as
ΩDMh
2 = 0.1131 ± 0.0034 (1.17)
which shows clearly that the dark matter component should be the dominant matter component
of our universe.
The CMB is actually one of the most important pillars of modern cosmology, with conse-
quences that are much more far-reaching than described here. Up to the writing of this work,
the only known cosmological model that is consistent with all observations, including the CMB,
is the so-called ΛCDM model, that is, a model based on general relativity including a non-
zero cosmological constant term in the Einstein equations, along with Cold Dark Matter. We
shall return to this point in the following, but we note already that in this case “Cold” means
non-relativistic.
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1.4 A small parenthesis: Spatial distribution of Dark Matter
Before setting off to examine what could be the nature of dark matter, it would be useful to
shortly comment on how we could expect dark matter to be distributed in space.
Interestingly, our current notions on the distribution of dark matter rely mostly on theo-
retical models and computer simulations. The most popular approach towards determining the
distribution function of dark matter in space (often called halo profile) is by means of large N
- body simulations.
In this approach, a number of dark matter “particles” is placed in a confined volume, under
some initial conditions, and then let to evolve according to well-specified non-linear gravitational
dynamics. Two of the most crucial parameters in N - body simulations is the mass and length
resolution, namely the smallest dark matter “particle” considered as well as the smallest distance
defined in the simulations (which has to be finite in any case since gravitational interactions
diverge at very small distances).
The results of most recent N - body simulations tend to agree, at least qualitatively, at large
scales: dark matter forms extended halos that tend to be more dense in the centers of galaxies,
their density decreasing as one moves towards the outskirts of the galaxy, the halo itself being
nevertheless much more extended than the luminous part of the galaxy (for comparison, if one
takes the Milky Way to have roughly a 20 kpc radius, its halo should extend up to more than 100
kpc). However, as our computational capacities are limited, the innermost regions of galaxies fall
far beyond current resolutions. In order for one to sketch the entire halo profile up to distances
of a few pc from the galactic center, very strong assumptions and extrapolations must be made.
Hence, up to this day, the behavior of density profiles in the innermost regions of galaxies
remains an issue of debate and controversy. We should add that a long-standing challenge for
such simulations is the incorporation of baryons in the setup (up to this day most simulations
concern pure dark matter halos), since they are expected to behave in a much different way
than dark matter, which is practically collisionless. Furthermore, there is quite some debate on
the existence of substructures within the halo, that is, inhomogeneities in the density function.
Despite these controversies, there exist today some reference models against which all other N
- body simulations (but also analytical computations) are usually compared.
The first reference model is the so-called modified isothermal sphere model, that predicts a
spherically symmetric density distribution of the form
ρ(r) =
ρ0
1 + (r/a)2
(1.18)
where ρ0 is a normalization parameter, that can be for example fixed in order to reproduce the
local density of dark matter which can be quite constrained from observations, r is the distance
from the galactic center and a is a characteristic length.
An important benchmark model came in 1996, when Navarro, Frenk and White conducted
a very important simulation [11] and came up with a halo profile of the form
ρ(r) =
ρ0
(r/a)γ [1 + (r/a)α](β−γ)/α
(1.19)
The NFW simulation gave the values (α, β, γ) = (1, 3, 1), with the resulting profile being called
today the NFW profile. The isothermal sphere model corresponds to choices (α, β, γ) = (2, 2, 0).
Some time later, Moore et al [12] conducted a new simulation which gave quite different
values, namely (α, β, γ) = (1.5, 3, 1.5). By extrapolating the NFW and Moore et al profiles up
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to distances of a few kpc from the Galactic Center (GC), one can easily calculate that the two
functions present a difference of roughly an order of magnitude concerning the value they yield
for the DM density.
However, both of these models (and actually, all models following the parametrization in
Eq.(1.19)) present a common feature: towards the inner regions of the galaxy, the dark matter
density should rise significantly, forming some sort of cusp. The findings of the recent Via Lactea
II simulation [13] seem to confirm the general tendencies appearing in the NFW profile.
On the other hand, the Aquarius Project simulation [14] finds a quite different result, with
their halos being best reproduced by a completely different parametrization, the so-called Einasto
profile which can be written as
ρ(r) = ρs exp
[
− 2
α
((
r
rs
)α
− 1
)]
, α = 0.17 (1.20)
where rs = 20 kpc is a characteristic length, whereas ρs is, once again, a normalization factor.
The Einasto profile is significantly less steep than the NFW - like ones and does not diverge at
very small distances.
Finally, a number of simulations have tried to integrate baryons in the analysis. Such an
example is [15]. In this work, the authors find that in the presence of baryons dark matter could
adiabatically collapse in the inner region of the galactic center, forming an even more spiked
profile, with (α, β, γ) = (0.8, 2.7, 1.45) if one takes as an initial distribution the NFW one. This
effect is often referred to as adiabatic compression. In the following, we shall be denoting this
profile by NFWc.
The general tendencies at larger distances are, less debated upon. One important issue is,
however, the existence of substructures in the galactic halo. These substructures appear in
all high - resolution N - body simulations in the forms of filaments and clumps and could in
principle play a significant role in indirect detection of dark matter that we shall discuss in the
following chapters. Further reference to this point will be made in the appropriate sections.
As computational capacity increases, simulations with rising resolutions are ran and it is
expected that in the few years to follow we might have a much better understanding of the way
dark matter halos form and evolve in a realistic environment.
1.5 Thermal relics and WIMPs
Once the existence of some -seemingly dominant- quantity of non-luminous matter is established,
a natural question to ask would be what is its nature. We already saw that it seems very
problematic to assume that dark matter is of baryonic nature. Dark baryons are indeed expected
to exist, in the form of dust, gas but also dark compact objects, but the overall matter content of
the universe cannot be baryon-dominated. The main evidence for the existence of dark matter
comes from gravity-related observations. But as we pointed out, gravity does not distinguish
among different “textures” of matter: gravitational interactions only depend on the mass of the
objects/particles under consideration.
Nevertheless, there is another issue that we have not examined so far, and this is kinematics
(which at the end of the day is indeed also related to the dark matter particles’ masses). Accord-
ing to our current beliefs, structure formation in the universe proceeds starting from small-scale
structures which followingly cluster into larger ones. Then, it turns out that this assumption is
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incompatible with a dark matter that is moving at relativistic velocities. The reason is simply
that relativistic particles cannot easily cluster to form structures. Instead, they would tend to
form large-scale structures at first and then perhaps leave some space for smaller ones to form.
So, this could be a first important constraint: dark matter must be cold, or at least not hot.
Indeed, the possibility of Warm Dark Matter (semi-relativistic or cold/hot mixture, with the
cold component being dominant) has been invoked in order to explain a series of weaknesses of
the simplest ΛCDM model such as the rotation curves of some dwarf galaxies around the Milky
Way or problems in the Lithium abundance calculation. We shall not be dealing with such
models in the following. We shall stick to the assumption that dark matter should be strictly
non-relativistic.
Then, where does dark matter come from? It is clear that the number of different mechanisms
that could be invoked for the massive production of a non-relativistic species of particles (not to
mention many of them) could be huge. Indeed, many mechanisms have been invoked in order
to explain the observed dark matter abundance. To cite just two among the most common
ones, dark matter could be the decay product of a heavier particle. This is actually the case
for a large class of “dark matter candidates” such as the gravitino, superpatner of the graviton,
arising always (but not only) in models of gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking.
The most popular picture, however, is the one of “thermal relics”. Suppose some stable
species χ of mass mχ in the early universe. For simplicity, also assume that all heavier parti-
cles have been wiped away or decayed. Hence, the only species existing at the time (at least
participating in relevant interactions) are (some of the) standard model particles along with the
stable species. Suppose also for simplicity that the candidate can annihilate only with itself,
producing standard model particles. While the temperature of the universe is high enough, the
standard model particles can annihilate in order to produce our candidate. If the candidate is
heavy enough, at some point the temperature of the universe could fall to such a point that
the standard model particles are no longer energetic enough so as to efficiently produce the χ
particle. At this point, the density of the candidate starts falling tending asymptotically to zero.
Now, the question is whether we can actually reproduce the observed relic abundance of dark
matter. This question is obviously related in one hand to the mass of the χ particle and on the
other hand to the interactions in which it participates.
This process should in principle be described by some continuity relation, namely the Boltz-
mann equation. In the general case, the former is written as
L[f ] = C[f ] (1.21)
where f is the quantity under examination (in our case the density of the species), L[f ] is the
Liouville operator describing the evolution of a phase-space volume and C[f ] is the collision
operator describing all possible processes amounting to production or destruction of f .
The general relativistic form of the Liouville operator is given by
LGR = pα ∂
∂xα
− Γαβγpβpγ
∂
∂pα
(1.22)
For the sake of simplicity, let’s assume that we are actually only dealing with a process of the
form
1 + 2 −→ 3 + 4 (1.23)
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Then, the Boltzmann equation for species 1 in an expanding universe should take the form
a−3
d(n1a
3)
dt
=
∫
d3~p1
(2π)32E1
∫
d3~p2
(2π)32E2
∫
d3~p3
(2π)32E3
∫
d3~p4
(2π)32E4
(1.24)
× (2π)4δ3(~p1 + ~p2 + ~p3 + ~p4)δ(E1 + E2 − E3 − E4)|M|2
× [f3f4(1± f1)(1± f2)− f1f2(1± f3)(1 ± f4)]
where ni is the number density of species i, (Ei, ~pi) is the i-th particle species’ four-momentum,
M is the interaction’s matrix element and fi is the occupation number of species i. This equa-
tion is valid under the assumption of the reversibility of the process.
To proceed, we make a series of assumptions:
• Kinetic equilibrium: scattering takes place so rapidly that the distributions of the various
species are either Fermi-Dirac (FD) or Bose-Einstein (BE). This means that the only
uncertainty on the species’ distributions lies in their chemical potentials µ(t)
• Furthermore, scattering takes place at a temperature well below E−µ. Then, the FD or BE
nature of the species becomes indistinguishable. Statistics is simply Maxwell-Boltzmann.
Under these assumptions, the number density ni of a species i is
ni = gi e
µi/T
∫
d3~pi
(2π)3
e−Ei/T (1.25)
gi being the degeneracy of the species. Define further the number density at equilibrium as
neqi = gi
∫
d3~pi
(2π)3
e−Ei/T (1.26)
and finally, define the thermally averaged cross-section for the reaction as
〈σv〉 ≡
∫
d3~p1
(2π)32E1
∫
d3~p2
(2π)32E2
∫
d3~p3
(2π)32E3
∫
d3~p4
(2π)32E4
(1.27)
× e−(E1+E2)/T
× (2π)4δ3(~p1 + ~p2 + ~p3 + ~p4)δ(E1 + E2 − E3 − E4)|M|2
Then, the Boltzmann equation becomes
a−3
d(n1a
3)
dt
= neq1 n
eq
2 〈σv〉
[
n3n4
neq3 n
eq
4
− n1n2
neq1 n
eq
2
]
(1.28)
In order to proceed further, we must make another assumption, namely that the annihilation
products 3 and 4 go very quickly into equilibrium with the thermal background. In this case, the
first term in the brackets is simply equal to 1, since we can replace n3, n4 by n
eq
3 , n
eq
4 respectively.
And then, we have already made the assumption that particle 1 ≡ particle 2. So, suppose that
the initial state particles are described by some density nχ. Under these assumptions, Eq.(1.28)
becomes
a−3
d(nχa
3)
dt
= 〈σv〉 [(neqχ )2 − n2χ] (1.29)
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From the last equation it becomes quite manifest how we can treat different final states. Because
clearly, it is not impossible that a pair of χ particles might be able to annihilate in a whole series
of final states. The idea then is just to replace σ, the partial self annihilation cross-section with
the total one (which we shall from now on call σ, separating it from the partial ones which
shall hereafter be referred to as σi). We also note that in case particles 1 and 2 have a particle-
antiparticle relation, then a factor of 1/2 should be included in front of the cross-section, since
the density of the annihilating particles will be half the one of majorana-like particles. We also
note that, as pointed out for example in [16], the velocity v appearing in the total thermally
averaged annihilation cross-section is not the relative velocity among the two particles, but
rather the Moller velocity, defined as:
vMol =
[|~v1 − ~v2|2 − |~v1 × ~v2|2]1/2 (1.30)
Eq.(1.29) is, in principle and in the simplest of cases, the equation one has to solve in order
to compute the relic abundance for a dark matter species. One of the most tedious parts in
this computation is, of course, expected to be the calculation of 〈σv〉. To perform these tasks
a number of numerical codes have been developed, like micrOMEGAs [17–22] or DarkSUSY
[23–26], offering a high level of automation to the whole process. Further complications such as
coannihilations shall be referred to in the following chapters, when relevant. For the moment, we
limit ourselves to pointing out that it can be the case that the dark matter candidate shares some
quantum numbers with another particle in the theory and that the two particles can annihilate
with each other.
Going a little further, it would be interesting to briefly sketch what kinds of particles could
in principle satisfy Eq.(1.29) according to the assumptions we have made. First of all, it is not
an absurd assumption to stick to stable particles. We saw that unstable particles with very
long lifetimes can also very well constitute viable candidates. But in our case we shall be only
considering stable ones. Let’s define a couple of new variables, namely Y = n/s, where s is the
total entropy density of the universe, as well as x = m/T . Then, Eq.(1.29) can be recast into
the form
dY
dx
=
1
3H
ds
dx
〈σvMol〉 (Y 2eq − Y 2) (1.31)
For heavy states, 〈σvMol〉 can be expanded with respect to the Moller velocity as
〈σvMol〉 = a+ b
〈
v2
〉
+O(〈v4〉) ≈ a+ 6(b/x) (1.32)
Then, the evolution equation can be written as
dY
dx
= −
(
45
π
G
)−1/2 g1/2∗ m
x2
(a+ 6(b/x))(Y 2 − Y 2eq) (1.33)
with
g
1/2
∗ =
heff
g
1/2
eff
(
1 +
T
3heff
dheff
dT
)
, geff =
30ρ
π2T 4
, heff (T ) =
45s
2π2T 3
(1.34)
Eventually, and under some further assumptions, one can actually obtain an (not always valid)
approximate relation for the relic density
Ωχh
2 ≈ 3× 10
−27cm3sec−1
〈σv〉 (1.35)
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It is interesting that this equation yields the correct orders of magnitude for cross-section values
characterizing typically the weak interactions. This is the starting point for a very large class
of dark matter candidates within the category of thermal relics, namely Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles (WIMPs).
We shortly commented on the nature of dark matter and described in some detail a possible
mechanism that could in principle give rise to the observed cosmic abundance of dark matter.
Then, the simplest idea would be to look for a dark matter candidate within the zoo of already
known elementary particles. The world of elementary particles is today described at a very good
level by the Standard Model of particle physics, which we shall briefly describe in the following
section.
1.6 The Standard Model of particle physics
The Standard Model of particle physics 3 is actually comprised of two models, quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD) that was proposed in the 1960’s as a theory of strong nuclear interac-
tions [35–39] and the electroweak model proposed again in the 1960’s by Glashow, Salam and
Weinberg [40–42].
Before briefly describing the model itself, we state a few introductory remarks concerning
the Standard Model with a somewhat more general content:
• It is a four-dimensional renormalizable quantum field theory: Particles are described by
field operators acting on basis vectors of Hilbert spaces, creating and annihilating degrees
of freedom (other particles). The operator fields live in the four-dimensional spacetime.
The model can be in principle extrapolated to arbitrarily high energies.
• It is a gauge theory. The fields’ interactions are described by transformations of the former
according to specific irreducible representations of specific Lie groups.
1.6.1 Symmetries of the Standard Model
The Standard Model is based on the direct product group SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y . The first
factor, SU(3)C , is related to the strong interaction (Quantum ChromoDynamics, QCD). SU(3)C
can be obtained from the rank 2 SU(3)C semi-simple Lie algebra by usual exponentiation. The
group is of dimension 8, having 8 generators which are associated with the “carriers” of the
strong interaction, called gluons. It is, as is well known, a non-abelian group, QCD being a
Yang-Mills theory. The subscript C stands for “Color”, the conserved charge of the interaction
according to Noether’s theorem.
The Second factor, SU(2)L is again a non-abelian group generated by the semi-simple rank
1 algebra SU(2). It has dimension 3, with an equal number of generators. The subscript L here
stands for “Left”, since left- and right-handed fermions transform differently under the group.
Its associated charge is called Isospin. Along with the last (abelian) factor, U(1)Y , it forms
the so-called “electroweak” gauge group which is associated with weak and electromagnetic
interactions (with the Y standing for “hypercharge”, the associated charge).
3Numerous excellent textbooks on the Standard Model, Quantum Field Theory and gauge theory exist. See,
for example, [27–34]
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Finally, all fields are characterized by Lorentz invariance. Spacetime is flat (Minkowski) and
four-dimensional, possessing the symmetries of the Poincare´ group.
1.6.2 The particle content
Matter fields are described by three “generations” of fermions, transforming as spinors under
Lorentz transformations. Assuming a Dirac spinor f , this can be decomposed into “left” and
“right” components defined as
fL,R =
1
2
(1∓ γ5) f. (1.36)
A first classification can be done according to the representation properties under SU(3)C for
the various fermions. Some, called “leptons”, transform as singlets under SU(3)C , whereas the
remaining ones, “quarks”, transform as triplets, i.e. the fundamental representation. Then,
fermions are also organised according to their SU(2) representations as follows
L1 =
(
νe
e−
)
L
, L2 =
(
νµ
ν−
)
L
, L3 =
(
ντ
τ−
)
L
, (1.37)
e1 = e
−
R, e2 = µ
−
R, e3 = τ
−
R (1.38)
for leptons, and
Q1 =
(
u
d
)
L
, Q2 =
(
c
s
)
L
, Q3 =
(
t
b
)
L
, (1.39)
u1 = uR, u2 = cR, u3 = tR, (1.40)
d1 = dR, d2 = sR, d3 = bR (1.41)
for quarks. We already note what we said before, that left and right components of the spinor
fields transform differently under SU(2). In this version of the standard model (the truly minimal
one) we do not include right-handed components for the neutrino fields, since the latter are
considered to have zero mass, which is actually not true. This is, in fact, one of the very few
evidence that one should go beyond the minimal Standard Model in order to have a fully realistic
description of nature.
The third component of the isospin for the left- and right-handed components of the spinor
fields is
I3fL =
(
+12
−12
)
. I3fR = 0 (1.42)
The hypercharge Yf of a fermion f is defined in terms of I
3 and of the electromagnetic charge
Qf as follows
Yf = Qf − I3f , (1.43)
with Qf being defined in units of the elementary proton charge +e. More specifically, we find
that
YQi =
1
6
, Yui =
2
3
, Ydi = −
1
3
, YLi = −
1
2
, Yei = −1. (1.44)
It can further be checked that ∑
fermions
Y 3f = 0, (1.45)
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which actually ensures the cancellation of chiral anomalies [43, 44] and is an indispensable in-
gredient for the renormalizability of the theory [45,46].
Gauge fields correspond to spin-1 bosons which are responsible for the mediation of interac-
tions. In the strong sector, the fields G1...8µ correspond to eight gluons, as many as the generators
of the algebra. These generators are defined by means of the Gell-Mann matrices T a3 and obey
the corresponding Lie algebra[
T a3 , T
b
3
]
= i fabc T c3 , T r
[
T a3 T
b
3
]
=
1
2
δab, (1.46)
where the tensor fabc corresponds to the structure constants of the group.
In the electroweak sector, the field Bµ corresponds to the generator Y of U(1)Y and the
three fields W 1, 2, 3µ to the generators T 1, 2, 3 of the isospin group SU(2). The generators T a2 are
given by T a2 ≡ 12 τa, where the τa are the Pauli matrices describing the rotations:
τ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, τ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, τ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (1.47)
verifying the commutation relations [
T a2 , T
b
2
]
= i ǫabc T c2 (1.48)
where ǫabc is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol.
Finally, we define the field strength tensors as:
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂ν Bµ,
W aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂ν W aµ + g2 ǫabcW bµW cν ,
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂ν Gaµ + g3 fabcGbµGcν , (1.49)
where g1, g2 and g3 are the coupling constants of U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) respectively. We
should note that (as in general in Yang-Mills theories), the non-abelian gauge fields also possess
self-interactions. This is not the case for abelian groups.
1.6.3 Interactions and Lagrangian before EWSB
Matter and gauge fields couple to each other according to the minimal coupling recipe, namely
the only means of interaction among them is through terms containing the covariant derivatives
Dµ defined as
Dµ (Qi, ui, di) =
[
∂µ − i g3 T a3 Gaµ − i g2 T a2 W aµ − i g1
Y
2
Bµ
]
(Qi, ui, di),
Dµ Li =
[
∂µ − i g2 T a2 W aµ − i g1
Y
2
Bµ
]
Li,
Dµ ei =
[
∂µ − i g1 Y
2
Bµ
]
ei. (1.50)
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This covariant derivative generates interaction terms among fermions ψ and gauge bosons Vµ of
the form
− gi ψ¯ Vµ γµ ψ. (1.51)
The interaction is thus minimally and uniquely determined once the gauge symmetry group and
the coupling constant is given.
Before the breaking of the symmetry group, the Standard Model Lagrangian density is
L = −1
4
Gaµν G
µν
a −
1
4
W aµν W
µν
a −
1
4
Bµν B
µν (1.52)
+i L¯iDµ γ
µ Li + i e¯iDµ γ
µ ei + i Q¯iDµ γ
µQi + i u¯iDµ γ
µ ui + i d¯iDµ γ
µ di
This Lagrangian is invariant under local transformations for matter fields:
(Qi, ui, di)(x) → ei αa3(x) Ta3 +i αa2(x)Ta2 +i α1(x)Y (Qi, ui, di)(x)
Li(x) → ei αa2(x) Ta2 +i α1(x)Y Li(x)
ei(x) → ei α1(x)Y ei(x) (1.53)
as well as gauge fields:
Gaµ(x) → Gaµ(x)−
1
g3
∂µ α
a
3(x)− ǫabc αb3Gcµ,
W aµ (x) → W aµ (x)−
1
g2
∂µ α
a
2(x)− ǫabc αb2W cµ,
Baµ(x) → Bµ(x)−
1
g1
∂µ α1(x). (1.54)
We should note that the Lagrangian (1.52) does not contain any mass term for the moment.
In fact, adding a mass term of the form 12 M
2
V Vµ V
µ for the gauge bosons would explicitly violate
gauge invariance. This can be easily seen in the case of an abelian gauge field. Including a mass
term would mean
1
2
M2BBµB
µ → 1
2
M2B
(
Bµ − 1
g1
∂µα1
)(
Bµ − 1
g1
∂µα1
)
6= 1
2
M2BBµB
µ. (1.55)
Furthermore, a mass term for a fermion ψ would be of the form
mf ψ¯ ψ = mf ψ¯
(
1
2
(1− γ5) + 1
2
(1 + γ5)
)
ψ = −mf (ψ¯R ψL + ψ¯L ψR) (1.56)
which is not invariant under isospin transformations, given that left-handed fermions are doublets
under SU(2) whereas right-handed fermions are singlets.
But it is clear (and experimentally verified) that both fermions and bosons should be able
to have mass terms, since the masses of all particles (apart from neutrinos) have been experi-
mentally measured.
The Higgs-Brout-Englert mechanism [47–49] proposes a way to generate masses both for
bosons and fermions by breaking the electroweak symmetry spontaneously.
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1.6.4 The Higgs mechanism and mass generation
In order to generate mass terms for quarks, leptons and gauge fields of the electroweak sector
(gluons are massless as well as the photon) we introduce a complex scalar SU(2) doublet field
Φ, with a hypercharge YΦ = +1 [50]
Φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
, (1.57)
The SU(2)L × U(1) - invariant lagrangian density is given by
LH = (DµΦ)† (DµΦ)− µ2Φ†Φ− λ (Φ†Φ)2, (1.58)
where the covariant derivative Dµ is given by:
DµΦ =
[
∂µ − i g2 T a2 W aµ − i g1
Y
2
Bµ
]
Φ (1.59)
For a mass term µ2 < 0, the neutral component of Φ develops a non-zero vacuum expectation
value
〈Φ〉0 = 〈0|Φ|0〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v
)
with v ≡
√
−µ
2
λ
. (1.60)
Note that the charged component of the field Φ should not acquire a VEV, since we wish to
conserve invariance under the group U(1)Q of electromagnetism: the associated gauge boson,
the photon, is massless.
It is possible to expand Φ around the minima v in terms of real fields. At leading order, we
shall have:
Φ =
(
θ2 + i θ1
1√
2
(v +H)− i θ3
)
= ei θa τ
a
(
0
1√
2
(v +H)
)
. (1.61)
At this point, we can use the gauge invariance and fix ourselves at the unitary gauge, by
performing an SU(2) gauge transformation on Φ. This allows us to eliminate the θ1, 2, 3 degrees
of freedom, which become non-physical:
Φ(x)→ e−i θa(x) τa Φ(x) = 1√
2
(
0
v +H
)
. (1.62)
In the unitary gauge, the kinetic term for Φ takes the form
(Dµ Φ)
†(DµΦ) =
∣∣∣∣
(
∂µ − i g2 τ
a
2
W aµ −
i
2
g1Bµ
)
Φ
∣∣∣∣
2
(1.63)
=
1
2
(∂µH)
2+
1
8
g22 (v+H)
2
∣∣W 1µ+iW 2µ ∣∣2+18 (v+H)2
∣∣g2W 3µ−g1Bµ∣∣2 .
Then, if we define the physical gauge fields W±µ , Zµ and Aµ
W±µ ≡
1
2
(
W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ
)
, Zµ ≡
g2W
3
µ − g1Bµ√
g21 + g
2
2
, Aµ ≡
g1W
3
µ + g2Bµ√
g21 + g
2
2
, (1.64)
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equation (1.63) can be recast into the form
|DµΦ|2 = 1
2
(∂µH)
2 +M2W W
+
µ W
−µ +
1
2
M2Z Zµ Z
µ +
1
2
M2AAµA
µ, (1.65)
where the gauge boson masses will be
MW =
v g2
2
, MZ =
v
2
√
g22 + g
2
1 , MA = 0. (1.66)
At this point, the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry is no longer manifest: it has been spontaneously
broken and the only residual symmetry is a U(1)Q, which we identify with the U(1) abelian gauge
symmetry of quantum electrodynamics. Among the degrees of freedom of Φ, three have been
absorbed by the three vector bosons W± and Z to give them longitudinal components and,
thus, masses. There remains a massless gauge boson A which is identified with the photon: the
residual U(1)Q “protects” it from getting a mass term.
The fermion masses, in their turn, can be generated by means of the same field Φ along with
its conjugate Φ˜ ≡ i τ2 Φ∗ with a hypercharge of YΦ˜ = −1. The mass terms are included in the
Yukawa Lagrangian which is invariant under the SM group gauge transformations
LF = −λei L¯Φ ei − λdi Q¯Φ di − λui Q¯ Φ˜ui + h.c. (1.67)
Once Φ acquires a non-zero VEV, and working always in unitary gauge (1.62), the Lagrangian
density can be written as
LF = −λei√
2
H eiL eiR − λdi√
2
H diL diR − λui√
2
H uiL uiR
−mei e¯iL eiR −mdi d¯iL diR −mui u¯iL uiR + h.c. (1.68)
The fermion masses are then identified with the terms:
mei =
λei v√
2
, mdi =
λdi v√
2
, mui =
λui v√
2
. (1.69)
Finally, the remaining physical degree of freedom of Φ constitutes the so-called Higgs boson
H. After EWSB and since v2 = −µ2/λ we can write down the Lagrangian for H.
LH = 1
2
(∂µH)2 − λv2H2 − λv H3 − λ
4
H4 (1.70)
from which we can immediately infer
M2H = 2λv
2 (1.71)
as well as its self-couplings. As for the couplings of the H boson to other particles, these can be
read off the part of the Lagrangian which also contains the mass terms. In the end, we find
gH3 = 3
M2H
v
, gH4 = 3
M2H
v2
, gHff =
mf
v
, gHV V = −2M
2
V
v
, gHHV V = −2M
2
V
v2
. (1.72)
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All of these parameters depend on the (non-zero) vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field v.
This is in its turn related to the Fermi constant GF , which has been measured with an extreme
accuracy, as well as to the W -boson mass:
MW =
1
2
g2v =
(√
2g2
8GF
)1/2
⇒ v = 1
(
√
2GF )1/2
≃ 246 GeV. (1.73)
The only free parameter of the Standard Model is, hence, the mass of the Higgs boson (since all
other masses have already been measured experimentally).
1.7 Candidates in the Standard Model?
We saw the particle content of the Standard Model. Following the previous discussion, it is
quite logical to ask which of the particles listed in the previous section could constitute “good”
candidates for dark matter. In order to evaluate this, first of all we should note that quarks
are by definition excluded, since the amount of baryons in the universe is bound by the WMAP
data. As excluded are also gauge bosons and the Higgs particle, since they are very unstable.
Charged leptons are also strongly bound, since they interact electromagnetically and would have
most probably been observed. Furthermore, this would mean that the universe would be overall
strongly electrically charged, something which is in contrast with observations.
The only possibility are, hence, neutrinos. Indeed, during the first days of interest around
dark matter neutrinos were considered to be the most plausible candidate. This was further
supported by the fact that as we saw, if one makes a series of assumptions, which are not that
absurd, one can arrive to the conclusion that particles only involved in weak interactions should
in principle constitute quite good candidates.
The main problem in the neutrino hypothesis (apart from the fact that today the total
amount of neutrinos in the universe is bound) is that when produced thermally, they are ul-
trarelativistic due to their very small mass. They thus constitute a severely hot dark matter
candidate, which is an unacceptable feature according to our trends for structure formation.
Indeed, neutrinos would free-stream in the early universe spoiling structures.
We thus see that the Standard Model itself is unable to provide a well-behaved dark matter
candidate. In order to accommodate such a feature, one has to extend the particle content.
This is, in our respect, a particularly interesting feature, especially in the absence of further
experimental evidence for the existence of Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics. One indeed
finds such evidence once one tries to reconcile two very different fields, particle physics and
cosmology.
Very large classes of extensions of the Standard Model offer viable candidates. In this work,
we shall be interested in particles falling in the class of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
(WIMPs), that is, candidates with masses and couplings falling roughly within the electroweak
scale. And, as we shall see, there are both minimal extensions of the SM as well as much larger
ones, motivated from totally different arguments, that propose such candidates and actually
quite naturally.
The next question is whether we shall be able to probe some of these candidates: what kind
of experimental techniques could we devise in order to actually detect dark matter? We shall
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be developing this point in the next chapter. For the moment, we just repeat that until now
the only evidence comes from gravitation-related data, which do not actually distinguish among
different kinds of particles: the intensity of the interaction only depends on the particle’s mass.
If we should wish to determine the nature of the dark matter particles, we should rely upon their
-potential- capacity to interact through different forces than the gravitational one. It could be
of course, that this simply does not happen. But at least in the thermal relic picture that we
presented so far, other kinds of interactions are also expected to be relevant.
Chapter 2
Detection of Dark Matter
We closed the first chapter wondering whether it would be possible to envisage techniques that
could help us detect dark matter, especially when it comes to candidates falling in the WIMP
category. We said that by definition these candidates should possess properties similar to the
electroweak sector of the Standard Model and be thus able either to interact with ordinary
matter or to annihilate and produce it.
From this last element, at least three ideas could arise quite straightforwardly:
1. The first one is that if WIMPs can interact with ordinary matter, we could imagine building
a detector on the earth and try to detect the dark matter particles that -should in principle-
continuously reach the earth. Judging from the techniques that are used in order to
detect other particles only interacting through weak-scale forces, for instance neutrinos,
the expected signal should be quite low. The detector should therefore be massive so as
to augment the probability for a positive detection. Moreover, background sources should
be understood and eliminated as much as possible. This technique is referred to as direct
detection.
2. The second idea could emerge from the very mechanism invoked in the thermal relic sce-
nario so as to reproduce the correct DM abundance: WIMPs can annihilate into Standard
Model particles. If this was possible in the early universe, it should also be possible today.
We could imagine trying to detect exactly the annihilation products of this process. In
fact, since such DM annihilations are expected to take place throughout the galactic halo,
it would only make sense to try and detect stable particles which might be either primary
or secondary products of WIMP annihilations: photons, electrons, neutrinos but also per-
haps composite particles from the hadronization of some of the annihilation products. This
approach is called indirect detection.
3. Finally, since WIMPs have roughly electroweak scale masses, it is possible that they could
be produced in today’s high-energy colliders. Especially the CERN Large Hadron Collider
[51] and the Tevatron [52] are actually probing exactly the energies at which electroweak
symmetry breaking is expected to take place. The same holds for oncoming or planned
experiments, such as the International Linear Collider [53].
In the following paragraphs we develop the basic principles for these detection modes. Then,
we present some results concerning the capacity of these experiments to constrain some WIMP
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properties, especially its mass.
2.1 Direct detection
The basic principle of direct detection is rather simple [6,54–57]: Since our galaxy is constituted
primarily of dark matter, we expect that WIMPs constantly reach the earth. As they interact
weakly, most of the time they should just traverse it. But every now and then, it could be
that some of the WIMPs actually interact with the Earth’s materials. Then, if a large detector
were built and exposed for a sufficiently large amount of time to WIMPs traversing it, some
of the WIMPs might actually interact with the target material. There is a large number of
experiments worldwide that pursue this goal. They are typically built underground in order
to achieve significant reduction of background. Depending on the specific technique of every
experiment, a large number of different observables can be measured in order to detect and
reconstruct a WIMP. In almost all cases however, the basic principle remains the same. WIMPs
could interact with the nuclei and the electrons of the target material, causing them to recoil,
get excited or ionize and this is an in principle measurable effect.
2.1.1 The event rate
The event rate that one would expect in a detector depends on a certain number of parameters.
Let us denote the total number of events by N . This number should be proportional to the
number of target nuclei and WIMPs available for the interaction to take place. If we denote by
nN the number of nuclei and nχ the corresponding number for WIMPs, then the total number
of events should be N ∝ nNnχ.
But not all WIMPs move at the same velocity: their velocities are rather dispersed accord-
ing to a certain velocity distribution which should be known or calculable according to some
theoretical assumptions. More on this point will follow. In order now to get the total number
of events for all velocities, we should integrate the distribution along with the relevant cross-
section, which depends on the center-of-mass energy of the collision. Then, the event rate per
unit detector mass, time and energy should be
dN
dEr
=
ρ0
mNuclmχ
∫ ∞
vmin
vf(v)
dσχNucl
dEr
(v,Er)dv (2.1)
where N is the number of WIMP scatterings off target nuclei, Er is the nucleus recoil energy,
ρ0 is the local dark matter density near the earth, mNucl is the nucleus mass, mχ is the WIMP
mass, v is the WIMP velocity, f(v) is the WIMP velocity distribution in the detector rest frame
and σχNucl is the WIMP-nucleus scattering cross-section. The lower integration limit is vmin,
the minimal velocity that can kinematically give rise to a scattering with recoil energy Er.
This minimal velocity can be found to be
vmin =
√
(mNuclEr)/(2µ
2
Nucl) (2.2)
where µNucl = mχmNucl/(mχ +mNucl) is the WIMP-nucleus reduced mass.
To calculate the total number of events per unit detector mass per unit time, one must
integrate Eq.(2.1) within the desired recoil energy region.
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Referring to Eq.(2.1), the BSM particle physics-related quantities are just two: the WIMP
- nucleus scattering cross-section and the WIMP mass. If the astrophysical quantities are fixed,
then one can extract bounds on the combination of these parameters in a more or less model-
independent way. Moreover, if it is clear how to pass from the nuclear level to the nucleonic one,
the limits on the cross-section can be further translated into constraints on the WIMP-nucleon
scattering cross-section, allowing for comparison among different experiments using different
target materials. This is actually the habit of experimental collaborations.
The situation is of course complicated by the fact that this equation is comprised of several
factors which we shall briefly analyze in the following. They are often associated with uncertain-
ties that can severely alter the interpretation of experimental data or the theoretical predictions
on event rates.
The local density
It is interesting that despite the strong uncertainties on the nature (as well as the spatial distri-
bution) of dark matter, there seems to exist quite some agreement (at least qualitatively) con-
cerning its density in the solar neighborhood. Experimental analyses usually use the -somehow-
reference value of 0.3 GeV cm−3.
One of the latest and acknowledged calculations comes from ref. [58]. In this paper, the
authors use observables related to the galactic rotation curves in order to derive a local density
of 0.385± 0.027 GeV cm−3 for an Einasto halo profile and 0.389± 0.025 GeV cm−3 for a NFW
one. This result is claimed by the authors to be quite robust, and the error bars lie around
7% of the central value at 68%CL. It is noteworthy that the authors’ results do not change
significantly among different assumptions concerning the DM distribution in the galaxy.
It should be noted however that these estimates are practically always based on some as-
sumptions. The authors of [59] for instance consider wider possibilities for halo profiles finding a
potential region for the local density from 0.2 up to 0.4 GeV cm−3 at 68%CL. In [60] the authors
do not make some particular assumption concerning the halo profile finding a local density of
0.43± 0.21 GeV cm−3 at the same CL.
Recently, a further study was performed in [61] that tries to estimate systematic uncertainties
in the local density calculation, as for example possible departures from perfect sphericity. The
conclusion of the authors is that systematic uncertainties can be more important than statistical
ones and their result for the local density value dispersion is 0.466 ± 0.033(stat) ± 0.077(syst)
GeV cm−3 at 68% CL and for an Einasto profile.
In any case, most studies are usually in agreement within roughly a factor of 2 − 3 at 68%
CL. The recent results seem to be yielding values for the local density ranging between 0.2 and
0.576 GeV cm−3 at 68% CL. We note that taking into account variations in the local density is
quite straightforward, since the event rate depends just linearly on this parameter.
The scattering cross-section and hadronic uncertainties
So far we have omitted (and will continue doing so in the following) possible interactions that
could occur among WIMPs and the electrons in the target material. It has been shown that these
interactions are much less frequent than interactions with the nucleus (among others because of
the huge mass difference between WIMPs and electrons).
Then, there can be inelastic interactions that excite the nucleus as a whole causing for a
gamma-ray emission upon deexcitation. The typical lifetime of the excited states is of O(nsec).
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These interactions produce a signal that is very similar to natural radioactivity, with the latter
providing a much stronger signal than the former and are, hence, ignored in analyses.
So, what we are left with is the elastic scattering cross-section between the WIMP and the
nucleus. In order to calculate these, a series of steps must be taken:
• First, one should compute the scattering cross-section at the partonic level, i.e. among a
WIMP and a quark/gluon.
• Then, one must convolute this cross-section with Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)
in order to pass from the partonic level to the WIMP - nucleon one.
• Finally, one must pass from the WIMP-nucleon level to the WIMP-nucleus one.
The WIMP-nucleus scattering cross-section σχNucl can usually be separated into two distinct
parts, the spin-independent and the spin-dependent one
dσχNucl
dEr
=
(
dσSIχNucl
dEr
)
+
(
dσSDχNucl
dEr
)
(2.3)
The spin-dependent part of the cross-section comes from axial current couplings appearing in
the interaction Lagrangian. On the other hand, the spin-independent comes from scalar-scalar
and vector-vector couplings. For heavy nuclei the spin-dependent contribution is quite a bit
smaller than the spin-independent one. Especially in cases of nuclei with an even number of
neutrons and protons, this contribution vanishes since the total nuclear spin is zero.
The spin-independent cross-section is usually factorized in terms of the WIMP-nucleon one
and some form factor depending upon the structure of the target nucleus. More concretely, we
write
dσSIχNucl
dEr
=
mNuclσ0
2µ2Nuclv
2
F 2(Er) (2.4)
where F is the nuclear form factor and σ0 is the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section at zero
momentum transfer. The latter, in turn, is the convolution of the parton-level cross-section with
the relevant parton distribution functions for protons or neutrons.
By substituting the last expression into Eq.(2.1) we get the final expression for the event
rate in the detector
dN
dEr
=
ρ0σ0
2µ2Nuclmχ
F 2(ER)
∫ ∞
vmin
f(v)
v
dv (2.5)
The passage from the WIMP-nucleus to the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section or vice-
versa can also introduce some uncertainty. The most commonly used nuclear form factor today is
the one proposed by Engel in [62]. Previously, the common consideration included assuming that
nuclear matter follows a Gaussian distribution as a function of the distance from the nucleus’
center. One example work where several nuclear form factors are compared among them is [63].
Furthermore, passing from the partonic cross-section to the nuclear one is not a so straight-
forward procedure, it involves all of the aforementioned steps. So, PDFs come always with their
respective uncertainties which, especially for heavy flavors such as the s - quark, can be signifi-
cant. As described for example in [64], these errors can induce shifts in the predicted WIMP -
nucleon scattering cross-sections reaching up to an order of magnitude. We shall quantify this
effect in the last chapter of this work.
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Other uncertainties can appear in the scattering cross-section computation, depending on
the specific particle physics framework under consideration. One such example are uncertainties
in the Renormalization Group Equation (RGE) evolution in GUT-scale models 1 . For the
moment, and since estimation of such uncertainties demands the definition of some particle
physics framework, we shall ignore them.
WIMP velocity distribution
The velocity distribution of WIMPs in the detector frame f(~v) is one of the most uncertain
elements entering the event rate calculation.
The first obstacle to be tackled for an accurate determination of the distribution in the de-
tector frame is to pinpoint what is the distribution of WIMPs’ velocities in a more “natural”
reference frame, namely the galactic one f1(v1). Then, we expect that by means of Galilean
transformations it will be able to convert this distribution into f(v).
A very common assumption is that WIMP velocity follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
in the galactic rest frame
f1(v1)d
3v1 =
1
v30π
3/2
e−(v1/v0)
2
d3v1 (2.6)
around some central value v0. Integration over the angular part of the distribution yields
f1(v1)dv1 =
4v21
v30
√
π
e−(v1/v0)
2
dv1 (2.7)
We note that if WIMPs have a velocity above some limit, let’s denote it by vesc, they can
escape the galaxy and are thus no longer gravitationally bound. In this respect, integrating the
velocity distribution up to infinite velocities does not make sense. Instead, we should limit the
integration in eqs.(2.1) and (2.5) up to vesc.
Then, it is necessary to determine the form this distribution takes in the detector rest frame.
In this respect, we should keep in mind that the earth participates in two additional motions
with respect to the galactic frame, the distribution of interest should thus be determined by
performing a Galilean transformation as
~v1 −→ ~v = ~v1 + ~ve(t) (2.8)
where ~ve(t) is the earth’s velocity in the galactic rest frame. The latter is comprised of two
motions:
• The motion of our solar system around the galactic center.
• The motion of the earth around the sun.
Let’s define the galactic coordinates as a set of three vectors (~x, ~y, ~z) where the first vector points
towards the galactic center, the second to the direction of the galactic rotation and the third to
1At this point, we of course mean uncertainties in the low-energy parameter values that can be provoked by
different treatments of RGEs. In other words, different RGE-solving codes can yield slightly different low-energy
results.
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the galactic north pole. In these coordinates, the sun’s motion around the GC can be written
as [57]
~v⊙ = (10.0 ± 0.4, 5.2 ± 0.6, 7.2 ± 0.4) km/sec (2.9)
In its turn, the earth’s motion around the sun can be expressed, in the same coordinates, as
~vorbe = ve[~e1 sinλ(t)− ~e2 cos λ(t)] (2.10)
where the vectors ~e1, ~e2 are given by
~e1 = (−0.0670, 0.4927,−0.8676) (2.11)
~e2 = (−0.9931,−0.1170, 0.01032) (2.12)
In the end, we can express the velocity in the detector rest frame by substituting
~ve(t) = ~v⊙ + ~vorbe (2.13)
At this point, it is interesting to note the time dependence of the earth’s velocity. In fact,
this time dependence is at the root of a class of direct detection experiments such as the
DAMA/LIBRA [65, 66] experiment at the Gran Sasso national laboratory in Italy, as well as
the KIMS experiment in Korea [67, 68]. Whereas the majority of direct detection experiments
intend to detect the bulk of the signal generated by scatterings of dark matter on the detector
nuclei, these experiments intend to measure the weak effect of the signal’s annual modulation
expected by the harmonic time dependence of the velocity. This modulation is exactly due to
the fact that at some moment every year, the earth’s velocity has the same direction as the
sun’s rotation around the galactic center, whereas at some other moment it has the opposite.
We should thus expect a periodic fluctuation in the signal. As weak as this effect might be, it
is considered to be quite difficult to find another phenomenon which could affect the number of
events in the detector in a similar manner, something which is supposed to clearly distinguish
among signal and background.
On the other hand, the presentation concerning the WIMP velocity distribution is somewhat
simplistic. In the light of recent results from various experimental collaborations posing increas-
ingly strong bounds on the allowed (mχ, σ
SI
χ−N ) plane along with results revealing excesses that
could be interpreted as coming from dark matter collisions, a significant effort is being devoted
to the study of the impact of astrophysical assumptions on these bounds and the calculated
event rates for various models. A recent study in this direction is [69] where it is found that es-
pecially for low-mass WIMPs or candidates baring rather non-standard interactions, deviations
from the behavior as predicted by the aforementioned assumptions can be sizeable. Quantifying
the overall uncertainties in direct dark matter detection experiments is a very important work
in order to better understand the behavior that could be expected from different candidates as
well as the possible nature of detected signals.
2.2 Indirect Detection
Indirect detection is based on the principle that WIMPs should be able to annihilate in the
same way as described in the previous chapter for the thermal relic mechanism. Of course, the
thermally averaged annihilation cross-section might be different than the one used in order to
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calculate the candidate’s relic density, because since decoupling the average WIMP velocity is
expected to have significantly decreased. But the principle remains the same. Then, the anni-
hilation products should be (in principle) detectable. But which kinds of annihilation products
should we look for? First of all, it is clear that we should look for stable particles, and actually
for particles that we already know how to detect. In the framework of the standard model hence,
the choices are rather limited: we could look for gamma-rays, electrons or positrons, neutrinos,
(anti)protons, as well as perhaps for some composite particles such as (anti)deuteron and so on.
And, of course, these annihilation products can be either primary ones (i.e. produced directly
by WIMP annihilation) or secondary (i.e. produced upon decay of unstable primary products).
It is important to note here the different nature of the various detectable annihilation products.
This observation gives us an idea already that the physics entering their detection can be quite
different.
Neutrinos are extremely weakly interacting particles. In order to detect them, we should rely
on techniques quite similar to the ones used for usual neutrino detection. Since they travel in
straight lines throughout the galaxy, this means that we can look at specific directions depending
on where we expect the signal to be maximized. In this respect, it is quite common to look
for DM annihilation-induced neutrinos towards the sun. Indeed, because of its mass, the sun is
expected to provoke capturing of WIMPs in its interior. As WIMPs annihilate, ultrarelativistic
neutrinos can escape the sun’s surface and reach the earth, giving a distinct contribution to the
overall number of detected solar neutrinos. Although this detection mode is very interesting
especially for some classes of candidates, in the following we shall not be mentioning it anymore.
Gamma-rays also traverse the galaxy without significantly interacting with the interstellar
medium. Once again, they are expected to be copiously produced at places with higher DM
concentration, such as the center of the galaxy where we believe there is a supermassive black
hole. However, as we shall see later on, it can be that other places in the galaxy with much
fainter signals are also characterized by much lower backgrounds, hence they could offer even
better detection perspectives.
Finally, charged matter such as positrons, antiprotons and antideuterons present a further
complication, namely the fact that being charged particles, they interact with the interstellar
medium and can annihilate, undergo changes in their propagation direction, or lose energy.
Hence, while they are expected to be produced in places with large dark matter densities, it can
be that either they never reach us because these locations are too distant or that they change
direction.
In the three following paragraphs, we shall see the general features of each of these detection
modes in more detail.
2.2.1 Gamma-ray detection
Suppose we are observing the sky along a line, forming an angle ψ0 wrt the straight line con-
necting the sun and the GC. The differential gamma-ray flux coming from DM annihilations
received on the earth in units GeV−1 cm−2 sec−1 can be written as
dΦγ
dEγ
(ψ0, E) = Nχ
〈σv〉v→0
4πm2χ
∑
f
BRf
dNfγ
dE
∫
los
ρ2 (l(ψ)) dl(ψ) (2.14)
where: Nχ depends on the nature of the annihilating particles, being 1/2 for Majorana-like
particles and 1/4 for Dirac-like, 〈σv〉v→0 is the total thermally averaged self-annihilation cross-
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section calculated for v → 0, mχ is the WIMP mass, BRf is the annihilation fraction into an
f -th final state, dNfγ /dEγ is the differential yield of the f -th final state into γ’s, the sum runs
over all possible final states, ρ is the dark matter spatial distribution function, whereas the
integral is performed along the line of sight (los) from us to the observed point. It is important
to stress that in Eq.(2.14) we have neglected gamma-ray contributions that could come, for
instance, from inverse Compton scattering or synchrotron radiation of charged DM annihilation
products. These contributions can actually turn out to be rather sizeable. In this work, we shall
nevertheless not be dealing with them.
In practice, no instrument can make observations along a 1-dimensional line. Instead, the
flux on the earth (or on a satellite) should be calculated within a cone centered around the angle
ψ0. The angle of the cone is bound from below by the detector’s angular resolution, that is,
the minimal angular separation needed between two points in the sky so that the detector can
indeed distinguish these two points.
Following ref. [70], we define the dimensionless quantity J as follows:
J(ψ) =
1
R0
1
ρ20
∫
los
ρ2 (l(ψ)) dl(ψ) (2.15)
where R0 is the distance of the sun from the galactic center and ρ0 is the local DM density that
we mentioned before.
To calculate the flux generated by DM annihilations within the cone, say of solid angle ∆Ω and
centered around ψ0, we can calculate the average value of J in the cone, then simply multiply
the corresponding flux by ∆Ω. We therefore define
J¯ψ0(∆Ω) =
1
∆Ω
∫
∆Ω
J(ψ)dΩ (2.16)
where dΩ = sin θdθdφ, with θ being the angle between the line connecting the sun to the GC
and the observation line (varying in [−π/2, π/2]) and φ being the angle perpendicular to the
galactic disk (varying in [0, 2π]).
The most popular halo profiles are spherically symmetric around the Galactic Center, they
are thus functions of the distance r from the GC only. From the cosine law, the distance r can
be expressed as
r =
√
R20 + l
2 − 2lR0 cos(ψ) (2.17)
we can hence express the halo profile as a function of l and ψ.
What are the limits of l? Normally, one should integrate from the observation point up to
the end of the universe. Since in the following we shall be ignoring extragalactic contributions,
and since in any case the halo profile concerns the galaxy and not the extragalactic dark matter
distribution, we integrate up to a maximal value for l by defining a “limit” for our galaxy.
Supposing the maximal radius of the Milky Way is rgal, we find lmax to be
lmax =
√
r2gal −R20 sin2 ψ +R0 cosψ (2.18)
so the expression for J becomes
J(ψ) =
1
R0
1
ρ20
∫ lmax
0
ρ2 (l(ψ)) dl(ψ) (2.19)
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In the end, we find that
J¯ψ0(∆Ω) =
1
∆Ω
∫ φ2
φ1
dφ
∫ ψ0+θ
ψ0
J(ψ) sinψdψ (2.20)
where φ varies between two integration limits of interest.
Finally, we can write down the expression for the differential flux that we would expect to
detect on the earth in units of time, detector surface, energy and solid angle as
dΦ
dE
= Nχ
〈σv〉v→0
4πm2χ
∑
f
BRf
dNfγ
dE
R0ρ
2
0 J¯ (2.21)
It is very interesting to note that the particle physics part and the astrophysical part of the equa-
tion are completely separated. This actually turns out to be very convenient, since astrophysics-
related calculations need only be done once. Then, they can be applied to any particle physics
candidate. In fact, this observation goes even further: the particle physics part itself is separated
into known (Standard Model) physics and BSM.
In order to calculate the yields of the SM particles into gamma-rays we can employ well-
known codes such as PYTHIA [71] or SHERPA [72]. Suppose the simplest case of a two-body
SM final state f , with the two particles having identical masses. Then, the energy of each
particle in the final state will be just mχ. And, since the decays of SM particles are known, the
only factor that should change the spectrum for a given final state should be the energy of the f
particles. For any energy of the primary final state products, we can use the usual Monte Carlo
algorithms in order to compute the spectrum of the f particles into photons. When scanning
over large parameter spaces however, this turns out to be a quite CPU-consuming technique. In
order to avoid this, we employ a trick: We only calculate the spectrum for a given mass value
and then fit this spectrum as a function of E/mχ. Then, changes in the WIMP mass can be
taken into account straightforwardly. It has been shown that this technique introduces an error
typically of the order of less than 10%. We note that since in the following chapters we shall be
examining WIMPs with masses spanning about 2 orders of magnitude, in practice we perform a
small number of different fits for different WIMP masses and then use the appropriate function
according to the WIMP mass under examination.
But it can be that the primary annihilation products are not SM particles but unstable ones
that further decay into multiple SM particle final states. We said that the fit is performed as a
function of E/mχ. In reality, one can generalize this into a fit of E/Ef , where Ef is the energy
of a final state particle. This shows us that through the same method, we can also treat final
states with non mass-degenerate particles, as well as final states with more than two particles
(although the latter case requires some more attention).
In figure 2.1 we show an example of such a fit for Standard Model 2-body final states,
assuming a WIMP mass of 120 GeV. We can see that gauge bosons and heavy quarks tend to
yield richer spectra at low-energies falling off rather quickly, whereas light quarks and especially
leptons give much harder spectra.
The halo profile
Upon simple inspection of Eq.(2.21) one can see that the gamma-ray flux expected on the earth
depends strongly on the assumptions adopted concerning the dark matter spatial distribution.
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Figure 2.1: Differential yield of various Standard-Model 2-body final states into photons for a WIMP mass of
120 GeV.
a (kpc) α β γ J¯(4 · 10−3sr)
NFW 20 1 3 1 5.859 · 102
NFWc 20 0.8 2.7 1.45 3.254 · 104
Moore et al. 28 1.5 3 1.5 2.574 · 104
Moorec 28 0.8 2.7 1.65 3.075 · 105
Table 2.1: NFW and Moore et al. density profiles without and with adiabatic compression (NFWc and Moorec
respectively) with the corresponding parameters, and values of J¯(∆Ω).
We already mentioned in the first chapter that while most halo profiles present a similar be-
havior at sufficiently large distances from the Galactic Center, there does not seem to be much
agreement on the corresponding form of the distribution close enough to the center of the galaxy.
Since the galactic center is expected to be an area of important accretion of dark matter,
it is quite natural to expect that the WIMP annihilation rate should be more significant in
this region. It is thus quite customary for calculations on expected fluxes to be performed with
respect to the annihilation rates one would expect close to the galactic center, actually at the
very center of our galaxy.
Since however the flux for annihilating WIMPs depends quadratically on the halo profile
(linearly for decaying dark matter), the strong divergencies among different estimates should
be expected to have an equally strong impact on the results. This is indeed the case. Let
us assume that we look for γ-rays from dark matter annihilations within a conical region of
4 · 10−3 sr around the GC. The relevant parameters and values for the J¯ quantity can be seen in
Table 2.1 for several different halo profiles discussed in section 1.4: NFW, NFW with adiabatic
compression, Moore et al and Moore et al with adiabatic compression. It is clear that the
possible values span several orders of magnitude and, since Eq.(2.21) depends linearly on J¯ , so
will the corresponding flux.
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It is straightforward to realize that a precise knowledge of the dark matter distribution is not
only a crucial element in the calculation of the flux one would expect on the earth, but also
a major uncertainty in gamma-ray detection. One potential wayout this problem could be to
exclude the galactic center from the analysis, since it is the most uncertain region. But then, the
signal statistics is expected to significantly decrease. At this point we should consider the fact
that in any detection procedure, the important element is not just the absolute magnitude of
the signal but rather its relative magnitude to the relevant background. As we shall see later on,
looking at other directions than the GC can be an efficient way to optimize the signal-background
relation.
2.2.2 Charged Particle Detection
Charged particles present the complication of propagating throughout the galactic medium. This
effect results in the distortion of the spectrum produced at the source, a phenomenon which is
absent in the case of gamma-rays: the form of the charged particle spectrum received on the earth
can be significantly different than the one produced at the source. Numerous approaches have
been proposed on how to treat such effects [73–75]. The starting point for all these approaches
is a continuity relation which encodes, according to each author’s assumptions, the relevant
physics. These methods vary from completely numerical, semi-analytical up to fully analytical.
Since analytical methods usually not only allow us to better understand the underlying physics
but are also computationally much more efficient, our choice for the following will be the two-
zone diffusion model and its semi-analytical solution as described in [75]. In this model, particle
propagation takes place in a cylindrical region (called the Diffusive Zone, DZ) of half thickness
L. The propagating particles can escape the DZ, in which case they are simply lost.
The physical processes involved in charged matter propagation in this framework, could be
encoded as follows:
• Charged particles scatter on irregularities of the galactic magnetic field (called Alfve´n
waves). This is a diffusion process with a diffusion coefficient given by
K(E) = K0 β
(
E
E0
)α
(2.22)
with β being the particle’s velocity, K0 the diffusion constant, α a constant slope, E the
kinetic energy and E0 a reference energy (which we take to be 1 GeV)
• They undergo a second order Fermi reacceleration due to the motion of scattering centers
which can be described by a coefficient
KEE =
2
9
V 2a
E2 β4
K(E)
(2.23)
• They lose energy at a rate b(E) which depends on the specific final state particles
• They are wiped away from the galactic disk due to the convective wind with velocity
Vc ≈ (5− 15) km/s
• They can annihilate upon scattering on the InterStellar (IS) medium. In this study, we
shall consider the two primary components of the medium, namely Hydrogen and Helium.
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These effects can be encoded in a master equation which can be written as
∂tψ + ∂z(Vc ψ)−∇(K∇ψ)− ∂E [b(E)ψ +KEE(E) ∂E ψ] = q , (2.24)
where we denote by ψ = dn/dE the space-energy density of positrons or antiprotons.
Even under the simplifications that we mentioned before (such as cylindrical symmetry),
Eq.(2.24) is impossible to solve analytically, perhaps even numerically. In order to overcome this
difficulty, we have to make further simplifications so as to try and bring the master equation
in a form which is solvable. These assumptions are not universal for different particle species,
instead the specific nature of each final state particle should be carefully taken into account and
the errors brought about by these assumptions should be assessed.
Furthermore, since our universe is matter and not antimatter - dominated, whereas matter
and antimatter are expected to be produced at similar rates in dark matter annihilations, it is
reasonable to expect that trying to detect antiparticles rather than particles should be a justified
choice: the matter sector would simply suffer from much more elevated background event rates
than the antimatter one.
Positrons
As pointed out in ref. [76], in the case of positron propagation convection and reacceleration
can be neglected up to a relatively good level of accuracy, with the relevant error being of the
order of 10% or less once one sticks to positrons with energies above 10 GeV. Moreover, above
10 GeV one can safely ignore an additional effect called solar modulation. In the following, we
shall be examining positrons with energies above 10 GeV, so these assumptions hold quite well.
On the contrary, the main process that affects positron propagation is energy loss through
synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton scattering on CMB photons. To account for these
losses, we shall be writing the energy loss rate as
b(E) =
E2
E0 τE
(2.25)
where E is the positron energy and τE = 10
16s is the characteristic energy-loss time. Then, the
master equation gets simplified to
∂tψ −∇ [K(~x,E)∇ψ] − ∂E [b(E)ψ] = q(~x,E) , (2.26)
where K is the space diffusion coefficient if we assume steady state. This coefficient is taken to
be constant in space but depends on the energy as
K(E) = K0
(
E
E0
)α
. (2.27)
Here the diffusion constant, K0, and the spectral index, α, are propagation parameters.
This model includes thus three free parameters, namely L, K0 and α. Delahaye et al have
proposed three benchmark models for these parameters [77] which are usually called MIN,
MED and MAX. The first and the last ones correspond to parameter values giving minimal
and maximal fluxes respectively that are compatible with the B/C data. The MED model, on
the other hand, corresponds to the parameters that best fit the B/C data. The corresponding
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L [kpc] K0 [kpc
2/Myr] α
MIN 1 0.00595 0.55
MED 4 0.0112 0.70
MAX 15 0.0765 0.46
Table 2.2: Values of positron propagation parameters widely used in the literature and that roughly provide
minimal and maximal positron fluxes, or constitute the best fit to the B/C data.
parameter values are given in table 2.2.
The master equation for positron propagation (equation (2.26)) gets simplified into the form
K0 ǫ
α∇2ψ + ∂
∂ǫ
(
ǫ2
τE
ψ
)
+ q = 0 , (2.28)
where ǫ ≡ E/E0. This is the expression that has to be solved in order to calculate the effects of
positron propagation on a signal produced at some point in the galaxy.
The way to solve this equation has been described in detail in references [73,75] for example.
In Appendix A we give some details on this calculation.
Following the method described there, it can be shown that under our assumptions, the
positron flux on the earth coming from dark matter annihilations is
Φe+(E) =
βe+
4π
〈σv〉
2
(
ρ(~x⊙)
mχ
)2 τE
E2
∫ mχ
E
f(Es) I˜(λD) dEs , (2.29)
where the detection and the production energy are denoted respectively by E and Es, ~x⊙ is the
solar position with respect to the GC and βe+ is the positron velocity. f(Es) is the production
spectrum for positrons, f(Es) =
∑
i dN
i
e+/dEs, with i running over all possible annihilation
channels much like in the case of gamma-rays. The diffusion length, λD, is defined by
λ2D = 4K0 τE
(
ǫα−1 − ǫα−1s
1− α
)
. (2.30)
We should notice that the astrophysical dependence of the positron flux is nicely separated from
the particle physics of the problem. It is encoded in the so-called halo function, I˜, which is given
by
I˜(λD) =
∫
DZ
d3~xs G˜ (~x⊙, E → ~xs, Es)
(
ρ(~xs)
ρ(~x⊙)
)2
, (2.31)
where the integral is performed over the diffusive zone. The modified Green’s function G˜ is
given analytically in Appendix A.
The advantage of this method is that the halo function I˜(λD) can be calculated (and either
tabulated or fitted) just once as a function of the diffusion length and then be easily used for
performing parameter space scans which, as in our case, can be rather large. In the framework
of the following analyses, we developed dedicated FORTRAN codes in order to calculate the
halo function and compute the relevant positron fluxes.
The decays of SM final-state particles into positrons can be computed as in the gamma-ray
case. In fig.2.2 we can see the relevant yields, once again for a mass of 120 GeV. We note that
in this figure we have made the simplification that all light quarks contribute similarly in the
total spectrum, which is a common assumption in the literature as well as in most public codes.
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Figure 2.2: Differential yield of various Standard-Model 2-body final states into positrons for a WIMP mass of
120 GeV.
Antiprotons
Antiproton propagation is also governed by the master equation (2.24). However, the dominant
physical processes that affect antiprotons are quite different than in the positron case. More
specifically, it has been shown (see e.g. fig.2 of [78]) that for antiproton energies above 10 GeV
energy losses, reacceleration as well as “tertiary” contributions can be neglected safely. The
main processes affecting propagation in this case are potential annihilations of antiprotons with
the interstellar medium and the fact that they can be wiped away from the galactic plane due
to the galactic wind with velocity Vc.
Let us denote by Γannp =
∑
ISM
nISM v σ
ann
p ISM the destruction rate of antiprotons in the in-
terstellar medium, where ISM = H and He, nISM is the average number density of ISM in the
galactic disk, v is the antiproton velocity and σannp ISM is the p¯ − ISM annihilation cross-section.
Implementing the aforementioned simplifications, the transport equation becomes:[
−K∇+ Vc ∂
∂z
+ 2hΓannp¯ δ(z)
]
ψ = q(r, t), (2.32)
with h = 100 pc being the half-thickness of the galactic disc. Once again, some details on the
solution of this equation can be found in Appendix A.
The final expression for the expected flux on the earth is
Φp¯⊙(Ekin) =
c β
4π
〈σv〉
2
(
ρ(~x⊙)
mχ
)2 dN
dE
(Ekin)
∫
DZ
(
ρ( ~xs)
ρ(~x⊙)
)2
G⊙p (~xs) d
3x , (2.33)
where none of the integrated quantities depends on the antiproton energy.
Regarding the propagation parameters L, K0, α, and Vc, we take their values from the well-
established MIN, MAX and MED models –see table 2.3. The former two models correspond to
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L [kpc] K0 [kpc
2/Myr] α Vc [km/s]
MIN 1 0.0016 0.85 13.5
MED 4 0.0112 0.70 12.0
MAX 15 0.0765 0.46 5.0
Table 2.3: Values of propagation parameters widely used in the literature and that provide minimal and maximal
antiproton fluxes, or constitute the best fit to the B/C data.
the minimal and maximal antiproton fluxes that are compatible with the B/C data. The MED
model, on the other hand, corresponds to the parameters that best fit the B/C data.
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Figure 2.3: Differential yield of various Standard-Model 2-body final states into antiprotons for a WIMP mass
of 120 GeV.
As in the previous cases, the decay of SM particles into antiprotons can been calculated with
PYTHIA. In fig.2.3 we show the yields for SM 2-body final states into antiprotons and for a 120
GeV WIMP. The astrophysical factors and, eventually, the corresponding antiproton fluxes are
once again computed thanks to dedicated codes that we developed during this work. Some more
details on these codes are given in Appendix A.
Uncertainties in antimatter detection
Antimatter detection is unfortunately plagued by a very large number of uncertainties. It is
interesting that although the principle for their detection is quite similar to the gamma-ray
case, the underlying physics between the production at the source and the point of detection is
so different that the dominant uncertainties are very different.
Charged particles undergo more complex processes than gamma-rays, which make that they
cannot originate from very large distances. First of all, they can escape the diffusive zone and
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just get lost. Then, they can either lose energy, change direction on annihilate due to their
interactions with the ISM. Even in the antiproton case, where energy losses are quite irrelevant,
the propagator cannot span too large a region 2. Since the earth is situated at a sufficiently
large distance from the GC, and the most important ambiguity in the dark matter distribution
concerns actually the innermost regions of the galaxy, the halo profile is not expected to be
among the most determining factors in the flux calculation. This is indeed the case (see, for
example, ref. [77]).
On the other hand, numerous other points of ambiguity exist. To give an example, assuming a
well-defined production mechanism at the source, the most important factor that can modify the
expected signal is the propagation model, i.e. the values that should be used for the propagation
parameters. These can indeed give rise to fluxes differing not only in their normalization, but
also in their form. Also, the set of assumptions that we have made in order to arrive to a
form of the diffusion equation that can be solved analytically can be questioned. Although at
large diffusion lengths different approaches seem to be in satisfactory agreement, there still exist
important deviations among different methods for low values of the diffusion length.
Impact of substructures
During the past years, much hope had been devoted on the possibility of an enhancement
in the cosmic-ray signal under the influence of granular structure in the halo. Qualitatively
speaking, since N -body simulations seem to favor the existence of a significant part of the DM
halo within substructures (“clumps”) , some of which might follow even quite steep internal
profiles, an arbitrarily large boost might be expected in the annihilation rate. It has however
been demonstrated that such large astrophysical boosts are more or less excluded. In Appendix
A we give some further details on this point.
It is not yet fully clear how clumpiness should be treated. The usual assumption was, until
relatively recently, that the impact of clumps should be included as an overall boost factor in
the total flux. Lavalle et al [75] showed that this is not at all the case and that we should expect
the boost factor to be (at least) a function of the propagated particle’s energy. When treating
the possibility of clump-induced enhancement, we shall follow closely the treatment presented
by these authors. In this work, all effective boost factors are computed through FORTRAN
programs that we developed according to these prescriptions.
In recent years a new approach is being developed towards indirect detection, trying to com-
bine as much information as possible from as many different sources as possible in an effort
to render observations and constraints more robust. This “multi-messenger, multi-experiment,
multi-wavelength” approach has indeed had some important successes as we shall say in the
following, rendering it an indispensable tool in our effort to better understand experimental
results.
2In the case of positrons, the propagator expresses the probability that a particle produced at a point ~xs with
energy Es reaches a point ~x with an energy E. In the antiproton case, the propagator is a dimensionful quantity.
Its interpretation is more tricky, but for our purposes we can say that it is a measure of the same probability.
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2.3 Experiments, excesses and backgrounds
In the past decade there has been a very significant effort worldwide for the detection of dark
matter by means of the aforementioned techniques (and not only). The listing we shall provide
is by no means exhaustive, which actually demonstrates the important activity worldwide in the
field of dark matter detection. We should mention that we shall be focusing considerably more
on experiments that will be of interest in the following pages.
Direct Detection
Direct dark matter detection experiments consist typically of large detectors built underground
in order to minimize as much as possible unwanted background events. The experimental tech-
niques vary significantly: CDMS (and its upgrade CDMS II) [79–81] at the Sudan mine in the
USA and EDELWEISS in the Fre´jus underground laboratory in France [82] use cryogenic detec-
tors measuring phonons and ionization induced from scattering of DM on the target material.
The CDMS experiments use solid state semiconducting detectors made of Ge and Si whereas
the EDELWEISS collaboration has similarly chosen solid state Ge bolometers. CRESST [83]
on the other hand uses solid state superconducting CaWO4 heat detectors to measure phonons
and scintillation whereas XENON [84,85] detects scintillation and ionization. Some more details
on this experiment will be mentioned in the following. More specifically, upon interaction of
a crystal detector with a WIMP, the crystal can get excited producing phonons which can be
measured. Ionization is the result of a WIMP - atom interaction where a detectable electron is
emitted by the ionized atom. Finally, scintillation occurs upon deexcitation of a nucleus who
had previously been excited through its scattering with a WIMP. Combining different techniques
serves the purpose of achieving good discrimination among signal and background: neutrons,
for example, might yield similar signals with a WIMP in one of the three channels, but a com-
bined measurement (for example of scintillation and ionization) can discern among WIMPs and
neutrons.
Constraints in direct detection experiments are usually given in the (mχ, σχN ) plane. As-
suming there is a good modelization of the nuclear form factors for every experiment and an
equally good modelization of the astrophysics involved, unique bounds on the combination of
these two parameters can be obtained up to the uncertainties mentioned before.
Disagreement on specific issues let aside, CDMS II recently ended its functioning publishing
its results [81] where the collaboration claims the detection of two events passing all background
rejection cuts. Although the statistical significance of their signal is too low, there has been
already quite some discussion on the meaning of the two events. An example analysis can be
found for the MSSM case in [86].
A definitive answer to the CDMS II excess is expected to be given by the findings of the
XENON 100 kg detector which is currently running. Actually, the XENON collaboration also
published recently its first results from their new 100 kg detector [87]. In this paper, the
collaboration achieves the strongest limits ever published, excluding lower cross-sections than
every other apparatus in the world, especially in the intermediate mass regime roughly between
10 and 100 GeV. We should note that the validity of this result is still under discussion not only
for the reasons we mentioned above, but also invoking arguments on the experimental setup
(see, for example, the discussion in [88,89]).
All of these experiments fall into the category of setups aiming to measure the “bulk” of
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the DM signal, in the sense that they are not interested in the annual modulation that we
mentioned. So far, letting aside the CDMS II result, all of these experiments have only managed
to set (increasingly strong) bounds on the (mχ, σχN ) parameter space. Interestingly, one of
the most controversial signals with a huge (∼ 10σ) statistical significance has come from an
experiment aiming to measure this marginal annual modulation effect, the DAMA experiment
[65,66] in Gran Sasso, Italy. The DAMA observatory includes a whole series of different detectors.
Among these setups, of particular interest are DAMA/Libra and DAMA/NaI which use highly
radiopure NaI(Tl) crystals in their detectors. These experiments have indeed detected an annual
modulation of the event rate exactly as predicted by the theory, which seems to point at low
mass WIMPs if one attempts to interpret it through DM scatterings. The DAMA results are
going to be cross-checked by the oncoming KIMS experiment in South Korea, with the hope
that if the modulation effect is real, it shall be confirmed. On the other hand, the dark matter
interpretation of the DAMA signal has been met with quite some skepticism from the community.
Another signal pointing possibly at low mass WIMPs came recently with the CoGeNT ex-
periment [90], which is mostly searching for light mass WIMPs and reported the observation
of an excess that cannot be associated to some known background source. The interpretation
of CoGeNT data is known to require some caution, since the experiment does not discriminate
among electron and nuclear recoils, hence controlling the background can be slightly more sub-
tle. Potential DM implications of the CoGeNT and DAMA results for dark matter, as well as
ways to reconcile the two results with constraints coming from other DM detection experiments
(notably CDMS-II and XENON100) have been discussed, for example, in [91–96]. Especially
in the last of these references, the authors further manage to accommodate events recently an-
nounced by the CRESST collaboration, through a 7.2 GeV WIMP. The possibility that (some
of) the three discrepancies could be due to dark matter scatterings is a particularly exciting one,
that actually proves to be quite challenging for our DM models, since usually WIMP candidates
tend to have relatively larger masses.
Finally, it should be mentioned that since a few years there has been increasing interest in
yet another mode of direct dark matter detection, called directional detection [97–102], in which
the full variation of the event rate is reconstructed in an effort to obtain a full map of dark
matter in the earth’s vicinity.
As for the backgrounds of direct detection, there cannot be a general treatment. The back-
ground rates largely depend on the experiment and the specificities of each location, apparatus,
etc. Where needed in the following, we shall explicitly state the background assumptions we
make.
In the following, we shall be examining the sensitivity of the XENON experiment for a
variety of different dark matter candidates. We should thus provide a brief description of the
experiment. The XENON experiment aims at the direct detection of dark matter via its elastic
scattering off xenon nuclei. The detector is a mixture of liquid and gaseous xenon, allowing the
simultaneous measurement of direct scintillation in the liquid and of ionization, via proportional
scintillation in the gas. In this way, XENON discriminates signal from background for a nuclear
recoil energy as small as 4.5 keV. The main background for the experiment comes from neutron
scatterings off xenon nuclei, due to natural radioactivity in the surrounding rock. Currently, the
collaboration is working with a 170 kg detector, but the final project is a detector containing 1
ton of xenon.
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gamma - ray detection
There have been in the last decade several γ-ray detectors, either airborne (detecting directly
gamma-rays from DM annihilations) or ground-based, in the form of Atmospheric Cherenkov
Telescopes. Some examples are:
• The HESS ACT located in Namibia, which studies gamma-rays in the energy region ∼
[100, 105] GeV.
• The EGRET satellite, which has performed measurements at lower energies, roughly up
to 10 GeV
• The Fermi satellite mission, which is currently investigating the -very interesting- region
between [0.3,∼ 300] GeV.
There have been excesses in the history of gamma-ray detection which have led to numerous
efforts for their explanation through dark matter annihilations. In 2004, HESS announced the
detection of some very high-energy gamma-rays originating from the galactic center region at
SgrA∗ [103]. During the first period after the announcement, numerous authors tried to explain
this signal as coming from dark matter annihilations. However, it became quite clear that the
spectral form could not easily be reconciled with dark matter annihilations and various other
astrophysical mechanisms were invoked to explain the excess [104]. Whatever the nature of this
observation, the HESS collaboration has given a fitting function for the detected flux
φHESSbkg (E) = F0 E
−α
TeV, (2.34)
with a spectral index α = 2.21 ± 0.09 and F0 = (2.50 ± 0.21) · 10−8 m−2 s−1 TeV−1. The data
were taken during the second phase of measurements (July–August, 2003) with a χ2 of 0.6 per
degree of freedom.
At the same time, HESS has measured the diffuse gamma emission at the area around the
galactic center [105], with the corresponding spectrum being described by
φdiffbkg(E) = 1.1 · 10−4E−2.29GeV GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1 . (2.35)
EGRET in turn had previously announced the observation of a gamma-ray anomaly [106]
below 10 GeV which exceeded by far the flux deduced by an extrapolation of the HESS measure-
ments. Once again, several efforts were made in order to explain the EGRET excess through
dark matter annihilations. The recent results of the Fermi Large Area Telescope [107] are
incompatible with the EGRET excess.
Fermi is currently collecting data from various regions in the sky. Since Fermi is perhaps
the most promising gamma-ray detection experiment currently in operation, it would be useful
to spend some time describing it. The Fermi experiment [108, 109] is a space satellite mission
that was launched in June 2008 for a five-year run. Its instrument that is mainly of interest for
us, the Large Area Telescope (LAT) observes the whole sky covering the energy range roughly
from 30 MeV up to 300 GeV. The detector has a nominal effective area of 10000 cm2 (which can
actually vary, as we shall see later on) and an angular resolution of 0.1◦, meaning that Fermi can
distinguish two sources if they have a minimal separation of 0.1◦ in the sky. This setup allows
Fermi to examine the inner regions (∼ 7 pc) of the galactic center. Apart from that, Fermi shall
also be looking for dark matter more or less all over the galaxy, at all longitudes and latitudes.
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Antimatter detection
Although highly challenging due to the important uncertainties in the particle propagation
parameters, the area of antimatter detection has provided us with some of the most exciting
results during the last few years. Antimatter detection follows principles similar to the gamma-
ray one. It is pursued by means of airborne detectors either on satellites or on balloons.
One of the leading missions aiming at the detection of antimatter from dark matter annihi-
lations today is the PAMELA satellite [110]. The PAMELA experiment is looking for positrons
with energies lying in the range [0.1, 200] GeV, electrons with energies up to 1 TeV as well as
antiprotons of energy from 100 MeV up to 150 GeV. The experiment has a geometric acceptance
of 20.5 cm2 sr for positrons and antiprotons. The collaboration, as is customary in cosmic ray
detection, gives its results in the form of the positron fraction, defined as the ratio of detected
positrons over the total e++ e− number, and the antiproton results in the form of the p¯/p ratio.
This is done in order to “clean” the results from the effects of solar modulation, which is a yet
not quite well modeled effect.
Quite recently, the PAMELA satellite collaboration announced the observation of an sub-
stantial excess of cosmic rays [111]. This result is actually confirmed by the corresponding Fermi
e+ + e− measurements [112]. The observations of both missions are in straight contrast with
the predicted backgrounds from the most popular cosmic ray propagation models which were
used in order to calculate the backgrounds of these processes, such as the background resulting
from the so-called “conventional” propagation model [113]. One of the most intriguing features
of the PAMELA observations is that it is not accompanied, as would be natural in some of the
most popular models providing dark matter candidates, by a corresponding excess in antiproton
measurements [114]. Perhaps the first possible thought in order to explain such an excess would
be to enhance the DM self-annihilation rate. However, it turns out that for candidates which
have “standard” annihilation channels, doing so would either require cross-sections falling largely
out of the standard thermal cross-section needed in order to get the correct relic densities, or
astrophysical boosts that can most probably not appear (at least if one invokes standard mech-
anisms such as clumps). Also, relevant excesses should have been observed in other channels
as well, notably the antiproton one as well as synchrotron emission. Various efforts have been
made to overcome these constraints: non-perturbative effects that boost the cross-section only
at present times [115], special leptophilic candidates with unusual properties that can only an-
nihilate or decay into leptons, superheavy candidates and so on. Whether the PAMELA excess
is indeed (partly) due to dark matter, is still under debate. A combination of different con-
straints has put severe bounds on DM interpretations of the excess (see for example [116–127]
and references therein). It has nevertheless been argued that much more natural and standard
astrophysical mechanisms such as pulsars could account for this excess without invoking exotic
physics [128–130]. If indeed the PAMELA excess in due to some non-DM related mechanism,
it will certainly constitute a very important background for future dark matter searches in the
positron channel.
These questions are expected to be answered with the launch of the AMS-02 experiment [131].
AMS-02 is again an airborne mission to be placed onto the International Space Station for a
three-year data acquisition. The experiment has clearly among its scientific goals to detect
cosmic rays from dark matter annihilations in the energy ranges [4, 300] GeV for positrons and
[16, 300] GeV for antiprotons. The geometrical acceptance of the instrument is by far larger
than the PAMELA one, namely an average of 420 cm2 sr for positrons and 330 cm2 sr for
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antiprotons [132].
2.4 WIMP mass determination and complementarity of differ-
ent searches
We discussed the basic principles of some approaches towards detection of dark matter particles.
Once something is detected, a next question is whether we can further determine its properties:
mass, couplings etc. Furthermore, it could be useful to try to compare and combine different
detection techniques in an effort to better constrain the DM properties. We already mentioned
that it was through the combination of data coming from very different sources that it was pos-
sible to exclude and constrain several proposals trying to explain the PAMELA excess. Perhaps
we could even be more optimistic and hope that this combination could go further and be proven
useful in the case of a positive detection.
But when could we characterize different experimental approaches as being complementary?
Some comments are perhaps in order at this point:
• Given the significant uncertainties entering all dark matter detection modes, it is not
absurd to seek for an independent confirmation or cross-check of some experimental result
(this is actually sought for even in much more certain frameworks such as collider physics!).
Going even further, two experiments of the same kind might differ in many aspects, but
the uncertainties remain the same. In simple words, two gamma-ray detection experiments
shall always have to face our limited knowledge of the dark matter distribution. Direct
detection experiments or antimatter detection on the other hand, are not so much plagued
by this uncertainty.
• Different experiments might by sensitive to WIMPs with different characteristics. To
give an example, in the eventuality where the PAMELA excess is due to dark matter
annihilations, and this excess is due to some leptophilic candidate, direct detection efforts
could be in vain. This is however something which is not known in advance. Similarly,
raising the self-annihilation cross-section for a typical candidate should, as we said, induce a
similar excess in other channels: γ’s, antiprotons etc. The Fermi satellite could in principle
help us probe some of these candidates. Moreover, even more basic characteristics as the
WIMP mass could be probed differently in different experiments.
• If an experiment or a detection mode is totally dominant in its detection capacity for
some class of WIMPs, then indeed other detection modes could even be characterized as
redundant. But if the sensitivities are comparable, then combining results could lead to a
much better understanding of the properties of dark matter.
In ref. [133] (see also [134]), we attempted to examine at which point three completely differ-
ent kinds of dark matter detection could be complementary in determining some properties of
WIMPs, especially their mass. To do so, we looked into three kinds of detection modes: direct
detection in the XENON experiment, γ-ray detection in the Fermi satellite mission as well as
WIMP production in a linear lepton collider.
The question we shall try to answer is a rather optimistic one: suppose signals are detected
in these three experiments. We expect that given the uncertainties in statistics, astrophysics,
systematics etc, the determination of the WIMP mass that could be responsible for these signals
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should present analogous uncertainties: as always, we do not get a point but rather a region in
which the WIMP mass could lie. What is the performance of each of these detection modes? In
other words, given a positive signal, what are the corresponding allowed regions for the WIMP
mass (and perhaps other parameters)? Furthermore, how robust are these results with respect
to different candidates? Namely, can we perform a model-independent analysis that does not
enter the peculiar microphysics of different candidates?
2.4.1 Statistical method
In order to derive the allowed regions for all three detection modes, we employ a statistical
method inspired by Green’s approach in [135]. Let’s take direct detection as an example. The
two parameters that we shall try to constrain are the WIMP mass as well as the WIMP-proton
scattering cross-section (we assume that the coupling of the WIMP to the proton and the neutron
are the same).
Suppose a detected signal is generated by a WIMP of mass mrealχ and a scattering cross-
section with the nucleon σrealχN . Given these two parameters and a well specified astrophysics, we
can calculate the theoretically expected number of events Nth from equation (2.5), integrating
from a threshold energy up to the maximal observable energy.
It is well known that in real-life experiments the observed number of events can statistically
fluctuate away from the theoretical value, giving a number Nexp of events. In order to account
for this effect, an idea could be to not actually try and analyze pseudo-data with the theoretical
number of events, but rather something approaching a more realistic situation. But how could we
estimate the expected number of events starting from the theoretical one? Usually, the statistical
fluctuation of the signal is expected to follow a Poisson distribution. This is our choice in this
case. We consider that the observed number of events follows a Poisson distribution, with mean
value Nth. Then, we randomly pick Nexp from this distribution and generate pseudo-events
distributed over energies according to equation (2.5), which we numerically normalize to unity
to render it a probability density function. The set of events, along with the corresponding Nexp
value, will in the following be referred to as an “experiment”.
Then, for every point in the (mχ, σχN ) plane - we let the two parameters vary within rea-
sonable limits - we calculate the corresponding extended likelihood function
L =
(N scanth )
NExp
NExp!
exp (−N scanth )
NExp∏
i=1
f(E;mχ, σχ−p) (2.36)
where
f(E;mχ, σχ−p) =
dN/dE(E;mχ, σχ−p)∫ Esup
Eth
dN/dE(E;mχ, σχ−p)
(2.37)
is the normalized total event rate (signal+background) and N scanth is the theoretical number of
events, expected from Eq.(2.5), for the given point of the parameter space. The normalization
renders f a probability density function and, thus, suitable for use in a likelihood calculation.
The use of equation (2.36) presents the advantage that it takes into account the fact that the
number of observed events in an experiment can actually deviate from the expected behavior
for several reasons. For the given experiment, say j, we scan over the (mχ, σχ−p) parameter
space and calculate the value (mEst,jχ , σ
Est,j
χ−p ) that maximizes the expression (2.36). This is the
estimation for our parameters for the j-th experiment. We then calculate the mean value of all
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the estimations and find which experiment’s estimation was closest to this mean value. This
experiment is considered to be the most representative of them all and is used to perform a
final scan. Finally, from the likelihood distribution we obtain through this scan we can plot
discrimination capacity regions.
Direct detection experiments present the advantage of quite well-controlled background.
The additional ambiguity that arises in indirect detection and concerns uncertainties in the
background will be dealt with in the relevant chapter.
As a final remark on the statistical treatment we used, let us say that in order to be more
precise, we would have to take into account (as is systematically done in [136]) the fact that
the mass and cross-section precision are themselves random variables and should, consequently,
be given with their relevant statistical variance. To do so, we would have to consider the
actual distribution of estimators for all experiments. However, such a treatment goes far beyond
the scopes of this work, where we are interested in a more qualitative comparison of different
detection modes. In this respect, we keep the experiment which averages the properties of
a larger set of experiments. Motivating this approach, our results are indeed in accordance
with [136] and [137].
2.4.2 Results for direct detection
We consider a data acquisition period of 3 years for the XENON experiment, with three different
detector masses, namely 10 kg, 100 kg and 1 T. Following ref. [138] we take the energy range
from 4 up to 30 keV. The detector is taken to be “perfect”, meaning that its efficiency has
been set to unity. It should be however noted that especially at low energies, this can be an
important issue. In figure 2.4 we show the capacity of the XENON experiment to reconstruct
the WIMP mass and spin-independent scattering cross-section assuming a 100 kg detector and
three WIMP masses: 20, 100 and 500 GeV.
The contours correspond to the allowed regions at 68% and 95% CL. We can clearly see a
general tendency, namely that the mass reconstruction is much better for low WIMP masses,
reaching the level of a few percent for masses lower than 50 GeV. The reason for that is quite
simple: in general, the event rate depends on the WIMP mass. However, upon closer inspection
of Eq.(2.5), one can see that when the WIMP mass becomes quite larger than the nucleus
mass (in our case this point would be around 100 GeV), the reduced mass µNucl is roughly
determined by the nucleus mass and the event rate becomes more or less insensitive to the
WIMP mass. This means that for identical scattering cross-sections, two WIMPs with quite
different masses can actually generate a very similar recoil energy spectrum, i.e. the two WIMPs
are indistinguishable. This is the reason why one sees that for a 500 GeV WIMP, only a weak
lower mass bound can be extracted.
This result is however somewhat naive. The various uncertainties that enter the event rate
calculation have already been discussed. A good question to ask is how could (some of) these
uncertainties influence the WIMP mass reconstruction capacity.
Impact of some uncertainties
As mentioned before, significant uncertainties can exist in the precise velocity distribution of
WIMPs in the detector rest frame. Among the parameters involved is v0, the sun’s circular
velocity around the Galactic Center (GC). The relevant uncertainty is of the order of 8 − 10%
of the largely used value 220 km/sec.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of the maximum likelihood WIMP mass, mχ, and cross-section, σχ−p, for 3 years of
exposure in a 100 kg XENON experiment, for mχ = 20, 100, 500 GeV and σχ−p = 10
−8 pb. The inner (full) and
outer (dashed) lines represent the 68% and 95% CL region respectively. The crosses denote the theoretical input
parameters (σχ−p, mχ).
As far as background events are concerned, it is quite difficult to perform a general study
valid for every detector. Neutron backgrounds, which are in fact the most difficult to distinguish
from signal events, usually come from three sources (see also [139]):
• Cosmic muon - induced neutrons, which are not in general considered to cause much
nuisance.
• Neutrons from the detector’s surrounding rock.
• Neutrons coming from contamination of the detector itself or surrounding materials.
It is difficult to model in general neutron backgrounds, as they are mostly determined by
the specific location in which every experiment is situated, as well as by the specific shielding
configuration adopted by each collaboration. Two widely studied forms of neutron backgrounds
are the case of a constant one, which seems to be quite well-motivated by an experimental point
of view and can resemble to a heavy WIMP’s signal, and an exponential one which apart from
its theoretical motivation is also interesting as it gets to “mimic” (as pointed out in [137]) the
actual signal spectrum for intermediate WIMP masses. In this respect, we studied the impact
of these two forms of background:
We consider firstly a constant background, with a value taken to be the same as the maximal
WIMP signal in the first energy bin. Throughout this paper, when examining the impact of un-
certainties on the mass determination accuracy, we will consider the case of a somehow “typical”
in many theoretical frameworks case of a 100 GeV WIMP. Then, we introduce an exponential
background of the form
(
dN
dE
)
bkg = A exp(−E/Eb), where the slope of the exponential is fixed
at Eb = 25 keV and the A factor is determined by demanding that the maximal values of the
signal and the background be the same. The reason for this specific choice of parameters is that
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it is for these values that the signal spectrum has a significant resemblance to the background
one, making it difficult to distinguish from one another.
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Figure 2.5: 68% and 95% CL regions for the XENON 100 kg experiment for a 100 GeV WIMP with a proton-
WIMP scattering cross-section of 10−8pb in the case where uncertainties in the v0 parameter are taken into
account and, thus, included in the fitting procedure.
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Figure 2.6: 68% and 95% CL regions for the XENON 100 kg experiment for a 100 GeV WIMP with a proton-
WIMP scattering cross-section of 10−8pb including a constant neutron background (left) or an exponential one
(right). The serious deterioration of accuracy in the second case is due to the fact that the background parameters
where chosen in order to mimic the actual signal spectrum.
Our results are shown in Figs.2.5 and 2.6 for the cases of inclusion of v0 in the fitting
procedure and non-zero backgrounds respectively. The deterioration of the expected accuracy
is obvious, when we compare these plots to those of Fig.2.4. Especially for the case of large
uncertainties in v0 (we let it vary in the region between 200 and 240 km/sec) and of inclusion of
a background which is nearly degenerate with the signal, the expected precision is dramatically
aggravated. This shows, among others, the extreme importance of a well-controlled environment
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and well-measured input parameters, other than the WIMP mass.
2.4.3 Gamma-ray detection
Let’s now repeat the previous exercise for the case of γ-ray detection from the galactic center.
First things first, we should define the astrophysical assumptions for our study. We choose to
examine the mass and 〈σv〉 reconstruction capacity for the Fermi experiment, assuming four
different halo profiles: the standard Navarro, Frenk and White one, a modification of this profile
to include adiabatic compression, the Moore et al profile, as well as a modification of the latter
to include, again, the effect of adiabatic compression. Moreover, we consider a solid angle of
4 · 10−3 sr around the GC. The corresponding values for the J¯ parameter defined in Eq.(2.16)
can be found in Table 2.1.
As background for our study, we consider the HESS measurements as presented in paragraph
2.3. Moreover, as this work was performed before the publication of the Fermi results, at
energies below 10 GeV we also take into account the EGRET data. The resulting background is
actually an interpolation between the HESS data at high energies and the EGRET ones at lower
energies. This constitutes an important additional background which is expected to deteriorate
the precision. It would be interesting to repeat this analysis excluding the EGRET excess from
the background. We leave this for future work. 3 We consider a six-year mission run, assuming
that the region of interest will be within the field-of-view 50% of the time.
Let’s begin with the simplest case: a WIMP of a given mass and total thermally averaged
self-annihilation cross-section which is the one naively suggested by the relic density arguments
we gave in the previous chapter, 3 · 10−26 cm3 sec−1. We follow a procedure similar to the one
in direct detection, considering a two dimensional parameter space (mχ, 〈σv〉). Once again, we
wish to see which regions would be compatible with an excess provoked by the WIMP. For the
sake of definitiveness, we take for the moment a perfectly known W+W− final state and three
candidate masses, 50, 100 and 500 GeV. Obviously, this final state in inaccessible for our first
reference mass. Given however that the spectral shape is not that different than, for example, the
bb¯ one, this approximation is not influencing our main points. Following the extended likelihood
approach as before, we plot the non-discrimination regions in our two-dimensional parameter
space. Our results can be seen in fig.2.7 in the case of a NFW halo profile.
It is interesting that once again, the experiment is most sensitive to low-mass WIMPs. The
precision can easily reach the percent level for Fermi formχ . 50 GeV. The gamma–ray spectrum
will give more precise measurements if the mass of the WIMP lies within the Fermi sensitivity
range. Indeed, the shape of the spectrum will be easily reconstructed above the HESS/EGRET
and diffuse background if the endpoint of the annihilation spectrum lies within the energy range
reachable by Fermi.
Uncertainties in gamma-ray Detection
Furthermore, we have studied the influence of the variation of the inner slope of the halo profile
on the resolution of the WIMP mass. In addition to the NFW profile, we have considered some
NFW–like profiles, allowing the γ parameter determining the inner slope of the profile to vary
from its original value by 10%. This is shown in Fig.2.8, where in addition to the NFW halo
3The Fermi discovery potential has further been examined for example in [140]. An interesting recent treatment
relevant to ours can be found in [141], where the authors further take into account non-prompt contributions.
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Figure 2.7: Distribution of the maximum likelihood WIMP mass, mχ, and annihilation cross-section, 〈σv〉, after
6 years of observation (50% of time exposure) of the galactic center with Fermi, with the hypothesis of a NFW
halo profile, for mχ = 50, 100, 500 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10
−26 cm3s−1. The inner (full) and outer (dashed) lines
represent the 68% and 95% CL region respectively. The crosses denote the theoretical input parameters (〈σv〉,
mχ).
profile (γ = 1) we also study profiles with γ = 0.9, 1.1. As expected, the larger the γ is, the more
enhanced the galactic gamma ray flux becomes, and the better the WIMP mass resolution turns
out to be. It is worth noticing here that we have confirmed that in the case of a compressed
NFW profile (γ ∼ 1.45), the precision of Fermi increases by two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 2.8: NFW–like halo profile with γ = 0.9, 1 (NFW) and 1.1 at 95% confidence level.
So far, we have considered a perfectly known background. Whereas this is a rather reasonable
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approximation in the case of direct detection, it is less obvious for the indirect one. As it has
been pointed out (see, for example, [142,143]), the uncertainties entering the calculation of the
backgrounds coming from the galactic center region can considerably affect the results of any
analysis. More concretely, and especially for small WIMP masses and low energies (where the
performance of both direct and indirect detection is maximal), the main background contribution
comes from the aforementioned EGRET source. However, both the overall normalization and
the spectral index characterizing this source’s spectrum contain uncertainties. An interesting
point would be to include the overall background normalization as well as the spectral index
in the fitting procedure. In Fig.2.9 we show, for the sake of comparison, the result of a fitting
procedure, where we also fit the background normalization while simultaneously considering
signals and backgrounds with poissonian fluctuations. The original spectrum is taken to be the
full EGRET source plus the flux produced by a 100 GeVWIMP annihilating in a NFW halo. One
could imagine discarding low-energy data which contain a maximal background contamination.
This, however, would significantly reduce the statistics and the corresponding precision, since a
major part of the signal would be discarded. The fact that the inclusion of an uncertainty in the
background normalization (i.e. its inclusion in the statistical treatment) does not have a major
impact on the results can be explained from the fact that throughout this work we have used the
extended likelihood approach in our statistical analysis, which already introduces a deviation
from the ideally expected situation. In this respect, our results are already quite conservative.
In the same way, in Fig.2.10 we show the corresponding results where this time the spectral
index is included in the fitting procedure instead. The spectral index is left to vary in the region
[2.1, 2.4], which we find to be a quite reasonable one as we verified that all over this region we
obtain reasonable fits of the EGRET data.
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Figure 2.9: 68% and 95% CL regions for a statistical treatment with the overall background normalization
included in the fitting procedure, mχ = 100GeV and 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10
−26 cm3 s−1 .
It is interesting to note that the variation of the background’s spectral index seems to have
a larger impact on the precision that could be achieved, with respect to the corresponding case
of the background’s overall normalization.
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Figure 2.10: 68% and 95% CL regions for the case where the uncertainties in the EGRET point source spectral
index are included in the fitting procedure, mχ = 100GeV and 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10
−26 cm3 s−1 . An NFW halo profile
has been assumed.
This is somehow logical, first of all since by definition the background depends linearly on the
normalization factor, but exponentially on the spectral index of the EGRET point source. So,
modifications in the latter bring along a much more drastic modification of the background signal
itself. Furthermore, variations of the overall normalization have just the influence of ”burying”
the signal a little more or a little less in a background which is already quite elevated. On the
contrary, by varying the spectral index we actually change the shape of the spectrum. This brings
along a more important uncertainty, since we could imagine much more numerous configurations
in the (spectral index, cross-section, mass) space that could satisfy selection criteria.
Although as we already mentioned the EGRET excess is now disproved by the latest Fermi
results, the previous analysis can actually give us an idea, at least qualitatively, of the impact
of background uncertainties in the WIMP mass determination.
Proceeding to a different issue, until now we have considered a WIMP annihilating into a
pure W+W− final state. This is an assumption which is made to simplify the overall treat-
ment, but which at the same time somehow restricts the generality of our results. It would be
interesting to examine what could be the impact of variations in the final state on the WIMP
mass determination capacity. Annihlation into ZZ pairs is not expected to seriously modify
the results, since it resembles the WW spectrum. What would be more interesting would be
to see what happens when we consider (light or heavy) quark pairs and/or leptons as WIMP
annihilation products.
The only leptonic final state we consider is the τ+τ− one, since annihilation into µ+µ−
has a relatively small contribution to the annihilation gamma-ray spectrum, whereas e+e− pairs
contribute through other processes, the examination of which exceeds the purposes of the present
treatment. We should, nevertheless, note here that we do not take into account the effects of
leptonic final state radiation which can indeed become important, especially in the case of
Kaluza-Klein dark matter and in energy ranges lying near the WIMP mass. The effect of such
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processes has been discussed in detail in ref. [144] for the case of a generic WIMP and [145] for
the special case of KK dark matter. Obviously, this omission somehow restricts the generality
of our results as far as the impact of final states are concerned.
We performed two kinds of tests: The first one consists only of modifying the annihilation
products, considering a perfectly known final state (meaning that the Branching Ratios are not
included in the statistical treatment). Our results can be seen in fig.2.11 for the case of pure bb¯,
qq¯ and τ+τ− final states and a 100 GeV WIMP.
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Figure 2.11: 95% CL regions for a 100 GeV WIMP and different final states. The total thermally averaged
annihilation cross-section has been taken to be 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3 s−1. A NFW halo profile has been assumed.
It is interesting to notice the relative amelioration of the mass resolution with respect to
the pure W+W− final state. A possible explanation could be that fermionic final states tend
to give more hard spectra with respect to bosonic ones (the extreme case being leptonic ones),
rendering the spectrum more easily distinguishable from the background. The hardest spectrum
is given by the τ+τ− final state. Nevertheless, in this case the characteristic spectral form is
somewhat compensated from the reduced statistics of the signal, due to the smaller photon yield
of leptons with respect to gauge bosons (or quarks). This is not the case for annihilation into
quarks, where the characteristic spectral form, although less obvious than in the leptonic case,
is nevertheless combined with a more enhanced signal.
As a second test, we consider a mixed final state and fit the BRs themselves along with
the annihilation cross-section and the WIMP mass. Our results can be seen in Fig.2.12 where
we have taken a 100 GeV WIMP annihilating into a final state consisting of 70% W+W− and
30% τ+τ−. The sum of the two branching fractions is obviously equal to 1, so we only need to
include one further parameter in the statistical analysis.
In this case, we can clearly see that the mass resolution deteriorates with respect to the
case where a perfectly known final state is considered. A possible explanation could be that a
mixed lepton - gauge boson final state yields a spectrum which presents neither the augmented
statistics of pure annihilation into gauge bosons (the gamma-ray yield of leptons is significantly
inferior to the one of gauge bosons) nor the characteristic hard spectral form of annihilation into
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Figure 2.12: 68% and 95% CL regions for a 100 GeV WIMP with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3 s−1 considering a
mixed final state consisting of 70% W+W− and 30% τ+τ− and including the Branching Ratios in the statistical
treatment.
τ+τ− pairs.
2.4.4 Direct vs Indirect detection
It is interesting to remark from Figs.2.4 and 2.7, how two completely different means of obser-
vation, with completely different signal/background physics, are in fact competitive (and hence
complementary) in the search for the identification dark matter.
In Fig.2.13 we compare the precision level for both experiments as a function of the WIMP
mass, for different values of the spin-independent cross-section (10−7, 10−8 and 10−9 pb) and
for different halo profiles. For this treatment we minimize the impact of uncertainties discussed
in the previous paragraph, as we are mostly interested in examining the a priori, in some
sense “intrinsic” sensitivity of the two detection techniques. For example, in the case of direct
detection, the necessity for minimization of background noises and control of the noise sources
has been repeatedly pointed out. As for uncertainties entering the velocity distribution of
WIMPs in the solar neighborhood (or, why not, the form factor’s functional form), these can,
in principle be minimized by measurements exterior to the experiments themselves. The same
holds for most uncertainties in the case of indirect detection. As a small example, Fermi’s overall
sky survey capacity is hoped to contribute in the minimization of uncertainties in non-DM
annihilation sources, whereas other observations in different energy regions can also contribute
in this direction. In this respect, for our comparative results, we remove the extra parameters
from the statistical treatment. We see that at 95% of confidence level Fermi, after 3 years of
exposure will have an equivalent sensitivity to the 100 kg XENON experiment after 3 years of
running if σχ−p . 10−8 pb, independently of the WIMP mass. The indirect detection by Fermi
will always be able to give an upper bound on the WIMP mass for mχ ∼ 100 GeV, whereas
the XENON 100 kg experiment would only give a lower bound value if σχ−p . 10−9 pb. In all
cases, the lower bounds given by Fermi for a NFW halo profile are similar to the ones given by
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the WIMP mass reconstruction capacity between a 100 kg XENON experiment
and the Fermi experiment in the case of three different halo profiles (with different inner slopes γ), at 95% of
confidence level, for several WIMP masses (50, 100 and 500 GeV) and WIMP–nucleon cross-sections (10−7, 10−8
and 10−9 pb). In each panel the cross denotes the input parameters.
the XENON 100 kg experiment for any WIMP mass if σχ−p . 10−8 pb.
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Figure 2.14: Relative error ∆mχ/mχ, at 68% and 95% CL, in the mass reconstruction for the XENON 100 kg
experiment for σχ−p = 10
−8 pb (left) compared with the Fermi experiment (right) for 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1 in
the case of a NFW halo profile.
To compare the uncertainties on the WIMP mass expected from direct and indirect detection
modes, we plotted in Fig.2.14 ∆mχ/mχ as a function of the WIMP mass for σχ−p = 10−8pb
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and a NFW halo profile. One can clearly see in the figure that Fermi will be competitive with
XENON 100 kg to measure the WIMP mass in the case of a NFW halo profile for σχ−p . 10−8
pb. For heavy WIMPs, Fermi could even be more sensitive than XENON.
2.4.5 WIMPs at present and future colliders
So far we have completely neglected colliders as a potential source of information on dark
matter properties. However, there is a quite general agreement on the fact that despite the
significant progress in astroparticle physics experiments, which manage to impose more and more
constraints on various models, collider experiments remain an irreplaceable source of information
for particle physics. It is quite natural thus, to examine the potential of colliders to constrain
WIMP properties. We will examine the extent at which astroparticle and collider experiments
become competitive, trying at the same time to stay as model-independent as possible.
This last point is, in fact, the major difficulty in treating collider experiments to extract
astroparticle data: most studies performed for new physics at colliders are very strongly model
dependent. This is almost unavoidable in the case of the LHC, due to the hadronic nature of
the colliding particles. The fact that the initial energy of the colliding particles/partons is not
well-known, since it is determined by the parton distribution functions, renders it extremely
difficult (in fact, practically impossible) to look beyond the transverse plane. This obviously
limits -up to a certain point- the precision that could be obtained with respect to, for example,
an e+e− collider. As a result, it is quite difficult to make predictions in a model-independent
way, since a whole set of parameters must be taken into account in order to perform concrete
predictions. The cruciallity of these uncertainties will become clearer in the following.
The Approach
Recently, an approach was proposed in references [146, 147] which allows to actually perform
a model-independent study of WIMP properties at lepton colliders (such as the ILC project).
The goal we pursue is to extract constraints which are as stringent as possible for a generic dark
matter candidate. A generic WIMP can annihilate into pairs of standard model particles:
χ+ χ −→ Xi + X¯i . (2.38)
However, the procedure taking place in a collider is the opposite one, having only one species of
particles in the initial state. The idea proposed in Ref. [146] is to correlate the two processes in
some way. This can be done through the so-called “detailed balancing” equation, which reads:
σ(χ+ χ→ Xi + X¯i)
σ(Xi + X¯i → χ+ χ)
= 2
v2X(2SX + 1)
2
v2χ(2Sχ + 1)
2
, (2.39)
where vi and Si are respectively the velocity and the spin of the particle i. The cross-section
σ(χχ→ XiX¯i) is only averaged over spins.
The total thermally averaged WIMP annihilation cross-section can be expanded as
σiv =
∞∑
J=0
σ
(J)
i v
2J , (2.40)
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where J is the angular momentum of each annihilation wave. Now, for low velocities, the
lowest-order non-vanishing term in the last equation will be dominant. So, we can express the
total annihilation cross-section as a sum of the partial ones over all possible final states for the
dominant partial wave J0 in each final state:
σan =
∑
i
σ
(J0)
i . (2.41)
Next, we can define the “annihilation fraction” κi into the standard model particle pair
Xi − X¯i:
κi =
σ
(J0)
i
σan
. (2.42)
By combining Eqs. (2.39) and (2.42) we can obtain the following expression for the WIMP
pair-production cross-section:
σ(XiX¯i → 2χ) = 22(J0−1)κiσan (2Sχ + 1)
2
(2SX + 1)2
(
1− 4M
2
χ
s
)1/2+J0
. (2.43)
A few remarks should be made about the validity of this formula:
• Equation (2.43) is valid for WIMP pair-production taking place at center-of-mass energies
just above the pair-production threshold.
• The detailed balancing equation is valid if and only if the process under consideration is
characterized by time-reversal and parity invariance. It is well known that weak interac-
tions violate both of them, up to some degree, which we ignore in this treatment.
A process of the form XiX¯i −→ χχ is not visible in a collider, since WIMPs only manifest
themselves as missing energy. At least one detectable particle is required for the event to pass
the triggers. An additional photon from initial state radiation (ISR) is required to be recorded
on tape: XiX¯i −→ χχγ. We can correlate the WIMP pair-production process to the radiative
WIMP pair-production for photons which are either soft or collinear with respect to the colliding
beams. In this case, the two processes are related through [146]:
dσ(e+e− → 2χ+ γ)
dxd cos θ
≈ F(x, cos θ)σ˜(e+e− → 2χ) , (2.44)
where x = 2Eγ/
√
s, θ is the angle between the photon direction and the direction of the incoming
electron beam, σ˜ is the WIMP pair-production cross-section produced at the reduced center of
mass energy s˜ = (1− x)s, and F is defined as:
F(x, cos θ) = α
π
1 + (1− x)2
x
1
sin2 θ
. (2.45)
Now, by combining Eqs. (2.44) and (2.43) we get the master equation:
dσ
dxd cos θ
(e+e− → 2χ+ γ) ≈ ακeσan
16π
1 + (1− x)2
x
1
sin2 θ
22J0(2Sχ + 1)
2
(
1− 4M
2
χ
(1− x)s
)1/2+J0
.
(2.46)
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It would be useful here to note that although the value of κe is here arbitrary, this parameter
acquires specific values in each model. As an example, in mSUGRA models κe ranges roughly
from 0.2 to 0.3 [146].
The problem now is that very collinear photons fall outside the reach of any detector, due
to practical limitations in the coverage of the volume around the beam pipe. Also, typically,
lower cuts are included in the detected transverse momentum of photons, pT = Eγ sin θ, in
order to avoid excessive background signals at low energies. So, if we are to use this approach,
we have to examine its validity outside the soft/collinear region. The accuracy of the collinear
approximation for hard photons at all angles has been discussed in the original paper [146], with
the conclusion that the approach works quite well.
However, an important point should be taken into account here. From the previous discussion
on the validity of the method, we have to impose specific kinematic cuts on the detected photons.
We consider the following conditions:
• We demand an overall condition sin θ ≥ 0.1 and pT ≥ 7.5 GeV in order to assure the
detectability of the photons.
• In order to assure the fact that any photon under examination corresponds to non-
relativistic WIMPs, we demand v2χ ≤ 1/2. This gives a lower kinematic cut, along with an
upper cut corresponding just to the endpoint of the photon spectrum:
√
s
2
(
1− 8M
2
χ
s
)
≤ Eγ ≤
√
s
2
(
1− 4M
2
χ
s
)
. (2.47)
These conditions present a flaw: the energy limits depend on the mass we wish to constrain.
On the other hand, for the reasons explained before, we cannot treat the signals without imposing
such kinds of cuts, if we do not want either to misuse the method or stick to heavy WIMPs
(which, for kinematic reasons, cannot be relativistic). The only way to evade this problem is to
suppose that other dark matter detection experiments (or, eventually, the LHC in the framework
of specific models) will have already provided us with some sort of limits on the WIMP mass.
In this case, having an idea of the region in which the WIMP mass falls, we can also estimate
the cuts that will safely keep us outside the relativistic region and only consider photons within
this region.
The main source of background events is the standard model radiative neutrino production,
e+e− −→ νν¯γ. Apart from these background events, various models predict additional signals of
the form “γ + missing energy”, one of the most well-known examples being radiative sneutrino
production [148, 149], predicted in the framework of several supersymmetric models. In the
spirit of staying as model-independent as possible, we will ignore all possible beyond standard
model processes.
Basic results for non-polarized beams
We place ourselves in the framework of the ILC project with a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 500
GeV and an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1. In order to estimate the background events, we
used the CalcHEP code [150,151] to generate 1.242.500 e+e− −→ νν¯γ events, corresponding to
the aforementioned conditions. The total radiative neutrino production background can be seen
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Figure 2.15: Radiative neutrino production background e+e− → νν¯γ for the ILC, for an unpolarized initial
state.
in Fig.2.15. The peak at Eγ =
√
s/2 · (1 −M2Z/s) ≃ 241.7 GeV corresponds to the radiative
returns to the Z resonance.
We generate a predicted “observable” spectrum for given values of the WIMP mass and the
annihilation fraction. During this study, we do not proceed to a (more realistic) full detector
simulation, as done for example in Ref. [152], but stick to prediction levels in order to perform
as thorough a scan as possible in the (mχ, κe) parameter space and to have a picture of the “a
priori” potential of the method.
Figure 2.16 shows the predicted ability of the ILC to determine WIMP masses and annihi-
lation fractions for four points in the (mχ, κe) parameter space for a 68% and 95% Confidence
Level. These results concern WIMPs with spin Sχ = 1/2 and an angular momentum J0 = 1
which corresponds to an annihilation cross-section σan = 7 pb [146]. As can be seen, we are able
to constrain quite significantly the WIMP mass (20%− 40% precision), while constraints on κe
are weaker.
Figure 2.17 shows the relative error (∆mχ/mχ) for the mass reconstruction as a function of
mχ, for κe = 0.3 and a 95% confidence level. The solid line corresponds to the proper treatment
including kinematic cuts. For indicative reasons, we also show the abused results obtained if
we do not impose kinematic cuts on the photon energy (dashed line). The amelioration of the
method’s efficiency is obvious, although this is after all a false fact, since we include regions in
which the approach is not valid. Above mχ ≃ 175 GeV the two lines become identical, since
the WIMPs cannot be relativistic. The capacity of the method peaks significantly for masses
of the order of 175 GeV because around this value we reach an optimal combination of phase
space volume and available spectrum that passes the kinematic cuts. As we move away from
this value the accuracy tends to fall.
Let us make a final remark on the possibility of adopting a similar approach in the case of
the LHC. As we argued before, the large uncertainty in the collision energy affects significantly
the precision of the whole procedure (which is, already, based on approximations). Formally, in
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Figure 2.16: Distribution of the maximum likelihood WIMP mass and annihilation fraction for the ILC in the
(mχ, κe) plane, for κe = 0.3 and mχ = 125, 150, 175 and 200 GeV. The inner (full lines) and outer (dashed lines)
represent the 68% and 95% CL region respectively.
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Figure 2.17: Relative error in a generic WIMP mass determination, for κe = 0.3 and at a 95% confidence level.
The solid line corresponds to the results obtained after imposing the proper kinematic cuts, whereas the dashed
line to the case where we do not take these limits in consideration.
order to perform such a study for the LHC, the computed cross-sections must be convoluted with
the proton parton distribution functions. As an additional element, the photon background in
the LHC is expected to be much greater than in the ILC. The possibility of determining WIMP
properties through a model-independent method at the LHC has been addressed to in Ref. [153],
where the authors conclude that WIMP detection will be extremely difficult, if even possible.
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Figure 2.18: Relative error in a generic WIMP mass determination, for three cases of beam polarization,
including all proper kinematic cuts.
The reach of the ILC can be further increased by polarizing the beams. For polarized beams,
the signal cannot be fully characterized by κe; instead, four independent annihilation fractions
are needed, corresponding to the four possible e+e− helicity configurations.
To apply Eq. (2.46) to this case, we make the replacement:
κe → 1
4
(1 + P−)
[
(1 + P+)κ(e
R
−e
L
+) + (1− P+)κ(eR−eR+)
]
+
1
4
(1− P−)
[
(1 + P+)κ(e
L
−e
L
+) + (1− P+)κ(eL−eR+)
]
, (2.48)
where P± are the polarizations of the positron and the electron beams. As in ref [146,152], let
us assume that the WIMP couplings to electrons conserve both helicity and parity: κ(eR−eL+) =
κ(eL−eR+) = 2κe and κ(eR−eR+) = κ(eL−eL+) = 0.
In Fig.2.18 we show the relative error for the mass reconstruction for κe = 0.3 and 95%
confidence level, for the unpolarized scenario and for two different polarizations: (P−, P+) =
(0.8, 0) and (0.8, 0.6).
2.4.6 Complementarity and Conclusions
In Fig.2.19 we compare the precision levels for direct and indirect detection experiments, along
with the corresponding results of the method we followed for the ILC for two cases of WIMPs
masses, mχ = 100 GeV and 175 GeV, and κe = 0.3. We plot the results in the (mχ, κe) plane.
This is done as the κe parameter entering the ILC treatment presented before is, in fact, the
same parameter as the corresponding branching ratio Bri =
〈σiv〉
〈σv〉 appearing in Eq. (2.14) for
i = e.
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Figure 2.19: Comparison between a 100 kg XENON experiment (dotted line) with σχ−p = 10−8 pb, Fermi
(dashed line) in the case of an NFW halo profile with 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1, and unpolarized ILC sensitivity
(solid line) at 95% of confidence level, for different WIMP masses mχ = 100 and 175 GeV, and κe = 0.3.
The blue-dotted line corresponds to a 100 kg XENON experiment, where the WIMP-nucleus
cross-section has been assumed to be 10−8 pb. The green-dashed line depicts the results for a
Fermi-like experiment assuming a NFW halo profile. The total annihilation cross-section into
standard model particles has been taken to be 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1. The red-plain line
represents our results for an ILC-like collider, with non-polarized beams. All the results are
plotted for a 95% confidence level.
We can see that for different regions of the WIMP mass, the three kinds of experiments that
we have used as prototypes can act in a highly complementary way. For example, in the case
of a 100 GeV WIMP, indirect detection or an ILC-like experiment alone can provide us with
limited precision both for the WIMP mass (of the order of 60%) and the κe parameter (where
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mχ XENON Fermi ILC
50 GeV −5/+ 7 GeV ±12 GeV −
100 GeV −19/+ 75 GeV −50/+ 60 GeV −40/+ 20 GeV
175 GeV −65/ GeV −125 GeV −20/+ 15 GeV
500 GeV − − −
Table 2.4: Precision on a WIMP mass expected from the different experiments at a 95% CL after 3 years of
exposure, σχ−p = 10
−8 pb a NFW profile and a 500 GeV unpolarized linear collider with an integrated luminosity
of 500fb−1
the results are even worse). Combined measurements can dramatically increase the precision,
reaching an accuracy of 25% in mass. If we additionally include direct detection measurements,
we can further increase the precision.
In the case of a 175 GeV WIMP, a point where the unpolarized ILC sensitivity peaks, we see
that the dominant information comes from this source. Nevertheless, even if we only combine
direct and indirect detection experiments, we see that we can, in fact, acquire non-negligible
constraints on the dark matter candidate mass.
To summarize the analysis, we show in Table 2.4 the precision expected for several interesting
dark matter masses. Whereas a light WIMP (50 GeV) can be reached by both types of dark
matter experiments with a relatively high level of precision, our analysis fails in the ILC case
because of the relativistic nature of the WIMP. On the contrary, the ILC would be particularly
efficient to discover and measure a WIMP with a mass of about 175 GeV. Concerning a 500
GeV WIMP, which is kinematically unreachable at the linear collider, it would be difficult to be
observed by Fermi or XENON. Only a lower bound could be determined experimentally.
We have discussed the possibility of identifying WIMP properties in a model-independent
way. For that we have considered direct and indirect searches, and in particular the interesting
cases of a XENON 100 kg experiment and the Fermi satellite. We have shown that whereas
direct detection experiments will probe efficiently light WIMPs given a positive detection (at
the 10% level for mχ . 50 GeV), Fermi will be able to confirm and even increase the precision
in the case of NFW profile, for a WIMP-nucleon cross-section σχ−p . 10−8 pb.
Moreover, both XENON and Fermi are in principle complementary with a future ILC project,
and the measurements from the three experiments will be able to increase significantly the pre-
cision that we can reach on the mass of the WIMP.
In this chapter we introduced the basic formalism we shall be using in the following in or-
der to compute event rates and examine the detectability of various dark matter candidates in
a series of experiments. We also presented an (somehow outdated we should say) analysis of the
capacity of three major detection modes to constrain dark matter properties. But, so far, we
have said very few on specific models that try to explain dark matter. This will be the topic of
the following chapters.
Chapter 3
A minimal solution to the Dark
Matter problem
In the first chapter we explained why the Standard Model is unable to answer the Dark Matter
question. In short, it does not contain any electrically and color neutral particle that can
be produced non-relativistically. Therefore, if one wishes to try and explain the dark matter
problem, it is unavoidable to look for candidates in extensions of the Standard Model of particle
physics. In this chapter, we describe one of the simplest such extensions that have been proposed
in the literature, the singlet scalar model of dark matter.
3.1 Some introductory remarks
There is a plethora of theories beyond the standard model. They are often motivated by some
experimental discrepancy with respect to the theory (dark matter, neutrino masses, LEP-2
excess). In other cases, they try to resolve some problems appearing in the standard model
itself from a theoretical (someone could say almost aesthetic) point of view. Finally, some
extensions are even manifestly motivated by curiosity.
Although a full listing is quite difficult, we could cover a large variety of these extensions by
categorizing them within three or four large classes:
• One can extend the particle content and/or the gauge group. A simple example in this
direction will be described in the present chapter.
• One can add spacetime dimensions which usually amount to new particles and interac-
tions in the four-dimensional spacetime. These theories, usually called extra-dimensional
ones shall not be dealt with in this work, despite their significant interest. Some notable
references in this class of models are [145,154–159].
• Finally, one can think of extending the Poincare´ symmetry characterizing current quantum
field theories. This is the example of supersymmetry, that we shall examine in the next
chapter.
It is interesting to note, as an introductory remark, that several among these approaches (ac-
tually, all of them!) were not initially introduced in relation to the dark matter issue. The
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fact that they can actually provide us with viable candidates is often an unexpected as well as
impressive fact.
So far, we have implicitly made an assumption which obviously imposes a huge restriction
to the potential number of models that could solve the dark matter problem: that dark matter
actually consists of a single particle. This is a very common simplification. Although multi-
candidate models do exist, most approaches are interested in finding exactly one candidate in
each model. A first reason is that obviously it is easier to deal with a single particle rather than a
certain number of them. Secondly, our description of the so-called “WIMP miracle” presents us
with an intriguing possibility: solving the Boltzmann equation for a single particle can, indeed,
amount quite naturally to searching for candidates in an -in principle- experimentally reachable
energy scale which can account for the entire quantity of dark matter in our universe. Were
we to suppose a large number of components, we would practically have all the freedom in the
world to introduce as many candidates as we want with couplings and masses in essentially all
energy scales. Finally, we should say (and this shall be explicited in the following) that as it
turns out, finding a stable or quasi-stable particle in a model is not that easy a task, especially
if we wish to couple it to some Standard Model sector in a non-purely gravitational manner.
For example, if we were to consider a candidate coupled to two lighter fermions, the candidate
could easily decay, spoiling the picture of thermal relics. The stability or quasi-stability of a
dark matter candidate is practically always imposed by some discrete symmetry, rendering the
lightest BSM particle (i.e. exactly one) stable.
In the following, hence, we shall see that within all models we examine there is one and only
one dark matter candidate which should account for the entire amount of dark matter in our
universe. This has important repercussions, since in the case of multi-component dark matter,
each individual component need only respect the upper WMAP bound. On the contrary, in the
case of single-component dark matter, both the upper and the lower bound must be taken into
account. So, the self-annihilation cross-section of the candidate is not only bound from below
but also from above.
3.2 The singlet scalar extension of the Standard Model
Among the three possibilities for extensions to the standard model we presented previously, the
first is perhaps the most straightforward one. If we leave the SM gauge group intact, we can add
some more particle fields to the already existing particle content transforming according to our
desired representations of SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y and examine if they can constitute viable
dark matter candidates. Evidently, describing the process as such is an enormous oversimpli-
fication, since a whole number of experimental or theoretical constraints should be respected.
We shall see such examples in the paragraphs to follow.
Perhaps the simplest choice that can be made is the addition of a scalar field, being completely
neutral under the entire gauge group, but acquiring part of its mass through the usual Higgs
mechanism. The field is hence only coupled to the Standard Model through its interaction with
the Higgs field. Although such a model had previously been considered in the literature, it was
first introduced as a potential solution to the dark matter problem in 1994 [160]. If we stick
to the case of a single scalar singlet (in the original paper the possibility for a larger number is
also considered) coupled to the standard model only through the Higgs sector, the most general
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renormalizable tree-level Lagrangian that can be written is
L = LSM + LS (3.1)
where LSM is the usual standard model Lagrangian and LS is the Lagrangian involving the
singlet field S :
LS = 1
2
∂µS∂
µS − 1
2
m20S
2 − λ1SH†H − λS2H†H − λ3
3
S3 − λS
4
S4 (3.2)
where for the moment, S can be a complex field. In its present form, this Lagrangian does not
guarantee the stability of S: if for example the scalar were to be heavier than twice the Higgs
boson mass, it could easily decay into a Higgs pair due to the term ∼ SH†H that induces a
singlet-Higgs-Higgs vertex. To assure stability, we further impose a Z2 symmetry (i.e. S → −S)
under which the singlet is odd whereas all other particles are even. Referring to Eq.(3.2), doing
so eliminates the terms proportional to λ3 and λ1. Furthermore, we make a simplifying assump-
tion, that the S field is real. We note that a linear term is forbidden by the Z2 symmetry, but
would be permitted in the original Lagrangian. Even if the Z2 symmetry were absent though,
such a term could be eliminated by a redefinition of the vacuum energy.
The previous assumptions amount to a Lagrangian
LS = 1
2
∂µS∂
µS − m
2
0
2
S2 − λS
4
S4 − λS2H†H (3.3)
The model introduces, hence, three new parameters: the scalar mass m0, the scalar’s self-
coupling λS and the quartic coupling of the scalar to the Higgs field λ. The first two are
parameters “internal” to the pure S sector. The third one determines the coupling strength of
S to the visible sector, through its interaction with the Higgs. We note that since λS does by
no means affect the visible sector, it is difficult to directly constrain its value.
When the Higgs field acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value, the scalar mass receives
contributions from terms of the form λv2S2 which shifts the actual tree-level mass to
m2S = m
2
0 + λv
2 , (3.4)
from which we can clearly see that we can change the free parameter basis from (m0, λ, λS) to
(mS , λ, λS). At tree-level, the λS parameter does not contribute to dark matter phenomenology
and is therefore an irrelevant parameter for most dark matter - related analyses. Taking into
account the fact that the Higgs boson has not yet been discovered, there are thus three free
parameters of interest overall, namely (mS , λ,mh) with the latter being the Higgs mass, which
is nevertheless bound by LEP and LEP-2 measurements, as well as theoretical constraints,
having a minimal allowed value of 114.4 GeV. If we further demand that at the true vacuum of
the theory < S >= 0, we can avoid mixing effects between the scalar and the Higgs boson. The
singlet’s mass has a priori no reason to lie in the electroweak scale: in fact, being a scalar that is
not protected by some symmetry (as is the case of gauge symmetry for gauge bosons and chiral
symmetry for fermions), its mass receives loop contributions depending quadratically on the
theory’s cutoff scale Λ which can push the mass up to the Planck scale. However, for naturalness
reasons, it is reasonable to expect that mS should fall roughly withing the electroweak scale.
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Despite its simplicity, it turns out that this simple extension of the Standard Model can
provide an interesting phenomenology and has been examined in the literature to quite some
extent. Before going on to discuss various constraints and phenomenological issues related to
the model, we just note that even more interesting effects can be introduced if one departures
from the singlet scalar case and introduces, for example, a scalar doublet [161–175] or a fermion
multiplet [176–180] . But this is probably the truly simplest extension imaginable within the
framework of renormalizable four - dimensional theories.
3.3 Constraints and collider phenomenology
Although this might seem as a rather simplistic approach, we can divide the constraints on the
model into two main categories, theoretical and experimental. Theoretical constraints can come
from requirements such as vacuum stability, perturbativity, unitarity and so on. Experimental
constraints can come mainly from precision electroweak measurements and direct searches at
lepton colliders, or the requirement that the model reproduces the correct dark matter relic
density.
3.3.1 Theoretical constraints
Three types of theoretical constraints have been so far discussed in the literature: unitarity,
perturbativity and stability of the EWSB vacuum. In all cases, the authors stick to the case of
a real scalar field.
Perturbative unitarity constraints have been examined in [181]. Unfortunately, the authors
conclude that their analysis does not restrict the scalar mass mS . The main bounds that can
be obtained is that the Higgs mechanism contribution to the scalar mass cannot be larger than
900 GeV and that for mh ∈ (114.5, 251) GeV and λ ∈ (0.21, 0.97) GeV the model parameters
must satisfy the relation
6λS +
4λ2
8π
. 8π . (3.5)
Vacuum stability and perturbativity constraints in their turn have been studied in detail
in [182]. In this paper, the authors perform an analysis of the one-loop effective potential and
find that not only one can extract limits on the dark matter - related quantities, but interesting
bounds can even be found on the value of the scalar self-coupling especially when the relic density
constraint is taken into account in combination with others. The effective potential at 1-loop
order is calculated and its scale invariance imposes the introduction of running parameters for
the couplings and masses as usually in renormalization procedures. Due to the structure of the
model, the addition of the scalar does not contribute to the RGE evolution of the usual SM
parameters other than those that enter the scalar potential, which can be written in its turn as
Veff (h, S) = Vtree(h, S) + V1−loop(h, S) (3.6)
where the tree-level and 1-loop pieces of the scalar potential are, in our notations,
Vtree(h, S) = µ
2H†H + λh(H†H)2 +
m20
2
S2 − λS
4
S4 − λS2H†H (3.7)
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and
V1−loop(h, S) =
∑
j
nj
64π2
m4j(h, S)
[
log
(
m2j(h, S)
µ2r
)
− cj
]
(3.8)
where h, S denote the classical fields defined as functional derivatives with respect to external
sources of the generating functional that only generates connected Green’s functions and µr
is the renormalization scale. We should note a slight change in notation with respect to the
first chapter, where the initial Higgs doublet was denoted as Φ and the quartic Higgs coupling
as λ, a symbol which at this point we reserve for the S scalar quartic coupling, denoting the
corresponding Higgs coupling as λh.
Scale invariance of (3.6) and previous knowledge of the standard model β and γ functions
for the unaffected parameters allow the authors to fully determine the beta functions for all
parameters of the model (imposing, of course, appropriate boundary conditions).
Then, the conditions the authors demand are that no remote vacuum be formed below the
cutoff Λ of the theory, to assure vacuum stability, as well as that no Landau pole appears below
the cutoff in order to ensure perturbativity. Many more details as well as explicit formulae can
be of course found in the original paper.
Of particular interest for our work are the results obtained under the condition that the
WMAP constraints be satisfied in a saturated manner. Assuming a Higgs mass of 120 GeV,
the bounds on (mS , λ) combinations depend strongly on one hand on the value of the scalar
self-coupling (the bounds being alleviated as the coupling increases) and on the other hand on
the scale at which we consider that new physics enter the game. For self-coupling of O(1), the
model is practically unconstrained, especially if the cutoff is placed near the EW scale.
3.3.2 Some notes on collider phenomenology
In the general case where a real singlet scalar field is added to the Standard Model, it can mix
with the usual Higgs boson and affect not only the phenomenology of the latter, but also a
whole series of electroweak observables. This analysis has been performed in detail by Barger
et al in [183]. More specifically, the mixing is expected to bring about important changes in the
gauge boson propagator functions involved in several processes and quantities such as the W
mass, atomic parity violation or Z - pole observables.
In our case, however, we already mentioned that for the scalar to be completely stable,
we impose a discrete symmetry to the Lagrangian. This eliminates all mixing effects with the
Standard Model Higgs. In this case, practically all experimental constraints are completely
alleviated, at least from the point of view of collider physics. Nevertheless, even in this case it
is possible to have interesting effects especially on Higgs discovery physics at the Large Hadron
Collider or the ILC.
If the Singlet is light enough so that mh > 2mS , the Higgs boson decay modes can be
significantly modified, since the possibility for invisible decays into a singlet pair is open. In
this case, as explained in the same paper, one should expect (depending on the singlet mass
as well as on the strength of the singlet-singlet-Higgs coupling) significant modifications on
the Higgs discovery potential of the LHC. More specifically, and especially in the Light Higgs
scenario, fermionic decay modes can by dominated by the invisible decays. Whereas the Higgs
boson discovery potential thus deteriorates in the other channels, there can be discovery in the
invisible channel through observation of events with missing energy in Vector Boson Fusion or
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Higgstrahlung processes. Furthermore, modifications can be sizeable in the Higgs total decay
width.
Interestingly, it turns out that low-mass singlets can further severely alter expectations on
b → s transitions in the decays of B mesons to Kaons along with missing energy [184]. These
effects could be measurable in b - factories and could constrain the very low mass regime of the
model, for ms < 2 GeV. Current data can already put bounds for lower masses, excluding a
significant portion of that region of the parameter space.
The major constraints in the Z2×SM case come from imposing dark-matter related limits,
especially the demand to reproduce the observed relic density as well as the imposition of bounds
coming from direct detection experiments.
3.3.3 Relic density
The relic density constraint has been examined in a series of papers [160, 182, 183, 185–187]
for different regions of the model’s parameter space and at times under different assumptions
concerning the singlet itself (especially concerning its real or complex nature), depending also on
the emphasis that each author wishes to give on specific aspects of the model’s phenomenology.
The relic abundance calculation is actually really simple compared to more extended models
with several possible annihilation channels. The singlet coupling only to the Higgs sector, the
only diagram entering the calculation of < σv > is the s - channel exchange of a Higgs boson
between a pair of singlets and the final state particles. The dark matter constraint can be
satisfied in significant portions of the parameter space (λ,ms,mh). The λS parameter, as we
already mentioned, is irrelevant for the calculations and might only enter indirectly through the
constraints described in the previous sections. An instructive way to represent the parameter
combinations that satisfy the constraint can be found for example in [187]. We borrow fig.3.1
from this paper in order to explain the general parameter space behavior.
In this figure, the author plots the WMAP-compliant regions in the (ms, λ) plane for various
values of the Higgs mass, represented in fig.3.1 as lines or regions of different colors. In practice,
the author scans the model’s parameter space in order to find points that satisfy the constraint
ΩSh
2 = 0.11. For the case mh = 120 GeV, the entire region compatible with the 2σ region
allowed by WMAP is plotted. It is particularly noteworthy that, as mentioned in the paper,
for reasonable values of λ the model can account for the DM relic abundance by keeping the
singlet’s mass near the electroweak scale, so the corresponding DM candidate is a characteristic
illustration of WIMP dark matter.
The most striking feature upon imposition of the WMAP limits is the steep decline in the
required λ value for specific values of the scalar mass, varying according to the Higgs boson mass.
The first of these regions corresponds to the case where ms ≈ O(mh/2), where annihilation is
done through a practically on-shell Higgs propagator. In this case, the squared propagator en-
tering the relevant amplitude explodes in value providing an enormous boost to the annihilation
cross-section, hence the WMAP data can be satisfied only by significantly decreasing the value
of the relevant coupling. Seen inversely, by keeping λ constant, once the h-pole is reached the
relic density falls dramatically and S can no longer account for the observed relic abundance.
The enhancement of σv depends of course on the total width of the Higgs. This is the reason
why as the Higgs mass increases, so does the required λ value in order to satisfy WMAP. For the
same reason, the increase in the Higgs width, the resonance area tends to become less narrow
for larger Higgs masses.
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Figure 3.1: Regions of the (λ,ms) satisfying the relic density constraint as given by WMAP. Figure taken from
ref. [187]
The second feature concerns the fall in the required λ values in order to reproduce the DM
relic density for moderate Higgs masses and slightly above the Higgs resonance. This feature
stays practically constant with changes in mh. It corresponds to the W
+W− pair-production
threshold, where mh ∼ mW . Once again the cross-section increases and the required singlet-
singlet-Higgs coupling must be smaller so as not to underpoduce dark matter. This feature is
more striking for lower Higgs masses, whereas as mh increases the two resonances overlap.
A further feature is that for smaller singlet masses, the required λ values in order to reproduce
the DM relic density are comparably higher than for higher ones. Once again, this is a mainly
kinematic effect. Since the cross-section rises as the incident particle mass approaches the
outgoing ones, once the gauge boson channels open the singlet tends to annihilate mostly into
W+W− and ZZ pairs, which are evidently closer in mass than quarks or leptons. Furthermore,
we see that as mS grows further beyond the W -resonance, the corresponding λ values tend to
increase once more.
The resonance regions let aside, for mh values of roughly 120 - 200 GeV, we see that the
coupling values in order to get the correct relic density are of the order of 10−1 for small masses
and around 10−2 for masses up to 300 GeV. These are the regions which are the most relevant
for indirect detection, as we shall see in the following.
Direct detection constraints have also been examined by a number of authors and under
different points of view [93,183,185–188]. In most cases, the authors use existing data in order
to impose bounds on the model parameters. After the excesses reported by DAMA but also
CDMS-II and CoGeNT, there have been efforts to examine whether the singlet scalar model can
account for these excesses. The nature as well as the uncertainties entering some of the latest
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reported excesses are still under discussion, but at first approach the model seems to be able
to reconcile them. Furthermore, as discussed in [93] near-future measurements will be able to
give a definitive answer on the point. In a recent review [189] the model is confronted with the
latest constraints coming from CDMS-II and XENON. It turns out that if standard assumptions
are made, and for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV, the CDMS-II results alone exclude singlet masses
roughly up to 80 GeV. If the XENON-100 results are also taken into account, practically the
entire parameter space for masses up to 200 GeV are excluded. The only region evading detection
is the h-pole one, since the required λ value is, as we explained, much smaller. We note that
this region falls largely outside the reach of all planned direct detection experiments.
3.4 Gamma-rays detection prospects
Apart from its interesting relic density, direct detection and collider phenomenology, the singlet
scalar model of dark matter has implications for indirect detection experiments as well. This has
been studied in [187] for the case of gamma-rays coming from DM annihilations (excluding the
Galactic Center) and in [190] for positrons and antiprotons. We note that in [189] the results of
the second of these papers are summarized and extended as far as the considered Higgs mass is
concerned.
Let us first summarize the results concerning gamma-rays. For instructive reasons, once
again, we give in fig.3.2 the plot from ref. [187] summarizing the author’s findings.
In this figure, the blue lines follow the model’s viable parameter space, where the singlet mass
is varied and the value of λ is fixed for every mass by imposing the relic density constraint. We
remind that, and this also concerns the following antimatter treatment we shall present, the dark
matter relic density is fixed to its central value (in the case of this paper this is ΩDMh
2 = 0.11)
and not varied in the whole WMAP-allowed region. The effect of allowing for such a variation
would just result to the lines being transformed to narrow regions around this central value. In
this respect, the results are representative. Then, the corresponding values of < σv >v→0 are
calculated, which are relevant for indirect detection at present times when the WIMP velocity
is small. The considered profile is the standard Navarro, Frenk and White one, although since
the GC is excluded from the analysis this is not such and important factor.
The observed behavior is very smooth: < σv >v→0 remains practically constant for all
singlet masses. Then, two important features appear. The first one is situated at the point
where 2mS ∼ mh, where we have resonant annihilation into a Higgs propagator. The second
one appears for the case of on-shell production of a pair of W vector bosons. Why does this
fluctuation appear? The answer lies in the fact that < σv > and < σv >v→0 are calculated for
different kinematic regimes. In order to obtain the correct relic density, and for typical Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles as in our case, a - more or less - standard value of the total thermally
averaged self-annihilation cross-section is needed. We already saw that in these two regions, this
value is obtained through a combination of low λ values and the fact that annihilation takes place
resonantly. The λ value stays practically the same at present times. The resonance conditions,
however, do not. Since during decoupling WIMPs have a non-negligible velocity, the resonance
occurs slightly lower than the points where 2mS = mh or mS = mW . What actually matters
is the total energy of the singlets at that time and not just the one associated to their mass.
Hence, for the specific points, the correct relic density was obtained for small λ values but for
resonance conditions which are no longer valid.
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Figure 3.2: Observable regions in the (mS, < σv >) plane for four different values of the Higgs mass and
two different background considerations for the Fermi satellite mission and for gamma-rays outside the Galactic
Center. The blue line corresponds to the cross-section predicted by the singlet scalar model. Figure taken from
ref. [187]
To corroborate these comments, we should notice the rise in < σv >v→0 right after the
Higgs resonance. Being at the zero velocity limit, a small rise in the WIMP mass can reproduce
resonant annihilation which compensates the smallness of the scalar-scalar-Higgs coupling as
soon as we are practically exactly atmS = 1/2mh. This is manifest in the cases of mh = 120, 180
and 200 GeV but not in the mh = 150 GeV one. The most plausible explanation for this is that
since the two resonance regions get very close, the peak that would appear after the h resonance
is immediately killed by the fall in λ due to the W+W− one.
Now, as expected, the Fermi detection limits do not present any particular features. For the
same mass values the limits do obviously not depend on the model parameters as such. Small
variations from one Higgs mass scenario to another are the result of small differences in the final
state composition, which in any case is mostly bb¯ below the W resonance and W+W− above.
So, the detectability lines are practically the same among the different cases. We see that for
masses up to roughly 180 GeV the perspectives are really good for both background models,
whereas heavier singlets are visible for the “conventional” background only, which is lower than
the “optimized” one.
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3.5 Antimatter Detection
In ref. [190] we studied the corresponding prospects for antimatter (positron and antiproton)
detection at the AMS-02 mission as well as the constraints coming from the existing PAMELA
collaboration data. We used the public code micrOMEGAs, which in its latest versions gives the
possibility to compute the relic density for WIMP-type candidates in generic models in order
to define the viable parameter space. We examined singlets with masses lying in the region
50 ≤ mS ≤ 600 GeV fixing the Higgs mass at mh = 120 GeV, then varying λ so as to get a relic
density of ΩDMh
2 = 0.11.
In fig.3.3 we show the Branching Fractions (BRs) at zero velocity for our mass range and for
the points satisfying the relic density constraint.
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Figure 3.3: Branching Fractions as a function of the dark scalar mass for the singlet scalar model.
We see the behavior described in the previous, namely that for small masses the final state is
dominated by the bb¯ component, whereas above the W threshold the most important channel is
the W+W− one. Smaller - but existing - contributions come from hh,ZZ, cc¯ and tt¯ final states.
At this point, it should be noted that a novel estimation of the final state composition and the
self-annihilation cross-section in [191] demonstrates that in the low-mass regime, 3 - body final
state contributions can also be sizeable.
3.5.1 Antiproton detection
Our first study concerns the constraints coming from the PAMELA experiment and the de-
tection perspectives with AMS-02 in the antiproton channel. We compute our results for the
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three propagation models MIN, MED and MAX as defined in the previous chapter assuming a
smooth dark matter halo, as well as taking into account potential substructure enhancing the
annihilation rate.
In order to assess the background, we repeat that the relatively recent PAMELA data are
well reproduced by the conventional propagation model of Strong and Moskalenko. We thus
consider that the experiment’s results are essentially comprised of background events and just
fit their spectrum, taking care so as to maintain a good normalization to the low-energy data.
In this treatment, we shall characterize a point as being “3-σ excluded” if the sum of the
signal produced by this point and the background events surpass the PAMELA measurements
by more than 3 standard deviations, as stated by the collaboration itself. On the other hand,
in order to assess a point as being detectable by AMS-02 we employ a χ2 criterion. The χ2 is
defined as
χ2 =
N∑
n=0
(φtotn − φbkgn )2
(φtotn )
A · T , (3.9)
where φtot is the total antiproton flux, φbkg is the background flux, N is the number of energy bins
considered, A is the geometrical acceptance of the experiment, and T is the data acquisition time.
It is reminded that AMS-02 is expected to take data for three years and features an antiproton
geometrical acceptance of 330 cm2sr [132]. We consider 20 energy bins evenly distributed in
logarithmic scale between 10 and 300 GeV. A 95% confidence level corresponds then to χ2 > 31.
We present our results in the same way as done in [187] for gamma-rays. To obtain the
excluded regions in the plane (mS , < σv >), we first compute, for a model with the same
branching ratios as the singlet scalar model (see figure 3.3), the value of < σv > required to
exclude the model, < σv >excl. By comparing < σv >singlet with < σv >excl we can then
determine whether the model is excluded or not at a given singlet mass and according to our
exclusion criterion. An analogous procedure is followed to determine the detectable regions.
In fig.3.4 we start the presentation of our results by comparing the minimal cross-sections that
would be required for each mass value and for the three propagation models against the relevant
singlet scalar’s model predicted cross-sections in order to satisfy the relic density constraint.
In the figure, the red/dashed, green/dotted and blue/dotted-dashed curves concern the MIN,
MED and MAX models respectively, whereas the black solid line the model’s prediction. We
immediately see that no parameter space point is yet excluded for any of the three propagation
models. However, we observe that the small region corresponding to the point where two singlets
annihilate resonantly into a Higgs propagator is at the verge of exclusion for the MAX model.
Then, in fig.3.5 we plot the corresponding minimal cross-sections that would be needed in order
to have a positive detection in AMS-02.
We see that the model has really good perspectives for antiproton detection. Some portion
of its parameter space will be probed for all three propagation models, whereas for the MED
and the MAX one practically the entire viable parameter space will be visible, apart from the
points corresponding to the h-resonance during decoupling as well as the correspondingW+W−
resonance.
The next step is to consider possible effects of substructure in the galactic halo. In fig.3.6
we plot the exclusion limits for the three propagation models as denoted in each plot’s label,
considering three different clump setups: No clumps (these lines are the same as those in fig.3.4
and are just given to facilitate comparison), and three constant individual clump boost factors
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Figure 3.4: Regions of the parameter space that are excluded by the antiproton data from the PAMELA
experiment. The area above the MIN, MED, and MAX lines is excluded for the given propagation model. The
solid (black) line shows the viable parameter space of the singlet scalar model of dark matter.
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Figure 3.5: Regions of the parameter space that are within the sensitivity of the AMS-2 experiment. The area
above the MIN, MED, and MAX lines is detectable by AMS-02. The solid (black) line shows the prediction of
the singlet model. Notice that for MED and MAX, essentially the whole parameter space is detectable.
that we use to extract the effective one. In all cases and in what follows, we consider that 20%
of the DM halo is in clumps.
For all three propagation models, we see that the case Bc = 3 does not produce any essential
modification with respect to the clump-less case. Bc = 10 produces an effective boost of the
order of 3 on average, which can also be seen in the graphs. Finally, Bc = 10 corresponds to
an average effective boost of at least O(10), which explains the decrease of the cross-section
needed for exclusion by around an order of magnitude. Let us examine the three propagation
models one by one: in the case of the MIN model, no viable parameter space point is excluded
by current data. The MED model is excluded if one assumes optimistic boost factors, especially
in the low/intermediate scalar mass regime. Finally, the MAX model is completely ruled out for
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Figure 3.6: Regions excluded by the antiproton data from PAMELA including the possible effect of substructures
in the DM halo. From top to bottom the figures correspond to the MIN, MED, and MAX propagation models.
The solid (black) line shows the prediction of the singlet model. The area above the lines is excluded for the
corresponding parameter values.
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large boost factors, whereas even in the moderate boost case the h - resonance at present times
(i.e. at zero velocity) is excluded. It should be noted that the the h - pole region at decoupling
as well as the W+W− threshold are not excluded for any astrophysical setup.
In fig.3.7 we plot once again the minimal cross-sections that would be required for AMS-02
to be able to detect singlet scalar DM assuming substructure boosts as in fig.3.6.
As expected, even for intermediate boost values good regions of the viable parameter space
can be probed. We note that for optimistic boost configurations, even the decoupling Higgs pole
can be probed at a very good level.
An interesting feature is that both the exclusion limits as well as the detection perspectives
become weaker as the singlet mass increases. This is actually due to two facts: first, an increase
in the WIMP mass tends to have a negative impact on DM indirect detection. Secondly, above
theW - resonance, there are major contributions from gauge boson final states. But we saw that
gauge bosons tend to underpoduce antiprotons with respect to quark final states. The spectrum
for such mass values is thus weaker than for smaller ones.
3.5.2 Positron detection
The next step in [190] was the calculation of the positron fluxes and corresponding constraints
from PAMELA and perspectives for AMS-02. Both the conditions we impose to characterize
points as being excluded or detectable and the way we present our results are the same as
previously.
Before describing these results, we should comment upon one important point that will
be of determinant importance in this detection mode. We already described how the latest
PAMELA and Fermi-LAT data are in straight contrast to all previous expectations on the
positron background, especially in our region of interest, E ≥ 10 GeV and commented upon
the fact that a huge effort is devoted by numerous groups in order to find explanations for this
excess through astrophysical mechanisms. In this paper, we stuck to this approach, namely
that the bulk of the PAMELA signal comes from background events through some astrophysical
mechanism. Therefore, we feel that the most conservative choice that can be made (rendering
results as robust as possible) is to take as background the entire PAMELA [111] and Fermi [112]
data. To this goal, we fit the positron fraction data from PAMELA as well as the e+ + e− ones
from Fermi. Since the two concern different energy regions, the only solution is to extrapolate
the fitting functions into our region of interest and multiply the two fitting functions to obtain
the relevant positron flux.
In fig.3.8 we demonstrate our results on the positron - excluded parameter space due to the
combined PAMELA/Fermi measurements.
It is clear from the figure that the viable parameter space falls largely outside the excluded
region by more than two orders of magnitude in the cross-section.
Then, in fig.3.9 we present the corresponding results for the AMS-02 perspectives in the
same channel. In this case the situation appears to be much better than in the case of PAMELA
(remember already that AMS-02 has a geometrical acceptance of roughly an order of magnitude
larger than PAMELA and that in this case only statistical errors are considered). The two most
promising regions of the model are the h - resonance at present times, detectable in all three
propagation models, as well as the W - resonance again at present times. In the first case, i.e.
the resonant annihilation into a pair of h bosons, the PAMELA or AMS-02 limits do not change
in an important manner. It is the rise in the total annihilation cross-section that renders these
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Figure 3.7: Detectable regions at AMS-02 including the possible effect of substructures. From top to bottom the
figures correspond to the MIN, MED, and MAX propagation models. The solid (black) line shows the prediction
of the singlet model. The area above the lines is detectable for the corresponding parameter values.
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Figure 3.8: Regions of the parameter space that are excluded by the recent positron data from the PAMELA
experiment. The area above the lines is excluded for the corresponding propagation model. Notice that no region
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Figure 3.9: Regions of the parameter space that give a positron signal within the sensitivity of the AMS-02
experiment. The lines corresponding to the MIN, MED and MAX propagation models are shown. They must be
compared to the actual prediction (solid line) of the singlet scalar model.
points visible, since the < σv >singlet values in this case are pushed into the detectable region.
In the second case, on the other hand, it is the detectability limits themselves that change due
to the peculiar composition of the final state, which is almost entirely comprised of a W+W−
pair. We saw that gauge bosons tend to produce quite rich spectra in positrons, therefore a
positive detection requires a smaller cross-section in this case.
Note also that the changes among different propagation models are much smaller than in
the case of antiprotons.
Finally, we calculate the constraints and prospects if clumpiness is taken into account. The
results can be seen in fig.3.10 for the three propagation models and our three clump setups. In
the case of the MIN model, optimistic boost factor assumptions (Bc = 100) must be made in
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order to account for a significant part of the parameter space to start falling into the region that
can be probed.
In the cases of the MED and MAX models, even moderate astrophysical considerations can
render an important portion of the considered models detectable, especially in the low/intermediate
mass regime. For large boost factors, the entire viable parameter space is visible in all three
models.
It is strange, at first sight, to see that for the same exclusion/detectability criteria, the an-
tiproton channel seems to offer much better possibilities than the positron one. One would in
fact expect the exact opposite situation, since the yield into positrons is for most final states
more than an order of magnitude larger than the yield into antiprotons.
However, at this point we should keep in mind that in all detection procedures the important
factor is, in the end, not just the signal’s magnitude but rather the relative magnitude of the
signal to the background. In this sense, for example, if we imagine an experimental setup with
strictly zero background, even one or two events could constitute a clear proof for new physics.
In the case of antimatter detection, since the discovery of the PAMELA excess, if we consider
- and this is the case in the present analysis - the whole dataset as being the result of some
astrophysical mechanism, then we are left with a very large background in the positron channel
which would require much more elevated signal rates so as to produce a statistically significant
excess. This is not the case in the antiproton channel though, where background rates are small
enough so that even with relatively lower signal event rates it is easier to achieve a statistically
significant excess.
In this chapter, we examined the phenomenology of a simple extension of the standard model
by a real singlet scalar field. After presenting previous results on the various constraints and
phenomenological aspects for the model, we presented our analysis concerning the constraints
coming from and the prospects for antimatter detection from dark matter annihilations in the
galactic halo. We saw that for masses in the region (50, 600) GeV, cross-sections of the order
of 3 · 10−26 cm3 sec−1 and for final states comprised mostly of bb¯ or W+W− pairs, there are
no constraints coming, for example, from the existing antimatter flux measurements. We nev-
ertheless expect a significant amelioration with the launch of the AMS-02 experiment. In the
following chapter, we shall examine more complex models falling into another of the classes we
cited in the beginning of this chapter.
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Figure 3.10: Detectable regions for the MIN, MED, and MAX propagation models in the presence of dark
matter substructures. The region above the lines is detectable for the corresponding parameters. The solid
(black) line shows the prediction of the singlet scalar model.
Chapter 4
Supersymmetric solutions
In the previous chapter we examined a really minimal way that tries to solve the dark matter
problem. We especially insisted on the fact that despite its simplicity, the addition of just a
singlet scalar in the theory can provide us with a viable candidate for the missing matter content
of the universe. We also saw that this candidate could be detected at present or oncoming
experiments.
In this chapter we shall see how a dark matter candidate can arise within the context of
more complicated models. At first, we shall briefly describe some further issues that render the
Standard Model to be considered as a - probably - incomplete theory. Then, we shall see how
an extension of the Poincare´ symmetry that characterizes the SM Lagrangian can provide us
with a framework that can actually solve these issues. Eventually, the same framework can,
under certain assumptions, also give rise to a stable neutral particle that can answer the dark
matter question. Furthermore, we shall discuss how despite its elegance, the models that can be
constructed by virtue of this new extended symmetry, called supersymmetry (SUSY), are not
without issues. This shall especially be the case for the simplest model that can be constructed
in this way, called the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). Eventually, we shall
discuss dark matter in a context that tries to resolve some of these issues, focusing on two specific
examples: one going beyond the MSSM framework (BMSSM) and another one admitting non-
minimal versions of the former. All of this shall, of course, be clarified much more in the
following.
4.1 Some issues with the Standard Model...
The Standard Model of particle physics is widely acknowledged as being extremely successful in
its predictions, both at a qualitative and a quantitative level. All the new particles it predicted
have been discovered. It could be practically said that since the discovery of the top quark,
its last missing ingredient before EWSB, there has been almost no compelling experimental
evidence for new physics. Perhaps the two main experimental issues that have arisen are neutrino
oscillations, witnessing the existence of some non-zero neutrino masses, as well as the existence
of dark matter, for which as we have said the Standard Model cannot account. For the moment,
its only missing ingredient is the mechanism breaking electroweak symmetry, or according to
our discussion until now the discovery of the Higgs boson.
However, there are reasons to think that despite its success the Standard Model should
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probably not be the ultimate theory. We have of course already mentioned that the Standard
Model is a renormalizable theory that can be in principle extrapolated up to arbitrarily high
energies. It is nevertheless quite reasonable to wonder what happens if it is not treated in this
way, but it is instead taken to be just the low-energy limit of some higher theory.
If this is the case, an important issue arises. It is known that every renormalization (more
precisely: regularization) procedure intrinsically introduces some cut-off scale, say Λ. If one just
considers the pure Standard Model, then at the end of this procedure the cut-off should be sent
to infinity and finite results should be acquired. This is actually the case for the Standard Model:
it is a renormalizable theory. But if we instead accept that the Standard Model has some specific
region of validity, then the cut-off cannot be sent to arbitrarily high scales. This argument leads
to one of the main concerns indicating that the SM needs some ultraviolet completion from a
more fundamental theory, as we shall see in the following paragraph.
4.1.1 The hierarchy problem
In fig.4.1 we show two examples of one-loop contributions to the Higgs propagator, leading to a
redefinition of its physical mass according to usual renormalization procedures.
h h
f
h h
h
Figure 4.1: Some 1-loop radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass.
To a good approximation (which shall be justified in a moment), one can ignore the light
quark loop contributions and only keep the one coming from the top quark. Then, the Higgs
mass receives corrections like
δ2mh =
3Λ2
8π2u2
[(
4m2t − 2M2W −M2Z −m2h) +O
(
log
Λ
µ
))]
, (4.1)
where it can be seen that since fermion loop contributions scale as m2f , those coming from top
quark loops are largely dominant. From Eq.(4.1) we can see that the standard model Higgs
mass receives corrections depending both logarithmically and quadratically on the cutoff scale.
Logarithmic corrections are actually not that large, since even if we replaced the cutoff scale
by the Planck mass, where gravity is generally expected to manifest its quantum nature (hence
rendering the theory incomplete), then the corresponding contributions are numerically quite
small. This is not at all the case, however, for the quadratic corrections. There is, thus, a natural
tendency for the Higgs mass to be pushed towards the highest energy scale of the theory.
On the other hand, we expect that the Higgs mass should lie somewhere around the elec-
troweak scale. This is not only due to that “logically” it should be somewhere around the scale
where electroweak symmetry breaking takes place. It is also a requirement coming from a series
of bounds, such as the triviality and vacuum stability ones. Of course, one could argue that
since there are both positive and negative contributions to the quadratic terms, there could
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be some important cancellation among them. This calculation has been demonstrated to be a
viable solution, it requires though very precise cancellations among very large quantities in order
to yield very small ones. This effect is usually referred to as fine tuning, whereas the resulting
problem is known as the “hierarchy problem“ [192]. It would be more “natural” to think of a
mechanism that precisely eliminates the quadratic divergencies or largely suppresses them. For
the moment, we just note that the usual way of eliminating terms in Lagrangians, perturbative
expansions etc is the introduction of symmetries: the gauge symmetry “protects” gauge bosons
from receiving quadratically divergent contributions, whereas chiral symmetry does so for the
case of fermions.
4.1.2 Gauge coupling unification
The Standard Model, apart from its endurance against experimental tests, is also a framework
that allows us to incorporate in the same lagrangian three out of the four fundamental forces in
nature: the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions. This unification is however incom-
plete. QCD on the one hand is just a multiplicative factor for the electroweak sector, whereas
even in the latter there are two distinct gauge group factors resulting to two coupling constants.
This of course is by no means an original remark. Since the very early days of the standard
model, a great amount of research has been devoted to whether it would be possible to conceive a
model with a simpler gauge structure, perhaps based on a single semi-simple lie group, that can
simultaneously describe all three fundamental interactions (gravity is outside the scope of this
work). Schematically, one can imagine a large gauge group, having SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y
as one of its subgroups, breaking down at some scale in order to yield the SM along with some
new matter and gauge bosons, which would probably be heavier than the ones we know.
This point of view was encouraged by the findings of the LEP collider at CERN, at which a
precise measurement of the three coupling constants was possible. The evolution of the coupling
constants is described by the renormalization group equations. Setting t = lnµ, the general
one-loop form of the beta function βa associated to a generic group’s coupling constant ga is
βa ≡ dga
dt
=
g3a
16π2
(∑
i
l(Ri)− 3C2(G)
)
(4.2)
where the summation is over the irreducible representations of the group G, l(Ri) is the Dynkin
index of the representation Ri and C2(G) is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint representation
of G. In the case of the standard model, this expression becomes
βa =
1
16π2
ba g
3
a, (4.3)
with the ba coefficients being
(b1, b2, b3) = (41/10, −19/6, −7) (4.4)
and the normalization of g1 being chosen according to the one imposed by unification conditions
as the ones found in SU(5). Then, it is customary to also define αa ≡ g2a/(4π). The evolution
of 1/αa’s can be seen in fig.4.2 taken from ref. [193].
Starting from the precise LEP and LEP2 measurements, it has been rendered possible to
perform an accurate computation of the predicted behavior of the SM gauge coupling constants
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Figure 4.2: Two-loop renormalization group evolution of the Standard Model gauge couplings. Figure taken
from [193].
at high energy scales, the result of this computation being shown in the figure. Very soon it
was understood that the three coupling constants have a manifest tendency to unify at a high
energy scale, roughly from 1012 up to 1016 GeV. This tendency, although it could also clearly
be an accident, is however an important element supporting the idea of unification. It turns
out however that the three couplings do not exactly meet. Unification is incomplete within the
framework of the Standard Model.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) (see, for example, [193–197]), and especially its low-energy variant,
is perhaps the most popular way of addressing and resolving the hierarchy and unification issues.
In the following paragraphs we shall introduce the basic formalism needed and see how SUSY
can stabilize the Higgs mass and induce gauge coupling unification. Furthermore, we shall focus
on the solution SUSY can provide to the dark matter issue and examine the detection prospects
for one of the DM candidates appearing in supersymmetric frameworks, the lightest neutralino.
4.2 Elements of SUSY formalism
4.2.1 Supersymmetric algebra and superspace
The S matrix describing transitions from one quantum state to another, possesses a certain
number of symmetries. In particular:
1. It is invariant under the action of the elements of the Poincare´ group, whose generators
are the translations and the Lorentz rotations Pµ and Mµν respectively. These obey the
commutation relations
[Pµ, Pν ] = 0,
[Pµ,Mρσ] = i (ηµρ Pσ − ηµσ Pρ), (4.5)
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = i (ηνρMµσ − ηνσMµρ − ηµρMνσ + ηµσMνρ).
where ηµν is the flat metric tensor.
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2. It is invariant under internal symmetries associated to some conserved quantum number
(current) according to Noether’s theorem, such as the color, the electric charge etc. The
generators of these internal symmetries, say T a, are Lorentz scalars and form Lie groups
satisfying the relations
[T a, Pµ] = 0
[T a,Mµν ] = 0 (4.6)[
T a, T b
]
= i Cabc T c
where Cabc are the group’s structure constants.
In 1967 Coleman and Mandula demonstrated a famous no-go theorem [198] stating that apart
from the Poincare´ group generators, the only conserved quantities in a local relativistic QFT
with a mass gap can be a finite number of Lorentz scalars associated with a Lie algebra of
a compact Lie group (like the ones associated with the internal symmetries described above).
This statement is valid if the theory only contains commutators. In 1975, Haag, Lopuszanski
and Sohnius demonstrated however that this restriction can be evaded if one also includes
anticommutators in the theory. Furthermore, they demonstrated that the resulting extended
Lie algebra (called supersymmetric algebra) is the only one compatible with the symmetries of
the S matrix.
The most general supersymmetric algebra must contain the Poincare´ group generators Pµ
and Mµν as well as a number N of generators Q
A. It can be demonstrated that N cannot take
arbitrary values, but should instead be 1, 2 or 4 in the case of global supersymmetry, or also
8 in the case of local supersymmetry. Despite the theoretical interest of theories with N > 1
(for example N = 4 SYM theories posess the maximal possible symmetry compatible with
global supersymmetry and are finite, i.e. their beta functions vanish; extended supersymmetry
plays an important role in some string constructions), since quite some time it has been known
that they result to non-chiral fermions. In this work, we shall hence only focus onN = 1 theories.
The algebra of the generators is [199]
{Qα, Q¯β˙} = 2σµαβ˙ Pµ,
{Qα, Qβ} = {Q¯α˙, Q¯β˙} = 0,
[Qα, Pµ] =
[
Q¯α˙, Pµ
]
= 0, (4.7)
[Qα,Mµν ] =
1
2
(σµν)
β
αQβ,[
Q¯α˙,Mµν
]
= −1
2
Q¯β˙ (σµν)
β˙
α˙ ,
where the matrices σµν ≡ 14 (σµσ¯ν −σν σ¯µ) are the generators of the special linear group of 2× 2
complex matrices with unit determinant, SL(2,C). The first equation further shows us that the
mass dimension of the Q generators must be 1/2. The operators Qα and Q¯α are Weyl spinors
belonging to the representations (1/2, 0) and (0, 1/2) of the Lorentz group. Conventionally, we
say that the former transforms as a left-handed Weyl spinor whereas the latter as a right-handed
one.
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An infinitesimal supersymmetric transformation of a field φ can be written by virtue of two
grassmann variables θ and θ¯ as
δθ φ = (θ
αQα + θ¯α˙ Q¯
α˙)φ. (4.8)
Now, since we are extending the symmetries of the S matrix, it can be convenient to also
introduce some sort of “extended” space, called superspace. Superspace inN = 1 supersymmetry
is described by the four usual spacetime coordinates along with two Grassmann variables θα and
θ¯α˙ which obey the anticommutation relations
{θα, θβ} = {θ¯α˙, θ¯β˙} = {θα, θ¯β˙} = 0. (4.9)
A global (non - position - dependent) supersymmetric transformation in superspace is then
defined by “exponentiation” of the infinitesimal transformation as
G(xµ, θ, θ¯) = exp[i (−xµ Pµ + θ Q+ θ¯ Q¯)]. (4.10)
where it is assumed that θ and θ¯ are of dimension −1/2. The composition of two supersymmetric
transformations in superspace is written as
G(xµ, θ, θ¯)G(yµ, ζ, ζ¯) = G(xµ + yµ + i ζ σµθ¯ − i θ σµζ¯ , θ + ζ, θ¯ + ζ¯). (4.11)
In particular, the composition of two supersymmetric transformations one of which does not
modify spacetime is
G(0, ζ, ζ¯)G(xµ, θ, θ¯) = G(xµ + i θ σµζ¯ − i ζ σµθ¯, θ + ζ, θ¯ + ζ¯). (4.12)
Eq. (4.12) allows us to define a differential representation of the Qα and Q¯α˙ operators, as
Qα =
∂
∂θα
− i (σµ)αα˙ θ¯α˙ ∂µ,
Q¯α˙ =
∂
∂θ¯α˙
− i θα (σµ)αα˙∂µ, (4.13)
where Pµ ≡ −i ∂µ. Then, it is further possible to define covariant derivatives as
Dα =
∂
∂θα
+ i (σµ)αα˙ θ¯
α˙ ∂µ,
D¯α˙ = − ∂
∂θ¯α˙
− i θα (σµ)αα˙∂µ. (4.14)
We should note that the supercharges and the covariant derivatives anticommute
{D,Q} = {D¯,Q} = {D, Q¯} = {D¯, Q¯} = 0. (4.15)
4.2.2 Superfields
In a similar manner as we define fields as functions of spacetime, we can also define superfields
f(x, θ, θ¯) as functions of superspace. A superfield can in general be expanded in powers of θ and
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θ¯. This series cannot reach an arbitrarily high order, since the square of a Grassmann variable
is zero
f(x, θ, θ¯) = z(x) + θ φ(x) + θ¯ χ¯(x) + θθm(x) + θ¯θ¯ n(x)
+ θ σµ θ¯ Aµ(x) + θθθ¯ λ¯(x) + θ¯θ¯θ ψ(x) + θθθ¯θ¯ d(x), (4.16)
with θθ ≡ θa θa = θa ǫab θb and θ¯θ¯ ≡ θ¯a˙ θ¯a˙ = θ¯a˙ ǫa˙b˙ θ¯b˙, where ǫ is an antisymmetric tensor defined
as ǫ12 = ǫ21 = 1.
A clarification is in order: the superfield f should not be taken as a physical field, corre-
sponding to one specific particle. It is just a function of superspace, whose components form a
supermultiplet. The components, on the other hand, can actually have physical meaning.
Now, f contains both bosonic components, (z, m, n, Aµ, d) as well as fermionic ones (φ, χ,
λ, ψ). The dimension of z is the same as the superfield’s f one. The dimensions of the other
fields augment progressively with powers of θ and θ¯ up to the value [f ] + 2 for the field d.
The most general superfield as defined in (4.16) is a reducible representation of the supersym-
metry algebra. Next, it would be useful to construct the irreducible representations by imposing
conditions on f .
The chiral superfield
The chiral superfield takes its name by the chiral nature of the SM fermions. Since for chiral
fields their left- and right - handed components are independent, the superfield describing them
should need two degrees of freedom in order to fully describe them. Left-handed chiral superfields
Φ are defined as
D¯α˙Φ = 0. (4.17)
If we define a bosonic coordinate yµ ≡ xµ + iθσµθ¯, we notice that D¯α˙yµ = D¯α˙θ = 0. Hence, the
chiral superfield can be written as
Φ(y, θ) = z(y) +
√
2 θ ψ(y) + θθ F (y). (4.18)
If Φ is of dimension 1, z must be a physical complex scalar field, ψ a left-handed Weyl spinor
and F and auxiliary field of dimension 2. Eq. (4.18) can be written as
Φ(x, θ, θ¯) = z(x) + i θσµθ¯ ∂µ z(x) +
1
4
θθθ¯θ¯ z(x)
+
√
2 θ ψ(x) − i√
2
θθ ∂µψ(x)σ
µ θ¯ + θθ F (x). (4.19)
It can further be demonstrated that the product of two chiral fields is a chiral field. In partic-
ular, the components θθ are invariant under SUSY transformations. They transform as a total
derivative
ΦiΦj|θθ = zi Fj + zj Fi − ψi ψj, (4.20)
ΦiΦj Φk|θθ = zi zj Fk + zk zi Fj + zj zk Fi − ψi ψj zk − ψk ψi zj − ψj ψk zi.
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In the same way as in Eq. (4.17), we can define right-handed antichiral superfields satisfy-
ing
DαΦ
† = 0. (4.21)
Hence
Φ†(y†, θ¯) = z∗(y†) +
√
2 θ¯ ψ¯(y†) + θ¯θ¯ F ∗(y†). (4.22)
The product of a chiral and an antichiral superfield posess an interesting property: their
θθθ¯θ¯ component contains the kinetic terms of z and ψ
ΦiΦ
†
j
∣∣∣
θθθ¯θ¯
= Fi F
∗
j + z
∗
i  zj −
i
2
(ψi σ
µ ∂µ ψ¯j − ∂µ ψi σµ ψ¯j). (4.23)
Furthermore, this component transforms as a total derivative under supersymmetric transfor-
mations, it is therefore SUSY - invariant.
Using expressions (4.23) and (4.20) we can construct the most general renormalizable La-
grangian containing only chiral superfields
L = Φ†i Φi
∣∣∣
θθθ¯θ¯
+
[
λiΦ
i +
mij
2
ΦiΦj +
gijk
2
ΦiΦj Φk + c.h.
]
θθ
. (4.24)
The first factor corresponds to kinetic terms. The following terms correspond to the θθ compo-
nent of the superpotential W
W (Φi) = λi Φ
i +
mij
2
ΦiΦj +
gijk
2
ΦiΦj Φk. (4.25)
An important remark is that the superpotential must be a holomorphic function of the superfields
Φi. If we break it down to components, we can get the corresponding Lagrangian
L = i ∂µ ψ¯i σ¯µ ψi + F ∗i F i + z∗i zi (4.26)
+
[
λi F
i +mij
(
zi F j − 1
2
ψi ψj
)
+ gijk
(
zi zj F k − ψi ψj zk
)
+ c.h.
]
.
The auxiliary fields F and F ∗ can be integrated out by means of their equations of motion
∂ L
∂ F ∗
= 0 et
∂ L
∂ F
= 0 (4.27)
which gives us an expression for L containing only the dynamical fields z and ψ
L = i ∂µ ψ¯i σ¯µ ψi + z∗i zi +
1
2
(
∂2W
∂ zi ∂ zj
ψi ψj + c.h.
)
− V(z, z∗), (4.28)
where V(z, z∗) ≡ F ∗i F i is the scalar potential. This potential is manifestly positive: this is a
consequence of supersymmetry. Its minimum corresponds to F i ≥ 0.
The vector superfield
In order to describe the SM gauge bosons now, we introduce the vector superfields defined by
their self-conjugation condition
V (x, θ, θ¯) = V †(x, θ, θ¯). (4.29)
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In terms of components, according to Eq. (4.16), a vector superfield is written as
V (x, θ, θ¯) = C(x) + i θ χ(x)− i θ¯ χ¯(x)− θ σµ θ¯ vµ(x)
+
i
2
θθ [M(x) + iN(x)] − i
2
θ¯θ¯ [M(x)− iN(x)]
+ i θθθ¯
[
λ¯(x) +
i
2
σ¯µ ∂µ χ(x)
]
− i θ¯θ¯θ
[
λ(x) +
i
2
σµ ∂µ χ¯(x)
]
+
1
2
θθθ¯θ¯
[
D(x) +
1
2
C(x)
]
; (4.30)
where the fields C, M , N , D and vµ are real. We should notice that the vector superfield is
gauge invariant. The number of degrees of freedom can be significantly reduced through gauge
fixing. The Wess-Zumino gauge [200] is a generalization of the usual unitary gauge and has the
form
V → V +Φ+ Φ†; (4.31)
where Φ is a non-physical chiral superfield that can be adjusted to eliminate C, M , N and χ.
This choice of gauge also implies that the fields λ and D are gauge-invariant, and that the vector
vµ transforms as in the non-supersymmetric case:
vµ → vµ − i ∂µ (z − z∗). (4.32)
So, in this gauge the vector superfield takes the form
V (x, θ, θ¯) = −θ σµ θ¯ vµ(x) + i θθθ¯ λ¯(x)− i θ¯θ¯θ λ(x) + 1
2
θθθ¯θ¯ D(x). (4.33)
This superfield is comprised of a gauge field vµ, a gaugino λ and an auxiliary real field D. The
field strength tensor (which would be the equivalent of the usual Fµν = ∂µAν−∂ν Aµ) is defined
by means of gauge-invariant spinor fields
Wα = −1
4
D¯D¯Dα V,
W¯α˙ = −1
4
DDD¯α˙ V. (4.34)
We note that D¯α˙Wα = 0 and Dα W¯α˙ = 0, which means that these fields are chiral and anti-chiral
respectively. In terms of components, we have
Wα = −i λα(y) + θαD(y)− i
2
(σµ σ¯ν θ)α vµν ,
W¯α˙ = i λ¯α˙(y
+) + θ¯α˙ D¯(y
+) +
i
2
(σµ σ¯ν θ¯)α˙ vµν , (4.35)
where vµν ≡ ∂µvν − ∂νvµ. Since Wα is a chiral field, the component θθ of WαWα,
WαWα|θθ = −2 i λ σµ ∂µ λ¯−
1
2
vµν vµν +
i
4
ǫµνρσ vµν vρσ, (4.36)
is SUSY-invariant, since it transforms as a total derivative.
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From this last expression, we can construct the most general renormalizable Lagrangian
containing only vector superfields
L = 1
4
(
WαWα|θθ + W¯α˙ W¯ α˙
∣∣
θ¯θ¯
)
=
1
2
D2 − i λ σµ ∂µ λ¯− 1
4
vµν vµν . (4.37)
where the auxiliary field D can be eliminated by means of its equations of motion. This field
will also contribute to the scalar potential, without modifying its positivity.
4.2.3 Interactions and supersymmetry breaking
Interactions
Having so far examined theories with pure chiral or vector superfields, we can now construct
a supersymmetric gauge - invariant Lagrangian describing interactions among chiral superfields
Φi and vector superfields V .
Under the action of a non-abelian group G, a chiral superfield transforms as
Φi → (e−iΛ)ij Φj, Φ†i → Φ†j (eiΛ
†
)ji , (4.38)
where Λij ≡ (T a)ij Λa(x, θ, θ¯) is defined in terms of chiral superfields Λa. The matrices T a are
hermitian generators of G in the representation in which Φ lives. In particular, in the adjoint
representation
Tr
(
T a T b
)
= C(r) δab,[
T a, T b
]
= i fabc T c. (4.39)
Since the transformation law for the chiral superfield is (4.38), the kinetic term Φ†i Φ
i appearing in
the Lagrangian (4.24) is no longer gauge - invariant. However, if we generalize the transformation
law of V , Eq. (4.31), for non-abelian groups as
eV → e−iΛ† eV eiΛ, (4.40)
we can construct a SUSY-invariant kinetic term as
Φ†i
(
eV
)i
j
Φj
∣∣∣
θθθ¯θ¯
. (4.41)
The field strength tensor (4.34) for non abelian interactions must then be redefined as
Wα = −1
4
D¯D¯ e−V Dα eV , W¯α˙ = −1
4
DD e−V D¯α˙ eV . (4.42)
These field strength tensors in their turn transform as
Wα →W ′α = e−iΛWα eiΛ. (4.43)
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The Lagrangian for vector superfields is the same as in Eq. (4.37), apart from the fact that a
trace must be taken over gauge indices.
Then, the most general renormalizable Lagrangian including gauge interactions among chiral
and vector superfields can be written as
L = 1
4C(r)
(
WαWα|θθ + W¯α˙ W¯ α˙
∣∣
θ¯θ¯
)
+ Φ† eV Φ
∣∣∣
θθθ¯θ¯
+
[(
λi Φ
i +
mij
2
ΦiΦj +
gijk
2
ΦiΦj Φk
)∣∣∣
θθ
+ c.h.
]
. (4.44)
Supersymmetry breaking
A phenomenologically viable supersymmetric model should include terms breaking supersym-
metry. One possibility is that supersymmetry can be an exact symmetry of the theory, but
which is spontaneously broken by the vacuum choice. In this way, supersymmetry will not be
manifest at low energies, especially the electroweak scale which is of interest for us. However, it
turns out quite difficult to spontaneously break supersymmetry.
There have been several proposals for spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry in the lit-
erature. These proposals always include new particles and interactions at some high energy
scale. The standard picture is that supersymmetry breaking occurs in some “hidden sector”
which does not communicate directly with the rest of the spectrum, the breaking being then
“mediated” to the other parts of the Lagrangian through some messenger sector. The most
well-known examples are gravity-mediated supersymmetry breaking [201, 202], gauge-mediated
breaking [203], anomaly-mediated breaking [204, 205] or supersymmetry breaking induced by
the existence of extra dimensions [206]. Combinations of these mechanisms can also be effective,
often motivated by string constructions [207]. However, there is no consensus on the mechanism
that induces SUSY - breaking. It might be that future experimental data shall help in this
direction.
It is nonetheless possible to parametrize the effects of supersymmetry breaking at low en-
ergies, introducing terms breaking it explicitly in the otherwise SUSY - invariant Lagrangian.
The new couplings must be soft, so as to not reintroduce quadratic divergencies in the theory.
In particular, we cannot introduce dimensionless couplings.
The most general renormalizable Lagrangian explicitly breaking supersymmetry, Lsoft must
include
• masses for the scalars −m2φi |φi|
2,
• masses for the gauginos −12 mλi λ¯iλi,
• trilinear scalar interactions −Aijk φi φj φk + c.h.
• bilinear scalar terms −bij φi φj + c.h..
Fermionic terms could also in principle be included, but they can be absorbed by a redefi-
nition of the superpotential, the scalar masses and the trilinear couplings. We note that it has
been rigorously demonstrated that a theory breaking supersymmetry softly does not reintroduce
quadratic divergencies in the perturbative expansion [208].
The soft Lagrangian Lsoft breaks supersymmetry, since it only contains scalars and gauginos
without their superpartners. These soft terms would induce a mass for the scalars and the
gauginos, even in the absence of mass terms for vector bosons and ordinary fermions.
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4.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
4.3.1 The MSSM
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [193,209–212] is, as stated in its name,
the simplest supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model. It is minimal in the sense that
it contains the smallest possible number of new fields.
The MSSM is based on the SM gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y . Supersymmetry
associates to every gauge boson a spin - 1/2 fermion. The gauge bosons belong to 8 + 3 + 1
vector superfields, associated to the groups SU(3)C , SU(2)L and U(1)Y . The superpartners of
the gauge bosons are usually collectively called gauginos. In particular, the superpartners of the
gluons are called gluinos g˜, whereas the ones associated to the W±, W 3 and B gauge bosons of
the electroweak sector are called winos W˜ and binos B˜ respectively. In table 4.1 we indicate the
quantum numbers of the various vector superfields of the MSSM. As usually, the charge Qem
associated with electromagnetism is given by the sum of the third component of the isospin, T3
and the hypercharge Y of the particle.
Super-
field
Spin
1 1/2
SU(3)C SU(2)L T3 U(1)Y Qem
B Bµ B˜ 1 1 0 0 0
W
W+µ
W 3µ
W−µ
W˜+
W˜ 3
W˜−
1 3
+1
0
−1
0
+1
0
−1
g gµ g˜ 8 1 0 0 0
Table 4.1: Vector superfields of the MSSM
On the other hand, the matter content of the MSSM is described by chiral superfields. We
follow the standard convention according to which the chiral superfields are defined in terms
of left-handed Weyl spinors, hence their charge conjugates correspond to right-handed spinors.
Two SU(2)L doublets (Qi and Li) and three singlets (u
c
i , d
c
i and e
c
i ) are needed to account for
the different quarks and leptons. The index i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to different fermion families.
We note that like the minimal SM, the MSSM does not contain right-handed neutrinos.
In the Standard Model, a single Higgs doublet field H along with its conjugate is sufficient
to provide masses for all quarks and massive leptons. In the MSSM, two Higgs doublets are
instead necessary, often denoted as Hu and Hd. It is actually supersymmetry itself that imposes
the introduction of two doublets instead of one. This can be seen in two ways:
• In supersymmetry, the superpotential (4.25) is a holomorphic function in the superfields
it contains. Hence, a Higgs supermultiplet with isospin Y = +1/2 cannot give rise to
Yukawa couplings that generate masses for down-type quarks. The inverse applies to a
Y = −1/2 Higgs supermultiplet, which can only generate masses for up-type quarks. The
holomorphic nature of the superpotential obliges us hence to introduce two distinct Higgs
doublet fields.
• The Higgs superpartners, called Higgsinos, are expected (and actually do) give rise to new
contributions to the chiral anomaly. In order to achieve cancellation of these anomalies,
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Super-
field
Spin
1/2 0
SU(3)C SU(2)L T3 U(1)Y Qem
Q
uL
dL
u˜L
d˜L
3 2
1/2
−1/2 1/6
2/3
−1/3
uc u¯R u˜
∗
R 3¯ 1 0 −2/3 −2/3
dc d¯R d˜
∗
R 3¯ 1 0 1/3 1/3
L
νL
eL
ν˜L
e˜L
1 2
1/2
−1/2 −1/2
0
−1
ec e¯R e˜
∗
R 1 1 0 1 1
Hu
H+u
H0u
H˜+u
H˜0u
1 2
1/2
−1/2 1/2
1
0
Hd
H0d
H−d
H˜0d
H˜−d
1 2
1/2
−1/2 −1/2
0
−1
Table 4.2: The chiral superfields of the MSSM.
one must have ∑
fermions
Y 3 =
∑
fermions
T 23 · Y = 0. (4.45)
Now, whereas in the Standard Model the quark and lepton contributions cancel, in the
MSSM case this is no longer valid. It is only after the introduction of a second Higgs
doublet that anomaly cancellation is actually achieved.
The chiral superfields and their quantum numbers are summarized in table 4.2, which along
with table 4.1 sum up the particle content of the MSSM.
There is only one missing ingredient before writing down the MSSM Lagrangian density. If
supersymmetry where an exact symmetry, then every particle belonging to the same supermul-
tiplet would have the same mass as its supersymmetric partner. So, for example, there should
exist selectrons e˜L and e˜R with masses me˜ = me ∼ 0.51 MeV. However, it is quite apparent that
if this was the case, such scalars should have been observed. This means that if supersymmetry
has anything to do with the physical world at the electroweak scale, it must be broken.
The MSSM Lagrangian is thus comprised of two main pieces: The first one is supersymmetric
and contains all kinetic terms for chiral and vector superfields, as well as all terms that can be
derived from the superpotential. The second part contains all SUSY - breaking terms, which we
argued should be soft. So, we can write
L = Lkin + LW + Lsoft. (4.46)
Under the light of the previous discussion, the most general gauge-invariant superpotential of
the MSSM is
W =
3∑
i,j=1
2∑
a,b=1
[
λiju Qai ǫ
abHub uj − λijd Qai ǫabHdb dj
−λijl Lai ǫabHdb ej + µHuaǫabHbd
]
. (4.47)
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where λu, λd and λl are complex 3 × 3 matrices in family space, corresponding to the Yukawa
couplings, whereas the µ term is a supersymmetric mass term for the Higgs doublets.
This superpotential is invariant under a discrete symmetry called R - parity, defined as
Rp = (−1)2S+3 (B−L), (4.48)
where S is each particle’s spin and B and L are the baryonic and leptonic numbers respectively.
R - parity was first introduced to ensure baryon and lepton number conservation, so as to pre-
vent rapid proton decay. Particles belonging to the same supermultiplet do not have the same
R - parity: Standard Model particles have Rp = 1, whereas their superpartners have Rp = −1.
Apart from its initial motivation, R - parity has very far-reaching consequences:
• sparticles are forcedly produced in pairs.
• The Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is completely stable.
• sparticles other than the LSP decay in an odd number of sparticles.
The structure of the MSSM Lagrangian is highly constraining for the parameters it includes.
However, the soft breaking terms generate a huge number of free parameters. The relevant part
of the Lagrangian is
Lsoft = − 1
2
[
M1 B˜B˜ +
3∑
a=1
M2 W˜
aW˜a +
8∑
a=1
M3 g˜
ag˜a + c.c.
]
−
3∑
i=1
[
m2
Q˜i
|Q˜i|2 +m2L˜i |L˜i|
2 +m2u˜i |u˜i|2 +m2d˜i |d˜i|
2 +m2e˜i |e˜i|2
]
− m2
H˜u
|H˜u|2 −m2H˜d |H˜d|
2 − (B µ
2∑
a=1
H˜au H˜da + c.c.) (4.49)
−
[
Aabu Q˜ai ǫ
ij H˜uj u˜b −Aabd Q˜ai ǫij H˜dj d˜b −Aabe L˜ai ǫij H˜dj e˜b + c.c.
]
.
where in Eq. (4.49) M1, M2 and M3 correspond to the masses of the bino, the winos and the
gluinos respectively. The terms in the second line correspond to the mass terms for squark and
sleptons. In the third line, there are new contributions to the Higgs potential. Finally, the fourth
line corresponds to trilinear couplings among three scalars. We note that the Au,d,l factors are
3× 3 complex matrices in family space.
After having presented some basic elements of formalism, we shall now see how supersym-
metry (and, notably, the MSSM) provides solutions to the Standard Model issues mentioned
previously: the Higgs mass hierarchy problem, the unification of gauge couplings, as well as the
dark matter problem.
4.3.2 SUSY to the rescue!
Solution to the hierarchy problem
Supersymmetry can offer a solution to the hierarchy problem discussed previously. In the same
way as gauge symmetry “protects” the masses of vector bosons and chiral symmetry the ones
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of fermions from receiving quadratic divergencies, SUSY protects the masses of scalars. We saw
that the problem arose from the contributions of fermion and gauge boson loop correction to
the Higgs mass. It is well-known that fermion loops always carry an extra factor of −1 with
respect to the case where a boson “circulates” in the loop.
So, for example, if we suppose NS scalar particles of mass mS and with trilinear and quartic
couplings v λS and λS respectively, their 1-loop contribution to the Higgs mass shall be of the
form
∆M2H =
NS λS
16π2
[
−Λ2 + 2m2S log
Λ
mS
]
− NS λ
2
S v
2
16π2
[
−1 + 2 log Λ
mS
]
+O
(
1
Λ2
)
, (4.50)
which also contains quadratic divergencies.
However, if we suppose that the Higgs couplings to the scalar particles have some relation
with its couplings to fermions of the form |λ2f | = λS , and that the number of bosonic and
fermionic degrees of freedom is equal (NS = Nf ), the total radiative corrections induced by the
presence of fermions and scalars is
M2H = m
2
H +
Nf λ
2
f
4π2
[
(m2f −m2S) log
Λ
mS
+ 3m2f log
mS
mf
]
+O
(
1
Λ2
)
. (4.51)
At this point, we see that the quadratic divergencies have disappeared. We remark that
logarithmic divergencies are still there, but even if the theory’s cutoff is pushed to the Plank
scale, these remain quite moderate. An important remark is, though, that in order to have
exact cancellation of the quadratic divergencies a very strong condition is imposed, namely that
mS = mf . This last condition is however in straight contradiction to our discussion so far,
since we said that supersymmetry must be broken and that sparticles should receive additional
contributions with respect to their SM counterparts if we wish for a phenomenologically viable
theory.
This last point motivates electroweak scale supersymmetry: the superpartners must not
be much heavier than the corresponding SM particles, since this would destabilize the Higgs
boson mass once more. As we shall see in the following, even more complications may appear,
concerning mostly the mass of the lightest Higgs boson, both from an experimental and a
theoretical point of view.
Gauge coupling unification
Another point where the MSSM turns out to be successful is the unification of coupling constants.
The renormalization group equations for the three gauge couplings g1, g2 and g3 are again given
by Eq. (4.2), but this time the coefficients ba are different than in the Standard Model case:
(b1, b2, b3) =
{
(41/10, −19/6, −7) MS
(33/5, 1, −3) MSSM. (4.52)
The coefficients in the MSSM case are larger, due to the larger number of particles contributing
to the beta-functions. In fig.4.3 we can see a comparison of the RGE evolution of the α−1a ’s, at
two loops in perturbation theory. Contrary to the Standard Model case, the MSSM contains
the right number of fields to ensure unification of the gauge couplings at some large scale, called
the Grand Unification scale MGUT ∼ 2 · 1016 GeV. Unification of coupling constants at some
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Figure 4.3: Gauge coupling constant evolution in the MSSM. One and two loop corrections are included in the
running. Figure taken from ref. [193].
scale could indicate the existence of some Grand Unified Theory (GUT) at the scale where the
coupling constants acquire the same value.
This is a further motivation for weak-scale supersymmetry: it has been demonstrated that
gauge coupling unification is not a general feature of supersymmetric theories and models. In
order to achieve it, the superpartner contributions must enter the RGE running at a scale being
sufficiently low so as to leave enough “space” for the coupling constants to evolve in this way.
4.3.3 The physical particles of the MSSM
Before setting off to examine dark matter in the framework of the MSSM, it is useful to dis-
cuss the physical particle spectrum of the model, i.e. the mass eigenstates appearing in the
Lagrangian. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the various gauge eigenstates of the model. We know
that after EWSB several particles of the Standard Model that are gauge eigenstates are no
longer mass eigenstates, since they appear in quadratic crossed terms in the Lagrangian. This
is also the case for the MSSM, with mixing effects being even more extended than in the SM.
As a first remark, we note that the SM particles’ definitions are not altered at tree level (apart,
of course, from the Higgs sector). We shall now describe what happens with the rest of the
particle content. Our intention is not to provide a detailed description, but rather to summarize
a number of elements that shall be useful for the following, namely to just identify the physical
degrees of freedom.
The Higgs fields
We saw that in the MSSM two Higgs doublets are required, which we denote by Hu ≡ H2 =
(H+2 ,H
0
2 )
T and Hd ≡ H1 = (H01 ,H−1 )T . Upon EWSB, the neutral components of the two
doublets acquire non-zero VEVs v1/
√
2 and v2/
√
2 for H01 and H
0
2 respectively, with (v1+v2)
2 =
v2 = (246 GeV)2. We further define the parameter
tan β =
v2
v1
(4.53)
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As usually, the physical Higgs fields are obtained by expanding around the scalar potential’s
minimum
H1 = (H
0
1 ,H
−
1 )
T =
1√
2
(v1 +H
0
1 + iP
0
1 ,H
−
1 )
T (4.54)
H2 = (H
+
2 ,H
0
2 )
T =
1√
2
(H+2 , v2 +H
0
2 + iP
0
2 )
T
with the real parts corresponding to CP - even Higgs bosons and the imaginary parts to CP -
odd ones and the goldstone bosons.
Then, the physical fields/mass eigenstates of the model can be expressed as linear combina-
tions of the gauge eigenstates, as follows:
• First, we can write down the expression for the neutral goldstone boson and the CP - odd
Higgs (
G0
A
)
=
(
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β
) (
P 01
P 02
)
(4.55)
• Then, we have the charged Goldstone bosons and the charged Higgses(
G±
H±
)
=
(
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β
) (
H±1
H±2
)
(4.56)
• Finally, we have the two physical CP - even Higgs bosons(
H
h
)
=
(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
) (
H01
H02
)
(4.57)
where α is a rotation angle. In principle, the Higgs sector should contribute six new free
parameters to the theory. It turns out however that there are several relations among them,
which amount to only two free parameters, often taken to be tan β and MA.
The sfermions
Sfermions can also mix, since they share quantum numbers. The mass matrices have the general
form
M2
f˜
=
(
m2f +m
2
LL mf Xf
mf Xf m
2
f +m
2
RR
)
(4.58)
where
m2LL = m
2
f˜L
+ (I3Lf −Qfs2W )M2Z c2β
m2RR = m
2
f˜R
+Qfs
2
W M
2
Z c2β
Xf = Af − µ(tan β)−2I
3L
f .
(4.59)
These mass matrices are diagonalized by means of 2× 2 unitary matrices
Rf˜ =
(
cθf sθf
−sθf cθf
)
, cθf ≡ cos θf˜ and sθf ≡ sin θf˜ . (4.60)
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The mixing angle and sfermion masses are then given by
s2θf =
2mfXf
m2
f˜1
−m2
f˜2
, c2θf =
m2LL −m2RR
m2
f˜1
−m2
f˜2
(4.61)
and
m2
f˜1,2
= m2f +
1
2
[
m2LL +m
2
RR ∓
√
(m2LL −m2RR)2 + 4m2fX2f
]
. (4.62)
The mixing is very strong in the stop sector for large values of the parameter Xt = At − µ cot β
and generates a mass splitting between the two mass eigenstates which makes the state t˜1 much
lighter than the other squarks and possibly even lighter than the top quark itself. These points
shall be of interest later on, when we discuss the so-called “little hierarchy problem”.
Gaugino and Higgsino sector
The two charged Winos as well as the two charged Higgsinos can mix to yield four fermionic
mass eigenstates called charginos. These eigenstates have a tree-level mass matrix
M± =
(
M2
√
2MW sβ√
2MW cβ µ
)
, (4.63)
where MW is the W boson mass and sβ = sin β.
Next, the four gauge eigenstates (B˜, W˜ 3, H˜0u, H˜
0
d ) can also mix, giving rise to four mass
eigenstates collectively called neutralinos. At tree-level, the neutralino mass matrix is given by
M0 =


M1 0 −MZsW cβ MZsW sβ
0 M2 MZcW cβ −MZcW sβ
−MZsW cβ MZcW cβ 0 −µ
MZsW sβ −MZcW sβ −µ 0

 . (4.64)
where sβ = sin β, cβ = cos β, sW = sin θW , cW = cos θW , θW is the Weinberg angle and MZ is
the Z boson mass.
The matrix (4.64) is complex symmetric and can thus be diagonalized analytically by a
unitary matrix Z0 as
M0 = Z0D0Z†0 (4.65)
The exact form of Z0 is, in the general case, quite complex. In the end, one gets four mass
eigenstates that we shall hereafter denote χ0i , i = 1...4, with m
0
1 < m
0
2 < m
0
3 < m
0
4.
Having presented the physical particle content of the MSSM, we can next wonder whether
some of these particles could account for the observed dark matter abundance.
4.4 Dark Matter in the MSSM
So far, we have mainly focused on the completely minimal supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model. In short, for every bosonic or fermionic degree of freedom in the SM, N = 1
global supersymmetry introduces a fermionic or bosonic one. Nevertheless, there are obviously
numerous other extensions that can be envisaged, depending on each author’s concerns. In any
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case, whatever the precise model, it is reasonable to look for candidates which are neutral under
color and electromagnetism, as well as most probably stable (or at least with couplings weak
enough to prevent their rapid decay).
In the MSSM framework we presented, the imposition of R-parity renders the Lightest Super-
symmetric Particle completely stable. Potential candidates could be (referring to the physical
states now) sneutrinos (left-handed, since we have not written down terms for right-handed
neutrinos) or neutralinos. Furthermore, we note that once supersymmetry is rendered local, an
additional candidate can be found, the graviton’s superpartner called gravitino. Gravitino dark
matter has been studied in a series of different frameworks, such as the MSSM [213], extensions
of the former that solve the so-called “µ problem” and/or the neutrino mass problem [214–218]
and so on. Then, one could aim at introducing right - handed neutrinos in order to achieve a
see-saw mechanism yielding small neutrino masses, in which case the right-handed neutrino or
sneutrino could enter the game (see, for example, [219]). Finally, we should also mention that
in theories trying to address the absence of CP violation in the strong sector via the introduc-
tion of a Peccei - Quinn symmetry, the associated boson called axion is a plausible candidate.
Although today axions are rather constrained, if such a model is rendered supersymmetric, the
axion’s superpartner called axino can provide a good candidate [220].
Among these candidates, the most well - known and widely studied is the lightest neutralino
(often also called just neutralino).
4.4.1 Neutralino dark matter
We already mentioned that all neutralinos are linear combinations of the superpartners of the
SM neutral gauge bosons and the neutral Higgs bosons. In a generic manner, we can write
χ01 = Z11B˜ + Z12W˜
3 + Z13H˜
0
1 + Z14H˜
0
2 (4.66)
where we assume that we have rearranged the neutralino matrix in order to have the lightest
one at the top row. Since neutralinos are comprised of four distinct contributions, all of which
contribute to the total couplings in different manners, it is customary to further define two
quantities representing the neutralino composition, namely the gaugino fraction and the Higgsino
fraction
fG = |Z11|2 + |Z12|2 , (4.67)
fH = |Z13|2 + |Z14|2 .
A huge amount of literature has been devoted to the study of neutralino dark matter. It is
quite difficult to present an overview of the relevant phenomenology in the case of the most
general R - parity conserving MSSM, since the number of free parameters in the general case is
of the order of 120, which is an uncontrollably large parameter space to be probed efficiently.
The most usual approach towards supersymmetric phenomenology is to make simplifying
assumptions, often (but not exclusively) motivated by some higher theory, aiming at the reduc-
tion of the number of free parameters. One such example is the so-called Constrained MSSM
(CMSSM). In this model, it is assumed that
• The three gauge couplings (properly normalized) meet at the Grand Unification Scale
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• The Bino, Wino and gluino masses are universal at the GUT scaleM1(MGUT) =M2(MGUT) =
M3(MGUT) ≡ m1/2
• All scalar masses unify at the GUT scale
mQ˜i(MGUT ) = mu˜Ri(MGUT ) = md˜Ri(MGUT ) = mL˜i(MGUT ) = mℓ˜Ri(MGUT )(4.68)
= mH1(MGUT ) = mH2(MGUT ) ≡ m0
• Trilinear couplings are universal at the GUT scale
Auij(MGUT ) = A
d
ij(MGUT ) = A
ℓ
ij(MGUT ) ≡ A0 δij (4.69)
If one further assumes a specific relation among the bilinear and trilinear soft breaking terms as
well as a relation between the gravitino and scalar masses, the resulting model is called minimal
supergravity (mSUGRA).
In the case of the CMSSM, the resulting model is described by only five free parameters:
tan β, m1/2, m0, A0 and sign(µ), where the last parameter is the sign of the Higgsino mass
parameter. It can be demonstrated that demanding radiative electroweak symmetry breaking,
minimization of the Higgs potential yields
Bµ =
1
2
[
(m2H1 −m2H2) tan 2β +M2Z sin 2β
]
(4.70)
µ2 =
m2H2 sin
2 β −m2H1 cos2 β
cos 2β
− M
2
Z
2
(4.71)
which demonstrates that while the absolute value of µ is fixed, its sign remains unknown.
In order to describe some typical features of neutralino dark matter in the CMSSM, we
borrow figure 4.4 from [221]. Non-dark matter - related constraints appearing in the figure are
explained in the caption.
We can clearly see from the figure that whereas the regions where the neutralino becomes
the LSP are quite significant, the WMAP limits strongly restrict the viable parameter space.
The WMAP - compliant regions are represented in turquoise. It is interesting that despite the
relatively small number of surviving points, the processes contributing to getting the correct relic
density vary from one region to another. Let us start the description of these zones by stating
that in most of the parameter space, the CMSSM yields too large a relic density. The neutralino
LSP is mostly bino, and a bino LSP couples very weakly to both the Z and the Higgs bosons.
The couplings of the neutralino to various MSSM particles are presented in Appendix C. Some
enhancement is thus needed in order to obtain WMAP-compliant results. For small (m1/2,m0)
values, the correct relic density is obtained through crossed-channel sfermion exchange. This is
called the bulk region. As m1/2 increases, the correct relic density is obtained near the region
where the stau becomes the LSP. In this case, the dominant process enhancing neutralino an-
nihilation is actually its coannihilation with the lightest τ˜ , usually called the NLSP (Next-to
LSP). This region is called the coannihilation region. At larger (m1/2,m0) values and away from
the coannihilation region, the self-annihilation cross-section gets enhanced kinematically, since
in this region two neutralinos can annihilate efficiently into a nearly on-shell Higgs propagator
H or A. This region is called the funnel region. Finally, there is a fourth region where the
correct relic density can be obtained, called the focus point/hyperbolic branch region, where the
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neutralino obtains a significant Higgsino fraction, resulting in an enhancement of its couplings
to gauge and Higgs bosons.
For the moment, we pause our discussion on neutralino dark matter in order to present an
issue of the CMSSM related to the Higgs boson mass, motivating the models that we shall be
looking into in the following.
4.5 A parenthesis: the little hierarchy problem
Starting from the discussion on the physical spectrum of the MSSM, it is quite straightforward
to compute the model’s tree-level prediction for the neutral CP - even Higgs boson masses. The
result is
m2h,H =
1
2
[
m2Z +m
2
A ∓
√
(m2A −m2Z)2 + 4m2Am2Z sin2 2β
]
(4.72)
From this equation we can see an immediate problem: denoting the lightest of the two Higgses
by h, we see that its mass is forcedly lower than the Z boson mass. LEP2 has posed the most
stringent existing bounds on the lightest Higgs boson mass for the Standard Model [222] and
the MSSM [223]. In the former case, this limit is very stringent mh > 114.4 GeV. In the MSSM
case, the situation turns out to be slightly more complicated.
These bounds come mainly from two direct search channels, namely Higgsstrahlung and
associated production of h and A. For later use, we note that the cross-sections for these
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processes are, in comparison to the Standard Model Higgsstrahlung case
σ(e+e− → hZ) = g2hZZσSM(e+e− → hZ) (4.73)
σ(e+e− → hA) = g2hAZσSM(e+e− → hZ)×
λ2Ah
λZh(λ
2
Zh + 12M
2
Z/s)
where mZ is the Z boson mass, s is the center-of-mass energy of the collision, σSM(e
+e− → hZ)
is the Higgsstrahlung cross-section in the SM, λij = (1−M2i /s−M2j /s)2 − 4M2i M2j /s2 and the
two couplings gijk are given by the Higgs mixing angles
g2hZZ = sin
2(β − α) (4.74)
g2hAZ = cos
2(β − α)
The LEP2 bound mh & 114 GeV is actually also applicable to the MSSM, in the case where
g2hZZ = O(1).
In fig.4.5, taken from [223], the LEP collaboration calculates the limits on the squared ratio
ξ2 = (σhZZ/σ
SM
hZZ)
2 between a generic BSM hZZ coupling and the Standard Model one as a
function of the Higgs boson mass. As we can see from the figure, once the squared coupling
becomes smaller than 1, there is indeed much space for lighter h masses. Referring to Eq.(4.74),
the ξ factor would be simply sin(β − α).
The problem in CMSSM and mSUGRA-like models arises from the fact that in these models
the suppression factor is typically O(1). An example analysis is presented in [224], where it can
be seen that a Light Higgs Scenario (LHS) cannot be realized within the framework of mSUGRA
without introducing tensions with other observables.
One the other hand, Eq.(4.72) is a tree-level prediction. Once one starts taking seriously into
account the quantum nature of the MSSM and includes radiative corrections to the Higgs mass,
these turn out to be quite sizeable for some regions of the CMSSM parameter space. However,
even in this way, there are some requirements which often appear to be quite restrictive [225]:
• From Eq.(4.72) we can see that the large tan β regime is rather favored, since then the
lightest Higgs mass approaches its highest tree-level limit, the Z mass.
• Even after the inclusion of radiative corrections, it turns out that the regions of the pa-
rameter space where the LEP2 limits can be satisfied are somewhat restricted, requiring
either large stop masses (the stop sector gives the dominant contribution to the Higgs
mass), either substantial left-right stop mixing.
We thus see that in order to obtain a large enough Higgs mass, quite particular assumptions
must be made concerning the values of tan β, the masses and mixings of the stop sector, or the
relation among the two Higgs mixing angles. Furthermore, assuming large stop masses starts
posing once again issues with the hierarchy problem, since we already mentioned that the super-
partner masses should be as close to the electroweak scale as possible in order to efficiently cancel
the Higgs mass quadratic divergencies. This problem is referred to as the little hierarchy problem.
According to this discussion, two possible wayouts could be envisaged:
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• Taking into account contributions to the Higgs mass that could come from physics beyond
the MSSM (BMSSM), which are known to be present in several of its extensions.
• Trying to find a framework which does not necessarily modify the particle content of the
MSSM, but instead focuses on reducing sin(β − α).
In the remaining of this work we shall be examining dark matter in two supersymmetric frame-
works trying to evade the little hierarchy problem in both ways.
4.6 Beyond the MSSM
4.6.1 The framework
One of the first thoughts that might come in mind in an effort to satisfy the LEP2 bounds could
be to further extend the particle content of the MSSM. New contributions to the lightest Higgs
mass could in principle raise the tree-level (or even the loop-level) prediction and reconcile it
with the experimental constraints. Numerous such examples are known in the literature. An
important issue is, however, that nothing is known about what could be the physics beyond the
MSSM (if the MSSM has something to do with physical reality).
During the last few years, a series of papers [226–230] have followed a somewhat alternative
approach: instead of examining all possible extensions of the MSSM, one could just assume
that new physics enters the game at some scale M , imposing a cutoff to the theory. Below this
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cutoff, the new degrees of freedom can in principle be integrated out of the theory resulting in
an effective Lagrangian near the EW scale. The new operators can then be organized according
to their suppression by the cutoff scale in the superpotential. Dimension - 5 operators will be
suppressed as 1/M , dimension - 6 as 1/M2 and so on.
At first sight, the number of potential operators that one could include in order to write down
the most general dimension five superpotential is huge, not to speak of higher - dimensional
operators. However, it turns out that employing superfield techniques and identities, the total
number of these operators can be significantly reduced by redefining a certain number of them.
In fact, the most general dimension - 5 [231] and dimension - 6 [232] MSSM superpotentials were
recently written down. Several new parameters and contributions should be taken into account,
but apparently much less than one would have initially expected.
In the light of the previous discussion on the little hierarchy problem, one could start with
a little less ambition and strictly try to address the Higgs mass issue, for example by only
including dimension - 5 operators only involving Higgs fields. This was done quite recently by
Dine, Seiberg and Thomas in ref. [230]. Baryon and lepton number violating operators are
ignored, as is done for operators that could be added in the squark sector.
The authors found a remarkable result, namely that there are only two independent operators
falling under the previous considerations that can be added to the MSSM superpotential. The
first of these operators is supersymmetric:
W SUSY5 =
λ1
M
(HuHd)
2 . (4.75)
Another contribution comes from supersymmetry breaking terms. This operator can be written
as
W✘
✘SUSY
5 =
λ2
M
Z(HuHd)2 (4.76)
where Z is a supersymmetry breaking spurion field, Z = m SUSYθ2. Here, m SUSY is the super-
symmetry breaking scale.
The total superpotential for this model (dubbed Beyond the MSSM, BMSSM) is, of course,
the sum of the three contributions
WBMSSM =WMSSM +W
SUSY
5 +W
✘
✘SUSY
5 . (4.77)
Differentiating the superpotential with respect to the theory’s scalar fields and then squaring, we
can get the Higgs scalar potential. This shall include both 1/M and 1/M2 - suppressed terms,
of which according to our discussion we only keep the former, i.e. the crossed terms between
the MSSM contribution and the new pieces. The supersymmetric and supersymmetry breaking
parts give us the following contributions respectively
δV1 = 2ǫ1(HuHd)(H
†
uHu +H
†
dHd) + h.c. (4.78)
δV2 = ǫ2(HuHd)
2 + h.c. (4.79)
where we have defined the two new parameters that the model introduces
ǫ1 ≡ µ
∗λ1
M
(4.80)
ǫ2 ≡ −m SUSYλ2
M
. (4.81)
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Finally, the new operators introduce a new Higgs-Higgs-Higgsino-Higgsino interaction Lagrangian
δL = − ǫ1
µ∗
[
2(HuHd)(H˜uH˜d) + 2(H˜uHd)(HuH˜d) + (HuH˜d)(HuH˜d) + (H˜uHd)(H˜uHd)
]
+ h.c.
(4.82)
This contribution modifies the Higgsino annihilation process, which can be relevant for dark
matter phenomenology provided the neutralino has a significant Higgsino component. At this
point we should notice that this additional interaction Lagrangian does not depend on the ǫ2
parameter. It is thus reasonable to expect that the dark matter - related phenomenology should
only depend indirectly on ǫ2, notably through the modifications of the various particles’ masses.
At the same time, all of the above contributions modify the relation among the Higgs mass
and the stop sector, as well as the neutralino and chargino masses. Concerning the lightest
Higgs mass, the Non - Renormalizable (NR) corrections to the Higgs mass can become sizeable,
allowing to satisfy the LEP2 limits even at tree-level for moderate stop mass values and without
substantial left-right stop mixing. The modifications in the lightest Higgs mass, the neutralino
mass matrix, as well as in some useful couplings can be found along with some other useful
formulae in Appendix C.
Several aspects of the model have been studied in the literature [233–237]. Since the model
is much more extended and complex than the singlet scalar one, we shall not describe in as
much detail its various phenomenological consequences and constraints. For the sake of brevity,
we shall only focus on the dark matter - related phenomenology. The first step is to describe the
relic density constraints coming from the WMAP measurements. Then, we shall present some
work effectuated in [238] (see also [239]) concerning the dark matter detection prospects for the
model.
4.6.2 Relic Density
The impact of the NR operators on the relic density calculation has been examined in detail in
references [240] and [237]. In both of these papers, the authors scan over the BMSSM parameter
space (the conventions used in the two papers are different), finding WMAP - compliant regions
that are absent in the MSSM case, either due to the elimination of a number of them by
“external” constraints, or because the MSSM just cannot produce the relevant phenomenology.
We shall be examining the dark matter phenomenology in the two benchmark scenarios
discussed in [237]: the first one tries to compare the BMSSM phenomenology with the low-
energy phenomenology of a typical CMSSM model, whereas the second one begins with the
definition of a low-energy model which in the BMSSM framework can lead to light stops and
heavy sleptons.
Correlated stop - slepton masses
The first scenario of [237] begins with the typical set of the five free parameters present in
CMSSM - like models
tan β, m1/2, m0, A0, sign(µ) (4.83)
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In such a framework, the low energy parameters can be approximately given by
m2q˜ ≈ m20 + 6m21/2,
m2
ℓ˜L
≈ m20 + 0.5m21/2,
m2
ℓ˜R
≈ m20 + 0.15m21/2,
M1 ≈ 0.4m1/2,
M2 ≈ 0.8m1/2,
M3 ≈ 3m1/2. (4.84)
Three out of the five parameters of the CMSSM model are fixed, choosing specifically tan β = 3
or 10, A0 = 0, sign(µ) > 0 and then the remaining (m0,m1/2) parameter space is scanned and
the relic density as well as a number of EW observables are computed.
The resulting low-energy model is next enriched with the addition of the NR operator con-
tributions and the observables are recalculated. We should stress at this point that the new
framework should by no means be conceived as a generalized CMSSM model, since it is impos-
sible to take into account the BMSSM physics effects on the running of physical quantities from
the GUT scale down to the electroweak scale: the two models are compared only with respect
to their low-energy phenomenology.
In order to present the relic-density related phenomenology, we borrow fig.4.6 from ref. [237].
In this figure, the left-hand side plot corresponds to the CMSSM benchmark with the BMSSM
contributions set to zero. The WMAP - compliant regions are delimited by red solid lines (in
practice the regions seem as lines in the plot). Furthermore, a series of constraints are also
depicted in the figure: the regions above and on the left of the yellow dashed lines correspond
to a non-neutralino LSP (in this case it is the stau), the regions below the blue dotted line are
excluded by the null chargino searches at LEP whereas the black dotted-dashed lines are light
Higgs mass isocontours as seen in the figure. We note that the entire parameter space depicted
in the figure is in any case excluded due to the lightest Higgs mass constraint.
Once the low-energy spectrum and observables are computed, the next step is to turn on
the BMSSM contributions. In the original paper this is done in two steps: first, only the ǫ1
parameter is turned on choosing ǫ1 = −0.1 and ǫ2 = 0. We point out that in our notations,
a negative ǫ1 value yields a positive contribution to the lightest Higgs mass, as can be verified
in Appendix C. Everything is recalculated with this configuration. Then, both parameters are
given non-zero values, namely ǫ1 = −0.1 and ǫ2 = 0.05 and the process is repeated. For the time
being, we omit the intermediate step with ǫ2 = 0 and just give the results with both parameters
turned on (right panel of fig.4.6). Later, when we present our original work on the BMSSM
dark matter detection issue, we shall present all three configurations. A first remark that could
be already made for the BMSSM variant is that the LEP2 Higgs mass bound is immediately
satisfied for the entire parameter space thanks to the contributions from the new operators.
Let us now start the description of the relic density results with the left panel, i.e. the
plain mSUGRA model (forgetting for the moment that it is in any case excluded). As a general
rule, we could say that the model tends to yield too small neutralino self-annihilation cross-
sections and thus overproduce dark matter. At low m1/2 values and almost parallel to the m0
axis, we notice two strips where the WMAP bounds are satisfied. These are around the region
where the neutralino mass is close to half the mass of the lightest Higgs boson or the Z boson,
mχ01 ∼ mh,Z/2. In this regime, the neutralino self-annihilation cross-section gets enhanced
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Figure 4.6: Regions in the (m0,m1/2) plane where the WMAP constraints are satisfied (red solid regions) in
the case of a plain CMSSM (left panel) and a BMSSM (right panel) model. The regions below the blue dotted
lines are excluded by null searches for charginos at LEP. The regions to the left and above the yellow dashed lines
are excluded due to stau LSP. Finally, the black dotted-dashed lines are light Higgs mass contours in GeV.
because the light Higgs propagator in the s - channel starts being nearly on-shell. The second
region of interest is the one almost parallel to the stau LSP constraint line, at low m0 values.
In this region, the correct relic density is obtained not because of some enhancement in the
neutralino self-annihilation cross-section, but due to efficient χ01 - τ˜ coannihilation. Finally, for
small (m0,m1/2) values, we have the bulk region, where the relic density calculation is driven
by crossed sfermion exchange.
The most striking feature brought about by the introduction of the NR operators (right-hand
side plot) is the appearance of a new, distinct zone where the relic density constraint is satisfied.
This is the region again almost parallel to the m0 axis and above the chargino LEP exclusion
limits. In fact, this region is not exactly new: the introduction of the dimension - 5 operators
has the effect (and the aim) to raise the Higgs mass. Hence, whereas in the CMSSM case the
Z and h pole regions are practically degenerate 1 , the new contributions uplift the Higgs mass
causing for the separation of the two resonant regions. And whereas the Z pole region remains
excluded by the LEP chargino search limits, the h pole region is now perfectly viable.
1The degeneracy of the two poles is of course not a universal phenomenon in the CMSSM, it just occurs in
the scenario considered here!
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Light stops, heavy sleptons
The second scenario introduced in [237] makes no reference whatsoever to GUT-scale conditions
(even if in the previous case we are not interested in them either). The authors start with a set
of low-energy parameters, namely
M2, µ, tan β, Xt, mU , mQ, mf˜ , mA, (4.85)
which correspond respectively to the Wino mass, the Higgsino mass parameter, the usual
ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values, the trilinear coupling - dependent parameter
Xt = At − µ cot β, the right stop mass parameter, a common mass parameter for the third
generation left squarks, a common mass for the sleptons, the first two generation squarks and
the right sbottom and, finally, the pseudoscalar mass. Six out these eight parameters are fixed
as tan β = 3 or 10, Xt = 0, mU = 210 GeV, mQ = 400 GeV, mf˜ = mA = 500 GeV and a
scan is performed in the (M2, µ) parameter space. The other two gaugino masses are fixed as
M1 = 5/3 tan
2 θWM2 ≈ 1/2M2 whereas M3 is irrelevant for our analysis. Then, the ǫ1 and
ǫ2 parameters are turned on as in the previous scenario (choosing ǫ1 = −0.1 and then also
ǫ2 = +0.05) and the scan is repeated.
This scenario is chosen in order to yield light stops
mt˜1 . 150 GeV, 370 GeV . mt˜2 . 400 GeV (4.86)
which, as argued in the paper, is a favorable scenario for electroweak baryogenesis.
We once again borrow fig.4.7 from [237] in order to describe the relic density phenomenology.
We start with the plain MSSMmodel (left panel). The first regions where the WMAP constraints
are satisfied are the two red regions at roughly M2 ≈ 100 GeV and almost parallel to the µ axis.
These correspond to neutralino annihilation taking place near the h and Z poles as before.
Around these regions the relic density is too high, whereas between them it is too low. The next
region is the one quasi-parallel to the neutralino LSP constraint, where the driving mechanism
enhancing the neutralino annihilation process is coannihilation with the NLSP, which in this case
is the lightest stop. Finally, there is one last region aroundM2 ∼ 200 Gev and µ ∼ 100−250 GeV,
where the neutralino starts acquiring a significant Higgsino fraction, augmenting its couplings
to the Z boson and amounting mostly to gauge and Higgs boson final states. Interestingly, for
larger M2 values the self-annihilation cross-section becomes too large, and the lower WMAP
limit is violated.
Introducing the dimension - 5 operators has, once again, mainly the effect of separating
the h and Z pole regions, due to the rise in the lightest Higgs mass. Once again, the h pole
region evades the LEP chargino search limits. Finally, we remark the appearance of a violet
line at large µ values. This corresponds to a further constraint, which is the requirement for
vacuum stability. Indeed, in the presence of the NR operators the scalar Higgs potential can get
destabilized, with a second remote vacuum forming, rendering the EW breaking vacuum of the
theory metastable.
Having discussed the two scenarios and their relic density - related phenomenology, we can
now proceed to examine the detection prospects for the model in various channels.
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Figure 4.7: Regions in the (M2, µ) plane where the WMAP constraints are satisfied (red solid regions) in the
case of a plain MSSM (left panel) and a BMSSM (right panel) model. The regions below and on the left of the
blue dotted lines are excluded by null searches for charginos at LEP. The regions to the right and above the yellow
dashed lines are excluded due to stop LSP. The violet curve in the right panel depicts constraints coming from
vacuum stability.
4.7 Dark matter detection in the BMSSM
In ref. [238] we examined the detection perspectives for the two BMSSM models presented
previously. Finding first the WMAP-compatible regions (to be depicted in red in the plots
that follow), we estimated whether the parameter space points for the two scenarios can be
probed using four different detection techniques: direct detection in a XENON - like experiment,
gamma-ray detection at the Fermi satellite mission as well as positron and antiproton detection
coming from DM annihilations in the AMS-02 experiment.
The method we followed was to first compute the detection rates with ǫ1 = ǫ2 = 0, i.e. in
the plain MSSM case. This shall correspond to the first row in all plots that follow for this
study. Then, we further examine two BMSSM variants for each scenario, turning on the values
(ǫ1 = −0.1, ǫ2 = 0) (second-row plots) and (ǫ1 = −0.1, ǫ2 = 0.05) (third-row plots) in each one
of them. Our computations were done assuming two distinct values for tan β, namely 3 and
10. The first case shall correspond to the left-hand side plots, whereas the second one to the
right-hand side ones.
Before presenting our results, it is useful to define what we shall be meaning in this treatment
when we characterize a parameter space point as being “detectable”. We employ a method based
on the χ2 quantity. Consider whichever mode of detection: direct or indirect in any of the three
channels (γ-rays, e+, p¯) we shall be considering. In all four modes, what is finally measured
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is a number of events per energy bin. Let us call N sigi the number of signal (dark matter -
induced) events in the i-th bin, the nature of which depends on the specific experiment, N bkgi
the corresponding background events in the same bin, and N toti the sum of the two. The variance
χ2i in every bin is defined as:
χ2i =
(N toti −N bkgi )2
N toti
. (4.87)
Then, the condition that we impose to characterize a point as detectable, is that at least in one
energy bin χ2i & 3.84. In Gaussian error terms, this corresponds to a 95% CL.
We shall now present the work effectuated for each of the four detection modes, introducing
our experimental and theoretical assumptions and simplifications, then describing the results
for each of our two models.
4.7.1 Direct detection
The first part of the work consists of calculating the regions of our parameter space that can be
probed in a XENON-like experiment for our twelve models (2 scenarios each with 6 sub-variants
as described before). To this goal, we consider 7 recoil energy bins between 4 and 30 keV. The
background in this analysis is set to zero. Furthermore, we assume three exposure values (time
× detector mass) which we take as ǫ = 30, 300 and 3000 kg·year. These exposure values could
correspond e.g. to a detector with 1 ton of xenon and 11 days, 4 months or 3 years of data
acquisition, respectively.
Concerning astrophysics, in this analysis we take the standard halo model with neutralinos
following a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution in the galactic rest frame and neglecting
the motion of the earth around the sun, whereas the local DM density is set to 0.385 GeV
cm−3 [58]. The sun’s velocity around the GC is set to 220 km sec−1.
Correlated stop-slepton masses
Figure 4.8 shows the sensitivity lines (black lines) for exposures ε = 30, 300 and 3000 kg·year, on
the [m0, m1/2] parameter space, for all other parameters as defined in paragraph 4.6.2. We repeat
for the sake of convenience that the first-row plots correspond to plain CMSSM scenarios whereas
the second and third to the ‘mSUGRA-like’ benchmark, with the ǫ1 and (ǫ1, ǫ2) parameters
turned on respectively. The plots on the left correspond to a choice tan β = 3 whereas the
right-hand side ones to tan β = 10. 2 These curves reflect the XENON sensitivity and represent
its ability to test and exclude different regions of the mSUGRA and BMSSM relevant model at
95% CL: all points lying below the black lines are detectable. When some line is absent, this
means that the whole parameter space can be probed for the corresponding exposure.
Some further information is included in the plot (as well as the ones to follow): The red
regions depict the parameter space points yielding relic densities compatible with the WMAP
limits. The regions in orange (light gray) or blue (dark gray) are excluded due to the fact
that the LSP is the stau or because of the null searches for charginos at LEP. For large tan β,
an important fraction of the [m0, m1/2] plane, corresponding to the region above the violet
2At this point, we should notice once more something that we remarked previously: passing from the second-
row plots to the third-row ones (i.e. turning on ǫ2) has just a small impact on dark matter phenomenology,
due to the fact that the Higgs-Higgs-Higgsino-Higgsino interaction lagrangian does not depend on ǫ2. The scalar
potential, on the other hand, does depend on it, hence the significant changes in the vacuum stability constraints.
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line, generates an unstable vacuum and is then excluded. An interesting remark is that the
introduction of ǫ2 alleviates the vacuum stability constraint [241], and slightly increases the
Higgs mass.
As a general rule, we can see from all plots that the detection prospects are maximized for
low values of the m0 and m1/2 parameters. For higher m0 values, the masses of the squarks in
the internal propagators increase, causing the scattering cross-section to decrease. In the same
way, the increase of m1/2 augments the WIMP mass and leads to a deterioration of the detection
perspectives. On the other hand, the region of low m1/2 is also preferred because in that case
the lightest neutralino is a mixed bino-Higgsino state, favoring the χ01−χ01−h and χ01−χ01−H
couplings, and thus the scattering cross-section. Let us recall that a pure Higgsino or a pure
gaugino state does not couple to the Higgs bosons, as can be seen in Appendix C. We note that
whereas the couplings to both CP -even Higgses are enhanced, it is mostly the coupling to the
light one that dominates.
On the other hand, by comparing the left- and right-hand figures, we can see that the
detection prospects are also maximized for low values of tan β. For large values, besides the
increase of the lightest Higgs boson mass, the coupling of the latter to a χ01 pair decreases
significantly because it is proportional to sin 2β, for |µ| ≫M1.
The introduction of the NR operators gives rise to an important deterioration of the detection
prospects. The main effect enters via the important increase in the lightest CP-even Higgs mass.
This behavior is attenuated for larger values of tan β, since the corrections to the Higgs masses
are suppressed by 1/ tan β (see e.g. reference [230]). On the other hand, the neutralino couplings
are not really influenced by the NR operators in this regime, since χ01 is mostly bino-like. So,
the impact on its couplings with Higgs bosons is marginal.
It is important to note at this point that the deterioration in the detection perspectives, while
existing, is nevertheless relative: we must not forget that the plain MSSM scenarios presented
here are already excluded because of the light Higgs mass.
Concerning the plots in figure 4.8, an overall remark that can be made is that, even for low
exposures, a sizable amount of the parameter space can be probed. The XENON experiment
will be particularly sensible to low values of m1/2. However, larger exposures could be able to
explore almost the whole parameter space taken into account.
Light stops, heavy sleptons
Figure 4.9 shows the exclusion lines for XENON with exposures ε = 30, 300 and 3000 kg·year,
on the [M1, µ] parameter space for our LSHS scenario, with the other parameters as defined
in section 4.6.2 for tan β = 3 (left panel) and 10 (right panel). Here again, the experiment
will be sensitive to the regions below the black contours. It can be seen that in general, the
detection prospects are maximized for low values of the M1 and/or the µ parameters. These
regions correspond to a light χ01. Although this might not be obvious in the figure, we have
further seen that the scattering cross-section is enhanced near the region M1 ∼ µ. In this case,
the lightest neutralino is a mixed bino-Higgsino state, favoring the χ01−χ01−h and χ01−χ01−H
couplings. Again, the detection prospects are also improved for low values of tan β. This is due
to the fact that for |µ| ≫M1 the coupling between the LSP and the Higgs bosons is suppressed
by a factor sin 2β. We further checked that the first line of the figure (corresponding to the case
without the NR operators), besides being excluded by the Higgs mass, is partially ruled out by
the recent XENON10 [138] and CDMS [81] searches.
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Figure 4.8: Regions in the [m0, m1/2] plane that can be detected by XENON using exposures ε = 30, 300 and
3000 kg·year, for our mSUGRA-like scenario. The black lines depict the detectability regions: the area below the
lines can be probed. Whenever a line is absent, this means that the whole parameter space can be tested by the
experiment. The blue and orange regions depict the areas that are excluded by direct LEP chargino searches and
the requirement for a neutralino LSP respectively. The area above the violet line is excluded by the metastable
vacuum constraint.
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Figure 4.9: Regions in the [M1, µ] plane that can be detected by XENON for the scenario with light stops
and heavy sleptons. The black lines depict the detectability regions for the corresponding XENON detector with
exposures ε = 30, 300 and 3000 kg·year: the area below the lines can be probed. Whenever a line is absent, this
means that the whole parameter space can be tested by the experiment. The blue and orange regions depict the
areas that are excluded by direct LEP chargino searches and the requirement for a neutralino LSP respectively.
The areas above the violet lines are excluded by the metastable vacuum constraints.
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a [kpc] α β γ J¯(3 · 10−5 sr)
Einasto - - - 6.07 · 103
NFW 20 1.0 3.0 1.0 8.29 · 103
NFWc 20 0.8 2.7 1.45 5.73 · 106
Table 4.3: Einasto, NFW and NFWc density profiles with the corresponding parameters, and values of J¯(∆Ω).
The latter has been computed by means of a VEGAS Monte-Carlo integration algorithm, imposing a constant
density for r ≤ 10−7kpc so as to avoid divergences appearing in the NFW-like profiles.
When introducing the dimension 5 operators the detection prospects deteriorate, in a similar
way as in the last subsection. The main effect is again the rise of the lightest Higgs mass.
Furthermore, the χ01 − χ01 − h coupling is suppressed. The latter effect is very accentuated
in the region where the LSP is Higgsino-like. It is interesting however to notice that, for the
case of large tan β, almost the whole area that falls outside the reach of XENON for ε = 30
kg·year is already excluded by the vacuum stability constraint (i.e. the region above the violet
line). It should be noted that the BMSSM scenarios evade the aforementioned constraints from
XENON10 and CDMS.
This scenario seems to offer exceptionally good detection perspectives. Even with middle
exposures, XENON will be able to detect dark matter in the whole viable region for all three
benchmarks and in the two models.
4.7.2 Gamma - rays from the Galactic Center
Next, we examine the capacity of the Fermi mission to detect gamma-rays from neutralino
annihilations coming from the galactic center region. We calculate the corresponding fluxes and
extract detectability limits considering gamma-rays within a cone of ∆Ω ≈ 3 · 10−5 around the
galactic center. Our results are computed for three halo profile cases already discussed in the
first chapter: the Navarro, Frenk and White one, the Einasto profile as well as a NFW - like
profile including adiabatic compression effects. The relevant values for the J¯ quantity are shown
in table 4.3.
The energy range we examine is [1, 300] GeV which we divide into 20 logarithmically evenly
spaced energy bins and calculate the chisquare quantities as previously. The assumed data
acquisition period is 5 years.
Concerning the background, we take into account two sources already described in the second
chapter: The bright source nearly coincident with the Galactic Center as detected by the HESS
mission, as well as the HESS measurements of the diffuse gamma-rays in the area surrounding
the GC.
Correlated stop-slepton masses
In figure 4.10 we present our results concerning the detection perspectives at the Fermi mission
for the three halo profiles. Fermi will be sensitive to the regions below the contours and, for
tan β = 3, to the area inside the blob.
It can be seen that the detection prospects are maximized for low values of the m0 and
m1/2 parameters. This is due to the fact that for higher m0 values, the masses of the squarks
increase, causing the annihilation cross-section to decrease. However, the growth of m1/2 gives
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Figure 4.10: Regions in the [m0, m1/2] plane that can be detected by the Fermi satellite mission for our
mSUGRA-like scenario. The black lines depict the detectability regions for the corresponding halo profile as-
sumptions and 5 years of data acquisition: the area below and on the left of the lines can be probed. The same
applies to the top-resonance blob at m1/2 ∼ 450 GeV appearing on the left-hand side plots. For NFW and Einasto
profiles, the model could not be tested.
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rise to resonnances or to the opening of some relevant production channels, after passing some
thresholds, increasing significantly 〈σv〉. These thresholds appear as features, especially in the
left-hand side plots, where the detectability lines follow a less smooth behavior.
The first feature corresponds to a light neutralino, with massmχ ∼ mZ/2 (m1/2 ∼ 130 GeV).
In that case the annihilation is done via the s-channel exchange of a real Z boson, decaying in
hadrons (∼ 70%), neutrinos (∼ 20%) and charged leptons (∼ 10%). We can see that in this
region, although it is excluded by the LEP constraints, the detection prospects are good.
Secondly, a threshold appears for mχ ∼ mW (m1/2 ∼ 220 GeV). The annihilation cross-
section is enhanced by the opening of the production channel of two real W± bosons in the
final state. This process takes place solely through chargino exchange, since both Z and Higgs
bosons exchange are suppressed by taking the limit v → 0. In fact, this feature is even more
interesting: right below the opening of the gauge boson final states, the detectability lines seem
to “avoid” the h-pole region, since the process χ01χ
0
1 → h → f f¯ that dominated at freeze-
out and augmented the self-annihilation cross-section is an inefficient mechanism at present
times, as discussed in Appendix B. As the neutralino mass increases a little, the chargino
exchange process starts entering the game as the gauge boson final state becomes accessible.
And, contrary to annihilation into a h propagator, the cross-section for this process does not
decease so dramatically as v → 0.
The last threshold corresponds to the opening of the channel χ01χ
0
1 → tt¯ (m1/2 ∼ 400 GeV).
The diagrams involved in such a process contain contributions from t- and u-channel exchange of
stops, and from s-channel exchange of Z’s and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons. The aforementioned
threshold appears as a particular feature on the left-hand side plots: An isolated detectable
region for m1/2 ∼ 400-500 GeV and m0 . 300 GeV corresponding to the annihilation into a pair
of real top quarks.
Larger values for the annihilation cross-section can be reached for higher values of tan β.
In that case, the production process of a pair of down-type quarks (in particular bb¯ pairs) and
charged leptons, dominates the total cross-section. In fact, the diagrams containing exchanges of
a pseudoscalar Higgs boson or a sfermion are enhanced by factors tan β and 1/ cos β respectively.
On the other hand, for high values of tan β, the channels corresponding to the annihilations into
W+W− and tt¯ vanish. The first because of the reduction of the coupling χ01 − χ±i −W∓; the
second because of important destructive interference between diagrams containing the exchange
of a Z boson and stops.
For the present scenario, the introduction of the NR operators gives rise to a very mild
signature. Actually, as in almost the whole parameter space the lightest neutralino is bino-like,
its couplings do not vary drastically. Moreover, the increment in the Higgs masses has a small
impact on the 〈σv〉 factor. For indirect detection prospects, the main effect corresponds to a
slight increase in the LSP mass. Let us emphasize on the fact that, however, the detectable
regions are in the BMSSM case more cosmologically relevant than in the corresponding plain
MSSM one.
Concerning figure 4.10, let us note that the only astrophysical setup in which some useful
information can be extracted is the NFWc one. This means that in this scenario, in order to have
some positive detection in the γ-ray channel, there should exist some important enhancement of
the signal by some astrophysical mechanism (as the adiabatic contraction mechanism invoked in
this case). We note that, and this will be different from the case of antimatter signals, there is
however no important constraint on astrophysical boosts from the Galactic Center. Gamma-ray
detection does not rely, as is the case for positrons that we shall examine followingly, that much
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on local phenomena. In this respect, the NFWc results can be characterized as optimistic (it
has been pointed out that even by changing the gravitational collapse conditions, the results
can get even more pessimistic in the case, e.g., of a binary black hole formation in the GC), but
not excluded.
Light stops, heavy sleptons
Figure 4.11 presents the results for the second scenario with light stops and heavy sleptons.
The experiment will be sensitive to the regions below/on the right of the contours. Again, the
detection prospects are maximized for low values of the M1 and µ parameters, corresponding to
light WIMPs. However, the growth of any of the latter parameters gives rise to the opening of
some production channels or to some resonnances, enhancing significantly the neutralino self-
annihilation cross-section. The first feature appears for mχ ∼ mZ/2 and corresponds to the
s-channel exchange of a real Z boson.
The second one concerns the production channel of two real W bosons. Once again, we
notice the important difference in the detectability lines at and right after the h - pole region.
Let us note that in this scenario the neutralino LSP can be as heavy as ∼ 110 GeV, implying
that the annihilation into a pair of top quarks is never kinematically allowed.
Finally, the region where M1 ≫ µ is highly favored for indirect detection due to the fact
that the LSP is Higgsino-like, maximizing its coupling to the Z boson. Let us recall that the
Z boson does not couple to a pure gaugino-like neutralino. This feature appears as an isolated
region detectable by all three halo profiles in the right area of all plots. Unfortunately, these
regions are cosmologically disfavored, as they yield too low a relic density.
Large values for the annihilation cross-section can be reached for high values of tan β, mainly
because of the enhanced production of bb¯ pairs. On the other hand, for high values of tan β,
the threshold corresponding to the opening of the annihilation into W+W− is suppressed or
enhanced for µ ≫ M1 or µ ≪ M1 respectively, due to the dependence of the χ01 − χ±i −W∓
coupling on the texture of the LSP.
For the present scenario, the introduction of the NR operators gives rise to an important
increase of the χ01 − χ01 −A coupling when µ > M1, and therefore to a boost in the annihilation
into fermion pairs. On the other hand, as the Higgs boson h becomes heavier, the processes
giving rise to the final state hZ get kinematically closed.
In the case presented in figure 4.11, there is a positive detection for all three halo profiles;
however, the regions that can be probed for either the NFW or the Einasto cases are cosmolog-
ically irrelevant.
In fact, they could give rise to a positive detection near the Z-funnel and in the region where
the LSP is a Higgsino state (M1 & 150 GeV); nevertheless the first is already excluded by LEP
(at least for minimal scenarios) and the second generates too small a dark matter relic density,
below the WMAP limits. On the other hand, the profile NFWc could test a large amount of the
parameter space we examine, particularly for high values of tan β. Only the Higgs peak and the
regions with a heavy LSP escape from detection.
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Figure 4.11: Regions in the [M1, µ] plane that can be detected by the Fermi satellite mission for our scenario
with light stops and heavy sleptons. The black lines depict the detectability regions for the corresponding halo
profile assumptions and 5 years of data acquisition: the area below the lines can be probed. The same applies
to lines forming closed regions with respect to the axes, as is the case for the NFW and NFWc profiles: the
parameter space points lying in the interior of these regions yield signals that are detectable.
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4.7.3 Positron detection
Correlated stop-slepton masses
The results concerning the detectability perspectives for the CMSSM-like scenario in the positron
detection channel are quite pessimistic. We already mentioned in our discussion of the singlet
scalar model that since the PAMELA and Fermi measurements, and according to our conser-
vative treatment of considering the whole combined measurements as the background for our
study, the main issue in the positron channel is an extreme domination of all measurements by
a large background severely obscuring the signal.
One could invoke large boost factors of an astrophysical nature as was the case in the first
efforts to explain the PAMELA excess through dark matter annihilations, a case in which a
larger portion of the parameter space would be visible. However, it has been pointed out that
it is highly unlikely to expect large boost factors due, e.g., to substructures in the halo [242]. In
this respect, if we assume a maximal clump-due signal enhancement by a factor ∼ 10, the only
hope for positive detection of a non-LEP excluded area might come for the bulk region, as it is
the only one lying at the limits of detectability. For the sake of brevity, we omit the relevant
plots for the mSUGRA-like benchmark, since no point of the parameter space can be tested.
We note that the considered background and AMS02 setup is exactly the same as in the
singlet scalar treatment presented in the previous chapter, with the data acquisition period
being fixed at 3 years.
Light stops, heavy sleptons
In figure 4.12 we present the detection perspectives in the positron channel for our scenario with
light stops and heavy sleptons. The detectable parameter space regions lie within the zones
delimited by the black lines for the three propagation models: the oval-shaped blobs as well
as the banana-shaped ones. Once again, we notice the general features already present in the
γ-ray channel. The regions giving rise to a positive detection lie within the zone where the
LSP is a Higgsino-like state, with mass mχ > mW , in order to have the final state W
+W−
kinematically available. This region in general does not fulfill the WMAP limit. However, and
this is a novel feature of the BMSSM, with both ǫ1 and ǫ2 couplings turned on, a small region of
the mixed Higgsino-bino regime can be detected for the MAX (and even the MED) propagation
model. As we pointed out before, in this regime the total annihilation cross-section can be quite
significantly enhanced, leading to better detection perspectives.
4.7.4 Antiproton detection
The last step in our analysis is to examine the antiproton channel predictions for the AMS02
experiment. We already mentioned the relevant experimental and background parameter values
in the singlet scalar model case. Once again, we stick to antiprotons with kinetic energies larger
than 10 GeV, whereas we consider that the AMS02 mission will collect data during three years.
Correlated stop-slepton masses
In figure 4.13 we present our results for the detectability of the BMSSM in comparison to the
CMSSM by the AMS-02 experiment for the antiproton channel. The detectable regions lie
below the black lines. In the case tan β = 3, the experiment is not sensitive to any point in the
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Figure 4.12: Regions in the [M1, µ] plane that can be detected by a 3-year run of the AMS-02 satellite mission for
the scenario with light stops and heavy sleptons, in the positron channel. The black lines depict the detectability
regions for the 3 considered propagation models, MIN, MED and MAX: the parameter space points lying within
the regions delimited by the black lines can be probed, assuming the corresponding propagation models. Part of
the mixed bino-Higgsino region, as well as (marginally) some part of the Z funnel region can be probed.
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Figure 4.13: Regions in the [m0, m1/2] plane that can be detected by a 3-year run of the AMS-02 satellite
mission for our mSUGRA-like scenario in the antiproton channel. The black lines depict the detectability regions
for the 3 considered propagation models: the area delimited by the axes and the black lines can be probed for the
corresponding propagation model (i.e. the region towards the lower left corner in each plot).
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parameter space satisfying also the collider constraints and, hence, the corresponding results
are once again omitted. A first remark here should concern the fact that the perspectives for
antiproton detection are significantly ameliorated with respect to the corresponding positron
ones, at least for large values of tan β. We saw that this was also the case in the singlet scalar
model of dark matter and attributed it to the important difference in background levels among
the two channels.
Important areas of the viable parameter space are at the limits of detectability: the bulk
region, but also, for some cases, part of the Higgs funnel where sfermion exchange continues
being efficient. Now, as we stressed out before, the possible enhancements due for example to
substructures are quite constrained. Given however that some regions are marginally out of
reach, it would not be impossible to state that even small boosts could render important (in a
qualitative sense, due to their cosmological relevance) regions of the parameter space detectable
by AMS-02.
Light stops, heavy sleptons
Figure 4.14 presents the results for antiprotons and for the second scenario under consideration.
AMS-02 will be able to probe the regions lying within the oval-like blobs and the banana-shaped
regions delimited by the black contours and the axes.
Once again, the BMSSM turns out to be more favorable for DM detection than the ordinary
case of light stops and heavy sleptons without NR operators. Detectable regions fall either
into the case of the Higgsino-like neutralino regime, or in the low-mass Z funnel region. We
point out that an important part of the area where the dark matter relic density is fulfilled via
coannihilation with the lightest stop could also be tested. This last point might appear strange,
since the coannihilation mechanism is inefficient at present times. However, it should be noted
that the detectable regions are mostly near the end of this region, where the correct relic density
is in fact obtained through a combination of coannihilation and self-annihilation enhancement
due to the mixed gaugino - Higgsino nature of the lightest neutralino.
An interesting remark concerns the different behavior in the detectability lines among gamma-
rays and antiprotons just above the h funnel. Whereas the opening of the gauge boson final state
channels lead to an important increase in the self-annihilation cross-section as well as the photon
yield at present times, this seems to be less the case for antiprotons. At this point, we should
recall fig.2.3 that demonstrates that gauge boson final states are not the most favorable ones
for antiproton detection, since the corresponding yield is much lower compared to the hadronic
one.
4.7.5 Summarizing
We saw that taking into account higher-dimensional contributions that could come from beyond
the MSSM physics can contribute significantly in resolving the little hierarchy problem of the
plain MSSM. The lightest Higgs mass increases without demanding for large radiative correc-
tions, whereas the model has been shown to be testable at the LHC. A very interesting interplay
appears with respect to dark matter phenomenology, since new regions yielding the correct relic
density appear and manage to evade collider constraints.
Dark matter detection gets quite challenged in this scenario, mainly due to the increase
in mass of practically the entire sparticle spectrum compared to the CMSSM case. The most
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Figure 4.14: Regions in the [M1, µ] plane that can be detected by a 3-year run of the AMS-02 satellite mission
for the scenario with light stops and heavy sleptons, in the antiproton channel. The black lines depict the
detectability regions for the 3 considered propagation models: the areas delimited by the axes and the black lines
can be probed for the corresponding propagation model (i.e. the regions towards the lower right side in each
plot), as well as the areas delimited by closed lines.
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promising detection mode appears to be the direct detection one, although interesting informa-
tion could also come mainly from the gamma-ray and the antiproton channel.
Especially concerning the last one, we see that important regions of the parameter space can
be probed. As an encouraging comment, we should again point out that the assumptions made
in this particular channel are quite conservative.
Overall, WIMP detection in this framework is best for small masses and when the neutralino
obtains a significant Higgsino component. On the other hand, resonant annihilation into a h
boson and then in fermion pairs is a mechanism that can be efficient in yielding large enough
cross-sections and hence the correct relic density at early times but is an inefficient mechanism
at present times, since the relevant cross-section tends to zero as v → 0. This remark has already
been made, for example, in [4] and is further explained in Appendix B.
4.8 The Light Higgs Scenario
The BMSSM framework discussed in the previous section tries to alleviate the little hierarchy
problem by invoking new physics inducing a positive contribution to the Higgs mass. However,
in section 4.5 we discussed another possible way out.
As we saw in Eq.(4.74), the Higgs production cross-sections for the channels favored at
LEP2 depend not only on its mass, but also on its couplings. In particular, we saw that the
hZZ coupling receives a sin(β − α) suppression with respect to the Standard Model one. If
sin(β − α) < 1, then the LEP bound could potentially be evaded (or, more precisely, modified
towards lower masses). The problem in CMSSM models arose from the fact that typically
sin(β − α) ∼ 1, a regime which is usually called the decoupling regime, since the pseudoscalar
Higgs is much heavier than the lightest CP - even Higgs boson.
Departing from the mSUGRA/CMSSM framework allows to open a parameter space where
the 114.4 GeV limit on the Higgs mass no longer holds, due to the decrease in the hZZ coupling.
In this regime, all Higgs bosons can have comparable masses, hence it is often called the non-
decoupling zone. The masses of the neutral Higgses can reach down to the value of the Z
boson [225] without conflicting the LEP2 constraints. Interestingly, such a LHS with mh ∼ 98
GeV can apparently also accommodate the 2.3σ LEP2 excess [222]. The little hierarchy problem
is concretely evaded due to the fact that since the Higgs mass can now be much lower than the
LEP2 conventional limit, radiative corrections need not be large and hence the assumptions on
the stop sector can be rendered less restrictive.
Several approaches towards the possibility for a light Higgs have been examined in the
literature [224, 243–254]. One such framework are non-universal Higgs mass (NUHM) models
[207, 245, 246, 255–268] where the Higgs masses are attributed different values than the other
scalars at the GUT scale. Assuming such a condition does by no means necessarily abandon
Grand Unification. On the contrary, the Higgs bosons often live in different representations
of GUTs and can therefore acquire different masses. Furthermore, it is known that specific
supersymmetry breaking mediation schemes, such as gauge mediation, generate non-universal
scalar soft breaking terms at the GUT scale. This offers a further motivation to study such
scenarios.
Describing the full phenomenology of such a framework goes beyond the scope of the present
work. We shall focus on the analysis performed in [269], where we examined a particular variant
of a NUHM model and its dark-matter related phenomenology.
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4.8.1 The model and its constraints
The Light Higgs Scenario can be realized by slightly relaxing the constraints of the CMSSM.
In particular, if one assumes non-universal Higgs masses at the GUT scale, then it turns out
possible to obtain viable models which yield electroweak scale Higgs masses lower than 114.4
GeV, without violating the LEP2 bounds, through the reduction of the sin(β − α) coefficient.
The model can be described by seven parameters
m1/2, A0, sign(µ), tan β, m0, m
2
Hu(MGUT ), m
2
Hd
(MGUT ) (4.88)
wherem1/2 is a common mass for gauginos, A0 is a universal trilinear coupling, sign(µ) is the sign
of the Higgs mass parameter, tan β is the ration of the two Higgs doublet vacuum expectation
values and the GUT-scale common scalar mass m0 concerns all scalars but the two Higgs bosons.
The GUT-scale masses of the latter are denoted as m2Hu(MGUT ) and m
2
Hd
(MGUT ).
Starting from this set of parameters it is possible to retrieve the low-energy quantities as
well as a viable parameter space passing all electroweak constraints. µ and mA can be computed
using the Renormalization Groups Equations as well as the requirement for radiative EWSB,
through the following equations
µ2 = −1
2
M2Z +
m2Hd −m2Hu tan2 β
tan2 β − 1 +
Σ1 − Σ2 tan2 β
tan2 β − 1 (4.89)
sin 2β = 2Bµ/(m2Hd +m
2
Hu + 2µ
2 +Σ1 +Σ2) (4.90)
m2A = m
2
Hd
+m2Hu + 2µ
2 ∼ m2Hd −m2Hu (4.91)
where Σi’s represent the one-loop radiative corrections [270–272] and the last of the three equa-
tions holds at tree-level given that one can approximate µ2 ∼ −m2Hu for tan β ≥ 5. Here mHu
and mHd are of course defined at the electroweak scale
3. All the EW scale parameters and
masses are computed using the SuSpect package [273].
Then, a set of electroweak observable constraints can be imposed in order to produce realistic
models:
• Higgs boson mass limit: In the non-decoupling region mA becomes very light so that
one has mA ∼ mH ∼ mh ∼MZ . Then, the lower limit of mh goes down to 93 GeV or even
lower [222]. We define the light Higgs boson scenario by demanding that sin(β−α)2 < 0.3
(or sin(β−α) < 0.55) and at the same time 93 < mh < 114. In practice, we slightly relax
the limit on sin(β−α) and demand sin(β−α) < 0.6. An interesting feature is that in this
case, the LEP2 limit of roughly 114 GeV now starts to apply for the heavier Higgs boson,
since its coupling for the Higgstrahlung process is gzzH ∝ cos(β − α), which now becomes
dominant. So, in order to obtain an acceptable SUSY spectrum with 93 < mh < 114, in
addition to the desired value for sin(β − α), one also requires mH > 114 GeV.
On the other hand, in the decoupling region (sin(β − α) ∼ 1 ), the mh & 114 GeV limit
needs to be respected. However we note that there is an uncertainty of about 3 GeV
in computing the mass of the light Higgs boson [274–277]. This theoretical uncertainty
3To fix the Higgs mass notation for the following, we adopt the convention that whenever mHu or mHd refer
to GUT-scale parameter, we shall include the scale of definition in parenthesis whereas whenever we refer to
EW-scale quantities the scale shall be ommited.
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primarily originates from momentum-independent as well as momentum-dependent two-
loop corrections and higher loop corrections from the top-stop sector. Consequently, a
lower limit of 111 GeV is often accepted for the SUSY light Higgs boson mass mh.
• Br(b → sγ) constraint: In models like mSUGRA, the most significant contributions
to b → sγ originate from charged Higgs and chargino exchange diagrams. The charged
Higgs (H−− t loop) contribution has the same sign and comparable strength with respect
to the W− − t loop contribution of the SM, which already saturates the experimental
result. Hence, in scenarios where the charged Higgs mass can be very small, satisfying the
b→ sγ constraint requires a cancellation between the two diagrams. This in turn requires
a particular sign of µ or more precisely, that µ and At are of opposite sign. The effect of
this constraint on the Light Higgs boson zone has been discussed in [243]. We have used
the following 3σ level constraint from b→ sγ with the following limits [278–280].
2.77 × 10−4 < Br(b→ sγ) < 4.33 × 10−4. (4.92)
• Br(Bs → µ+µ−) constraint: Similarly, the flavor physics observable Bs → µ+µ− may
become very significant in this particular parameter space. The current experimental limit
for Br(Bs → µ+µ−) coming from CDF [281] can be written as (at 95%C.L.)
Br(Bs → µ+µ−) < 5.8 × 10−8. (4.93)
The estimate of Bs → µ+µ− in the MSSM depends strongly on the mass of the A-boson
and on the value of tan β. In particular, the neutral Higgs boson contribution scales asm−4A
whereas there is an additional dependence on (tan β)6. However, in the present analysis,
we choose tan β = 10 which makes this constraint less restrictive for most of the parameter
space.
• WMAP constraint : As far as the relic density constraint is concerned, we consider the
following 3σ limit of the WMAP data [10],
0.091 < ΩCDMh
2 < 0.128. (4.94)
Here ΩCDMh
2 is the dark matter relic density in units of the critical density and h =
0.71± 0.026 is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s−1 Mpc−1. We have used the code
micrOMEGAs [21] to compute the neutralino relic density.
4.9 Dark matter in a LHS with Non - Universal Higgs Masses
4.9.1 Relic density and electroweak observables
The first step in our analysis is to impose the various constraints as explained before and compute
the regions where the WMAP bounds are satisfied. Our main results are presented in figs.4.15
and 4.16. In both cases, we depict the parameter space points consistent with the WMAP data
in the m1/2 −mA plane using red dots. We assume a moderate value for tan β = 10.
Let us first concentrate on figure 4.15. The other parameters are set at m0 = 600 GeV,
A0 = −1100 GeV 4. We have varied the mass parameters m2Hu(MGUT ) and m2Hd(MGUT ) in the
4The top quark mass is taken to be 173.1 GeV, whereas the µ parameter is taken to be positive throughout
our analysis.
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regions
[
0,m20
]
and
[−1.5m20,−0.5m20] respectively so as to obtain light neutralino dark matter
consistent with light Higgs masses (mH,A < 250 GeV). The lightest neutralino is mostly B˜ - like
(although with a non negligible H˜ component).
In the same plot, we also show contours for the lightest Higgs mass (mh, brown-dotted in
the plot) and sin(β − α) (violet-dotted). All the parameter space points with sin(β − α) < 0.6
are characterised, according to our conventions, as belonging to the Light Higgs boson scenario,
where the Higgs mass can evade the LEP2 limit due to the reduced coupling with the Z boson.
On the other hand, admitting a 3 GeV uncertainty in the Higgs mass calculation, as mentioned,
we delineate the regions corresponding to 111 < mh < 114 GeV. Satisfying WMAP for smaller
m1/2 values, imposes lighter squarks as well as lighter gluinos.
There are two distinct regions in the parameter space satisfying the relic abundance constraint:
• The light Higgs pole annihilation region (funnel region) where neutralino annihilation
produces an acceptable relic density via the s - channel exchange of a light Higgs. This
region extends in the direction parallel to the mA axis with gaugino mass value ∼ 140
GeV. In plain mSUGRA models, this zone is highly bound due to flavor physics constraints
[282, 283]. The spin independent cross-sections [283], on the other hand, could reach the
CDMS-II [81] limits.
• The region (also a funnel region) where annihilations are principally due to s - channel
exchange of A and H bosons, since now 2mχ01 ≃ mA,mH . Similar to the case of mSUGRA,
this WMAP - satisfying region in the NUHM model is principally characterized by the
pseudoscalar Higgs boson - mediated resonant annihilation. The exact or near-exact res-
onance regions have very large annihilation cross-sections resulting in under-abundance
of dark matter. In fact, an acceptable relic density can be produced when the A-width
is quite large and 2mχ01 can be appreciably away from the exact resonance zone. This is
precisely the reason for the two branches of red circles that extend along the direction of
m1/2 in figure 4.15. The same effect was also present in the h - pole region in our BMSSM
analysis.
Since we wish to focus on the LHS scenario, of particular interest is the region where
sin(β − α) < 0.6. In this regime, the lightest neutralino is characterized by a quite small mass,
55 < mχ01 < 65 GeV, whereas the A boson plays a dominant role in the annihilation process.
Now, apart from the mass of the A bosons, neutralino pair annihilation also depends on the
coupling Cχ01χ01A ∼ Z11Z13. We recall that the Higgsino component Z13 of the LSP is essentially
determined by the µ parameter. For a relatively large µ parameter (500GeV < µ < 750GeV),
the Higgsino components are relatively small. One hence needs quite small neutralino masses
(mχ01 ∼ 55− 65 GeV) in order to satisfy the relic density constraint in the non-decoupling limit,
where mA is of the order of 100 GeV. In other words, the neutralino in this case cannot be too
far from the exact resonance condition. In this respect, as the neutralino mass increases, the
WMAP-compliant regions extend in the direction of larger mA. However then the Higgs bosons
fall into the other category, i.e. in the decoupling region. Interestingly, even this WMAP - sat-
isfying zone does not require large values for gaugino masses. We shall followingly see that this
whole region can lead to large gamma-ray as well as antiproton signals in present or oncoming
experiments.
Before presenting our results on indirect detection, we should also discuss the flavor physics
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observables b→ sγ and Bs → µ+µ−. Since we choose a rather moderate value for tan β(= 10),
the Bs → µ+µ− constraint is not very stringent for the parameter space as shown in Fig.4.15.
On the other hand Br(b→ sγ) constitutes a strong constraint particularly in the non-decoupling
region where charged Higgs bosons are very light. However, for large negative A0 values, hence
negative values of At at the EW scale, one of the stop eigenstates becomes lighter due to large
mixing. This in turn provides a cancellation between charged Higgs and chargino - induced
diagrams. Choosing A0 = −1100 GeV at MGUT , almost all parameter space points and more
importantly the whole WMAP allowed region in the m1/2−mA plane can satisfy the constraint.
Figure 4.15 also contains some gray zones, which correspond to some further constraints:
(i) For m1/2 ≥ 135 GeV, parameter space points with mA smaller than roughly 100 GeV are
not compatible with the Higgs mass limit in the non-decoupling zone i.e, here one has mh < 93
GeV.
(ii) For m1/2 ≤ 135 GeV, the gluino becomes lighter (we demand mg˜ > 390 GeV for a pa-
rameter space point to be valid [284]) and then very soon the chargino becomes too light with
mχ±1
< 103.5 GeV. We should note here that a light Higgs with mass mh ≤ 93 GeV may be
allowed, but then sin(β−α) needs to be further suppressed. However this region is then further
constrained and we do not consider it in our analysis.
For this first scenario, the parameter value choice of fig.4.15 yields relatively light neutrali-
nos, of masses up to 80 GeV.
Next, we probe a parameter space region where neutralinos become heavier, remaining nev-
ertheless in the Light Higgs boson zone. Once again, the relic density constraint is mainly
satisfied by s - channel quasi-resonant A exchange. It should nonetheless be noted that in this
second scenario, s-channel Z and t-channel neutralino exchange are also potentially significant
contributions. For illustration we fix m0 at a very similar value as previously, i.e m0 = 600 GeV
while the trilinear coupling A0 is fixed at A0 = −1000 GeV in order to make b→ sγ less restric-
tive. Then, m2Hu(MGUT ) is set to 2.4m
2
0 and m
2
Hd
(MGUT ) is varied in the region
[−0.3m20, 0.1]
GeV in search for points satisfying WMAP. These choices yield small values for the µ parameter
(150 < µ < 300 GeV), hence the LSP can have a significant Higgsino component.
The corresponding results can be seen in fig.4.16. It can be seen that m1/2 ∼ 300 GeV
corresponds to the non-decoupling zone for the Higgs boson. The lightest neutralino (with
mχ01 ∼ 120 GeV) is quite far from the resonant annihilation condition 2mχ01 ≃ mA. This is due
to the fact that the neutralino self-annihilation cross-section is in this case further enhanced by
the presence of a significant Higgsino component in the LSP, augmenting its couplings to the
Higgs bosons. In comparison to the previous case, where the bb¯ final state has the maximum
branching ratio, here several other final states involving the Higgs as well as gauge bosons
(Zh,ZH,W±H±, hA,HA, hh) open up. We should note that mχ01 cannot be too large as then
the neutralino would be even further away from the resonance condition, which in turn makes
the pair annihilation via A-boson exchange less efficient. As in the previous scenario, the b→ sγ
constraint does not influence the WMAP - compliant zones. The gray areas correspond to the
same constraints as before.
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Figure 4.15: WMAP - compliant parameter space points (red dots) in the m1/2 −mA plane. The correct relic
density is obtained via s−channel h or A,H exchange annihilations. Neutralino masses with mχ ∼ 55− 65 GeV
correspond to the light Higgs boson region. The two brown-dotted contours correspond to mh = 114 GeV (upper)
and mh = 111 GeV (lower), whereas the violet-dotted contour corresponds to sin(β − α))0.6. The violet dotted-
dashed lines delimit detectable regions in the antiproton channel and the blue-dashed ones in the gamma-ray one.
The complete A pole annihilation region is within the reach of the Fermi and upcoming AMS-02 experiments.
4.9.2 Indirect detection in the NUHM model
The next step is to compute constraints from and perspectives for dark matter detection ex-
periments. This shall be done for gamma-rays coming from DM annihilation at intermediate
galactic latitudes and for the Fermi mission, as well as antiprotons at the PAMELA and AMS02
experiments.
We omit the relevant study for positrons, since the previous two model examples in this work
reveal rather pessimistic perspectives for this channel.
Exclusion and detectability
Let us first present the criteria we shall adopt in this analysis in order to characterize a parameter
space point as being detectable. As we have seen in all previous treatments, in order to assess
whether a parameter space point is excluded by current data from Fermi or PAMELA, we should
have some estimate of the background spectra for both gamma-rays and antiprotons. In the
previous analyses of the singlet scalar DM model and the BMSSM, we just considered that
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Figure 4.16: Same as Fig.4.15, except the light Higgs boson zone is shifted to larger gaugino mass values.
the current measurements of Fermi or PAMELA essentially consist of background events, and
that the measured spectra could be used in order to estimate the background. In the treatment
of [269] we adopt a slightly different philosophy, which begins from the fact that up to the present
day there does not exist some precise background functional form enjoying global acceptance in
the community. The point where agreement seems to exist, however, is the general form that
this background should follow, that of a power-law: Φbkg = aE
b. This is expected to be the case
in both detection channels.
In reality, every flux measurement contains both background as well as (hopefully) signal
events. For every parameter space point of our NUHM, we can compute the gamma-ray or
antiproton fluxes as described previously. Then, each point shall be considered as excluded if
there is no (a, b) combination (i.e. the generic power-law background) for which the sum of the
signal and the background can provide a good fit to the current data. Hence, we vary (a, b),
compute the corresponding backgrounds and then subsequently add the signal contribution to
check if there exists some background form for which this sum provides a sufficiently good fit
to the data. If no such (a, b) can be found, the corresponding parameter space point can be
considered as excluded. In practice, the criterion we demand is that there should exist at least
one (a, b) combination for which the sum of the signal and the background fallq within the 95%
CL error bars as given by the Fermi or PAMELA collaborations.
The method we follow in order to characterize a parameter space point as being detectable
is, in some sense, the inverse one: First, we need some estimate of what future data could
look like. We expect that this data should also comprise of both some power-law background
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and the eventual signal events. In order to minimize the signal’s significance, we choose this
background at the higher 68% CL limits of the Fermi or PAMELA experimental points. Then,
for each parameter space point, we add the signal to this background, creating a set of pseudo-
data that could appear in the future. As pointed out, the exact form of the background is in
general unknown, but its general form is expected to be a power-law. So, we could look for
deviations of the pseudo-data from such a behaviour. If it is impossible to find a power law
form that fits this pseudo-data well enough, then the corresponding parameter space point is
characterized as detectable. If such an (a, b) combination can be found, then the signal shall
be indistinguishable from the background (unless some other measurements allow to constrain
the viable (a, b) combination, a possibility that we do not consider here). The goodness-of-fit
criterion we choose is based on the χ2 quantity, which is defined as
χ2 =
nbins∑
i=1
(Nbkg −Nexp)2
Nbkg
(4.95)
where nbins is the number of bins, taken to be 20 in both cases, Nexp is the pseudo-data, whereas
Nbkg is the background-only number of events that we try to fit to the pseudo-data.
If the best fitting power-law has a χ2 larger than 28.87 (our problem has 20−2 = 18 degrees
of freedom, since we are trying to fit 2 variables (a, b)), this means that there is no (background-
only) power-law that can fit the pseudo-data. Hence, if χ2 > 28.87 the corresponding parameter
space point is detectable, since the signal it generates is distinguishable from the background.
If we wish to sum up our method in “hypothesis testing” terms, we could say that in the
case of exclusion we are testing a null hypothesis according to which existing data can be well-
described by dark matter annihilations plus some background form. In the detectability case,
the null hypothesis is that the pseudo-data (containing both signal and background) can be well
fitted by a background only function.
Obviously, the former results shall be subject to changes according to deviations from Gaus-
sian statistics, further experimental errors, systematics etc. More detailed analyses are certainly
performed within the experimentalist community. We note that our calculations concerning the
detection perspectives in gamma-rays are done assuming a 3-year data acquisition period, with
the region of interest being within the field-of-view 100% of the time. The same data acquisition
period is used for antiprotons.
Gamma-rays from intermediate galactic latitudes
We have seen that the most common region of the sky that is examined in the literature as a
source of γ-rays is the galactic center, since it is the region where N -body simulations predict
a maximization of the dark matter density distribution and, hence, the corresponding gamma-
ray flux. However, the galactic center is quite poorly understood as a region: there are large
uncertainties in the background modelizations as well as the density profile itself.
It has been proposed (see, for example, ref. [285]) that one could maximize the signal/
background ratio by actually excluding the region around the galactic center. Following this
reference, we perform our computations in an annular region extending from 20◦ up to 35◦ from
the galactic center, excluding at the same time the regions within 10◦ from the galactic plane.
It has actually been shown that within the framework of such an analysis, one can enhance
the signal/background ratio by up to roughly an order of magnitude. This consitutes, in some
sense, a “change in strategy” with respect to the previous analyses we have presented in this
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a [kpc] α β γ J¯
Einasto - - - 10.486
NFW 20 1.0 3.0 1.0 8.638
NFWc 20 0.8 2.7 1.45 12.880
Table 4.4: Einasto, NFW and NFWc density profiles with the corresponding parameters, and values of J¯(∆Ω)
for the galactic region under consideration.
work: instead of looking for regions where the signal becomes maximal (i.e. the GC), we look
for a region where the signal’s relative significance with respect to the background increases. A
model-independent analysis of the Fermi discovery potential - among others - at intermediate
latitudes has been performed in [136].
In the meantime, we present in table 4.4 the values obtained for the J¯ quantity defined
in Eq.(2.16), for the three different halo profiles also discussed in the BMSSM analysis: the
Navarro, Frenck and White one, the Einasto profile and a NFW-like profile that has tried to
take into account the effects of baryons in the inner galactic regions.
The J¯ values obtained in the table demonstrate another virtue of searching for dark matter
at intermediate latitudes, namely the fact that the results become quite robust with respect to
the various dark matter density distribution modelizations. We saw in all previous analyses that
in the galactic center case, there can be differences of orders of magnitude in this factor, whereas
in this case the differences are of O(1). In the following, we shall be presenting our results for an
Einasto profile, since it yields results somewhere in the middle among the other two scenarios.
The Fermi collaboration has published its 1-year observation results outside the GC [107,
286, 287]. In this paper, the collaboration presents its observations for a period of 19Msec and
for various galactic latitudes. In the companion paper, the results for latitudes 20◦ < b < 60◦
are also presented, which lie actually in our region of interest. The data between b = 10◦ and
20◦ are included in the same paper, presenting an enhancement by a factor of roughly 1.5 − 2
with respect to the higher latitude data. In this analysis, for the sake of simplicity, we shall be
focusing on the data from higher latitudes (20◦ < b < 60◦), integrating them over the whole
region of interest. This is justified, since we have excluded from our analysis the region within 20◦
from the galactic center, which should provide one of the major contributions to this spectrum.
In the paper, the authors could fit the data quite well using a Diffuse Galactic Emission
model based on the GALPROP code. We find this model to be well reproduced, in our region
of interest, by a simple power-law
ΦThbkg = 2.757 · 10−6E−2.49 (4.96)
in units of GeV−1 sec−1 cm−2 sr−1.
In the same analysis, the collaboration presents the detector effective area values that should
be used in order to compare predictions with observations, as a function of the gamma-ray energy.
In the following, we shall be using these values rather than the usual nominal effective area of
10000 cm2. We consider a 3 - year data acquisition period under the previous assumptions.
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Antiproton detection
The PAMELA collaboration recently published its updated antiproton measurements in the
kinetic energy range from 60 MeV up to 180 GeV [288]. The data acquisition period was 850
days and the results seem to be in quite good agreement with several theoretical predictions for
secondary production. Model-independent constraints from this data have been discussed, for
example, in [289].
Above 10 GeV, which is the region of interest in our case, the data can be well described by
a simple power law
Φ bkg = 5.323 × 10−4E−2.935 GeV−1sec−1sr−1cm−2. (4.97)
When we examine the detection perspectives in the antiproton channel, we shall take the
data acquisition period as 3 years. We have performed our calculations for the three propagation
models MIN, MED and MAX but we shall only be showing our results for the MAX model and
comment upon the results for the other two propagation models.
Results for indirect detection
According to our findings, no point of our parameter space is presently excluded by the existing
Fermi or PAMELA data while passing all constraints analyzed previously (electroweak or relic
density). The only points which are actually excluded are those that possess such large self-
annihilation cross-sections that they lead to under-abundance of dark matter at present times.
From now on, we shall therefore only stick to predictions concerning the detection perspectives
of our model.
In fig.4.15 we plot the contours where the χ2 between the background-only fit and the pseudo-
data becomes equal to 28.87, a case in which the background-only hypothesis can be rejected
at 95% CL and the corresponding parameter space points are thus detectable for the case
A0 = −1100 GeV. The parameter space region lying between the contours Dγ or DP¯Max has
χ2 ≥ 28.87 and is, thus, detectable. The contours for gamma-rays are blue-dashed whereas
for antiprotons violet-dotted-dashed. In this plot, we assume the Einasto profile and the MAX
propagation model for gamma-rays and antiprotons respectively.
We see that the A-pole region falls within the detectability limits in both channels, whereas
the h-pole region is completely invisible both for Fermi and AMS-02. We shall comment on
these points in the following. In the case of gamma-rays, switching to another profile does not
significantly alter the results. In the case of antiprotons however, the results do change. For the
sake of clarity we omit plotting these results, but we have calculated that both for the MIN and
the MED propagation model the entire parameter space evades detection.
Before explaining these results, we make the introductory remark that as can be seen for ex-
ample in [136], the Fermi satellite should in principle be able to exclude WIMPs with thermal
cross-sections lying in our neutralino mass range and for bb¯ final states.
Passing on to our results, it is interesting that practically all of the points offer quite good
detection perspectives. This is related to two facts: firstly, the present values of the annihilation
cross-sections for the parameter space points satisfying the WMAP constraints are quite high,
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namely of the same order as during the time of decoupling (i.e., in the thermal region). This is
mainly due to the mechanism through which the correct relic density is actually obtained.
We already pointed out that in this scenario the mechanism that drives neutralino annihi-
lation is resonnant s-channel pseudoscalar Higgs boson exhange, apart from the small region
at low m1/2 and relatively large mA, where the dominant mechanism is CP-even light Higgs
exchange. In the case of annihilation through an A propagator, the cross-section is practically
insensitive to velocity changes as pointed out for example in [4] and demonstrated in Appendix
B. This leads to the conclusion that the self-annihilation cross-section stays quite high even
at present times. It is really instructive to compare this regime with the corresponding points
where the acceptable relic density is produced via neutralino pair annihilation into h. In this
case, < σv > tends to zero as the LSP velocity does so (i.e., at present times, which is relevant
for indirect detection experiments).
This is indeed an interesting effect, which renders the h-pole points practically invisible to
indirect detection experiments. If one observes the indirect detection results for the BMSSM,
one can deduce that detectability limits (although defined differently) seem to systematically
“avoid” the h-pole region. Furthermore, we should note that the decay modes in the present
scenario are dominated by the bb¯ final state. This is due first of all to kinematics but also to
the fact that annihilation into A and then into down-type fermions is proportional to the quark
mass, through the dependence of the relevant amplitude on the Yukawa couplings. We have seen
that this is a final state yielding relatively rich photon spectra if compared, for example, to the
leptonic case. This is less the case for the antiproton yield, where the decays of light quarks have
the tendency of yielding more antiprotons than bb¯ pairs. This could be an explanation of the
relatively better detection perspectives at Fermi than at AMS-02 - although such a comparison
could be misleading, since what matters is not only the absolute magnitude of the signal, but
rather its relative magnitude with respect to the background, their precise relative form and so
on.
Let us proceed to our second scenario, i.e., fig.4.16. Once again, the blue-dashed line depicts
region where χ2 = 28.87 for gamma-rays whereas the violet-dotted-dashed line represents the
same condition for antiprotons. Astrophysical assumptions are the same as in the previous case.
Points lying above, below or on the left of the contours are detectable. If we plotted the gamma-
ray results for the other two profiles we examined, results would be practically unchanged. In
the case of the two other propagation models for antiprotons, AMS-02 will be blind to the relic
density satisfying points.
We can see that in this scenario, the perspectives are also quite good. We should note that
we are still lying in the A-pole region (with significant contribution from s−channel Z and
t−channel neutralino exchange): neutralino annihilation is driven by the s-channel pseudoscalar
exchange. Once again, < σv > lies roughly in the typical thermal region. But in this case, the
lightest neutralino has a higher mass than previously. This is the reason why for relatively large
values of m1/2, we have a certain deterioration in the detection perspectives, particularly in the
lower branch of the WMAP compliant parameter space. This is mostly visible in the antiproton
channel, where we see that practically all LHS points are invisible at AMS-02. We have checked
that if we consider a more stringent gamma-ray detectability criterion, the same tendency would
be visible for the corresponding contour as well. This behaviour could be connected to the fact
that in this particular parameter space region of small mA and large m1/2, the final state is
comprised, to a large extent, by Higgs and gauge bosons. This is not the case for the upper
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branch, where the dominant channel is bb¯. The main effect of a final state including Higgses
is to shift the energy spectrum towards lower energies (since we consider the Higgs bosons to
decay predominantly into bb¯ pairs), where the background is larger. It is thus more difficult to
disentagle the non-power law component of the spectrum (i.e. the signal) from the background.
In the two scenarios we examine two regimes, one with a quite light neutralino (50 . mχ01 .
80 GeV) and one with a relatively heavier one (100 . mχ01 . 130 GeV), finding that a good
part of our parameter space should be visible at Fermi and AMS-02. There is, however, one
question that could arise, namely what happens in the intermediate mass regime, particularly in
the context of the light Higgs boson zone. The answer could be given once more by considering
that it is well-known that increasing the WIMP mass tends to aggravate detection perspectives,
if the same final states and self-annihilation cross-section are assumed. Both the Bri’s and 〈σv〉
remain quite stable in value from lighter to higher masses in our model: the final state is mostly
bb¯ (in the second case Higgs final states are also significant which subsequently decay mostly
into bb¯) and the cross-section is of the typical thermal value, both during decoupling and at
present times. Thus, it is easy to infer that the intermediate mass regime would also be able to
produce rich γ−ray or anti-proton signals. Overall, this A-pole scenario that we have examined
can be considered as quite promising for indirect detection. Later on, we shall further comment
on some more general conclusions that could be drawn concerning this particular region.
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In fig.4.17 we scatter the WMAP-compliant parameter space points on the (mχ, σ
SI
χ−N ) (neu-
tralino mass - neutralino-nucleon spin-independent scattering cross-section) plane and compare
them against the three strongest bounds available in the literature: The combined 2008 and 2009
CDMS-II results, the constraints from the XENON10 experiment as well as the latest bounds
from XENON100. We take the two former ones from ref. [91] and the latter from [87]. We fur-
ther highlight the points falling into the LHS with different colors. The neutralino-nucleon spin-
independent scattering cross-section is computed by means of the public code DarkSUSY [23–26].
We see that many of our points fall largely within the region that is supposed to be excluded
from the existing data. Whereas the A0 = −1100 GeV scenario (pink points) is more or less
satisfying the constraints, the scenario with A0 = −1000 GeV (yellow points) is in most cases
largely above the limits, exceeding by more than an order of magnitude the CDMS-II and
XENON100 allowed cross-sections. The large values for σSI
χ01−N
in the second scenario can
be attributed to the large Higgsino components of the neutralino which enhance the coupling
Cχ01χ01h(H). In both cases, the points falling in the LHS lie within the excluded zones.
However, in chapter 2 it was argued that there can be significant uncertainties that complicate
the assertion on whether a particular model is excluded or not. More specifically:
• Uncertainties can arise in the calculation of the neutralino-nucleon elastic scattering cross-
section, which can be due to a number of factors. For example, as described in detail in [64],
significant uncertainties can arise in the passage from the parton-level cross-section to the
hadronic level one.
• Some uncertainties might be present in the passage from the hadronic to the nuclear level.
Indeed, at the end of the day the primarily constrained quantity is the WIMP-nucleus
elastic scattering cross-section and not the WIMP-nucleon one.
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Figure 4.17: (mχ0
1
, σSI
χ0
1
−N
) combinations along with the relevant exclusion limits from direct detection experi-
ments. The points lying above the lines are in principle excluded according to the published limits. Yellow points
correspond to a trilinear coupling value of A0 = −1000 GeV whereas pink ones to A0 = −1100 GeV. The light
blue and the dark blue points represent the light Higgs boson regime for the two scenarios respectively. f
(p,(n))
Ts is
taken at the default DarkSusy value, namely 0.14.
• The local dark matter density is by no means a perfectly well-known quantity and is in fact
a normalization factor in the overall procedure of computing the WIMP-nucleus scattering
rate.
• Little is known on the true velocity distribution of WIMPs in the detector rest frame as
well as on the escape velocity at which the integral over the velocity distribution should
be truncated.
The first point concerns our own calculation of the spin-independent neutralino-nucleon elastic
scattering cross-section. In other words, and refering to fig.4.17, we expect that a certain
variation in the position of parameter space points on the (mχ01 , σ
SI
χ01−N
) plane should be allowed.
The other remarks apply to the experimental limits published from the various collaborations,
i.e., they can amount to a change in the position of the exclusion lines.
In ref. [64], a systematic study of the hadronic uncertainties entering the neutralino-nucleon
scattering cross-section is performed. It turns out that the most striking and influential un-
certainty comes from the pion-nucleon σ term related to the strange quark content of the nu-
cleon which is poorly known but an essential ingredient for a precise calculation of the rele-
vant cross-section. This source of uncertainty alone can give rise to a variation in the spin-
independent cross-section of more than an order of magnitude [64, 250]. This means that the
relevant neutralino-nucleon scattering cross-sections that we have calculated can in fact vary by
a factor of more than 10.
In order to better comprehend this argument, we should digress for a moment and present
some formalism on the passage from the parton to the nucleon - level cross-section. The effective
Lagrangian that describes neutralino elastic scattering at small velocities is given by
L = α′qiχ¯01γµγ5χ01q¯iγµγ5qi + αqiχ¯01χ01q¯iqi . (4.98)
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The first term represents spin - dependent scattering while the second term refers to spin -
independent scattering. Eq.(4.98) assumes summing over both the quark generations q while
the subscript i runs for up (i = 1) and down type (i = 2) quarks respectively. The neutralino-
quark coupling coefficients αq and α
′
q contain all SUSY model-dependent information. The
spin-independent scattering cross-section of a neutralino with a target nucleus of proton number
(atomic number) Z and neutron number A− Z (A being the mass number) is given by
σSI =
4m2r
π
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2 , (4.99)
where mr is the reduced mass defined by mr =
m
χ0
1
mN
(m
χ0
1
+mN )
and mN refers to the mass of the
nucleus. The quantities fp and fn contain all the information of short-distance physics and
nuclear partonic strengths. These are given by
fp,(n)
mp,(n)
=
∑
q=u,d,s
f
(p,(n))
Tq
αq
mq
+
2
27
f
(p,(n))
TG
∑
c,b,t
αq
mq
, (4.100)
where f
(p,(n))
Tq defined as
mp,(n)f
(p,(n))
Tq = 〈p, (n)|mq q¯q|p, (n)〉 ≡ mqBq . (4.101)
The quantities f
(p,(n))
Tq can be evaluated using hadronic data [290]. The gluon - related part
namely f
(p,(n))
TG is given by
f
(p,(n))
TG = 1−
∑
q=u,d,s
f
(p,(n))
Tq . (4.102)
The numerical values of f
(p,(n))
Tq may be seen in [290,291].
Here the parameter f
(p,(n))
Ts requires the information of the strange quark content of the
nucleon y which, on the other hand, depends on the pion-nucleon sigma term σπN and the size
of the SU(3) symmetry breaking-σ0 through y = 1 − σ0σpiN . More specifically, f
(p,(n))
Ts ∝ σπNy ∝
(σπN − σ0), so that σSI ∼ (σπN − σ0)2.
In DarkSUSY the above coefficient is chosen as f
(p,(n))
Ts ≡ 0.14. Recent lattice results however,
hint towards much smaller values of y (y < 0.05) which leads to f
(p,(n))
Ts ∼ 0.02 [250,292], a value
much smaller than previous estimates. Considering even larger uncertainty in σπN and thus
in y one may assume σπN = σ0 which leads to y = 0 or f
(p,(n))
Ts = 0 [64]. This could provide
a significant change in the results of the σSI . In fact, in [64, 250], the variation in the spin-
independent cross-section due to this reduced f
(p,(n))
Ts has been estimated.
In order to quantify the effect of the strange quark content uncertainties, we consider two
representative values for f
(p,(n))
Ts namely 0.02 and 0. We present our results in fig.4.18. Indeed,
we can see that the corresponding cross-sections decrease by significant factors, reaching up to
an order of magnitude (particularly for f
(p,(n))
Ts = 0). This clearly starts raising questions on
whether a good portion of our parameter space is excluded (as one would naively expect from
Fig.4.17) or not.
We see, however, that - especially in the heavier neutralino scenario - there are still some
parameter points lying above the exclusion lines (roughly a factor of 2− 3). This is particularly
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Figure 4.18: As in fig.4.17 but for f (p,(n))Ts = 0.02 (top) and 0 (bottom).
true for the LHS scenario. However, this conclusion may become weaker if one considers the
other uncertainties that we mentioned.
Passing to the nuclear level requires modelling of the nucleon density within the nucleus.
The most commonly used parametrization is the one presented by Engel in [62]. An analysis
of potential deviation that might arise from different form factor parametrizations has been
performed, for example, in [63], where the authors find that the exclusion lines can shift vertically
by roughly a factor of 1.5.
Apart from these points, we have already seen in chapter 2 that the uncertainties related to
the local dark matter density in the solar neighborhood as well as the ones related to the velocity
distribution in the detector rest frame and the escape velocity can induce further uncertainties
which in our case could shift the exclusion lines towards larger values of cross-sections by roughly
a factor of 2.
We thus see that overall, and despite the apparent exclusion of a large portion of our pa-
rameter space, there is still quite some margin for changing the relation among the predicted
(mχ01 , σ
SI
χ01−N
) as derived from the model and the exclusion limits as presented by the correspond-
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ing collaborations. We feel it is reasonable to say that we cannot assess that easily whether the
parameter space points lying above the exclusion lines in Fig.4.17 are actually excluded or not.
We should clarify at this point that the previous remarks have by no means the purpose of
demeaning the remarkable works that are done both by theorists and experimentalists in order
to develop tools for calculations and extract reliable bounds. Our goal was just to illustrate
that it might still be meaningful to examine models which at first sight appear to be excluded.
This becomes particularly apparent from our calculation of the spin-independent cross-section
for different values of f
(p,(n))
Ts .
Chapter 5
Conclusions and outlook
5.1 Summarizing
The existence of a significant quantity of non-baryonic, non-luminous, Cold Dark Matter in the
universe is today considered to be quite well-established. Up to the writing of this work, the
CDM approach seems to be the only coherent way of explaining a whole series of cosmological
observations.
At the same time, the Standard Model of particle physics does not include a neutral stable
particle that could play the role of CDM. In fact, the existence of dark matter is today one
of the few experimental indications that there should be physics beyond the SM: the interface
between particle physics and cosmology turns into a driving force for the search for new physics.
Among the several classes of dark matter candidates that could be envisaged, a particularly
interesting one is that of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles. Among their most attractive
features appart from the fact that their production mechanism is rather simple in its principle,
is that they can arise naturally in various extensions of the SM and that there are strong chances
that they can be detected in present or future experiments: Direct detection, indirect detection
and TeV - scale colliders.
In this work we examined WIMP dark matter mostly from the point of view of its detection
perspectives in such experiments. At first, we discussed dark matter in a model-independent
framework, examining what could be the prospects for the determination of some of its charac-
teristics, notably the WIMP mass. We saw that for moderate or low values of the WIMP mass,
there could be hope not only to detect such particles but also to constrain their properties.
The next step was to study dark matter in a minimal extension of the Standard Model by
a real singlet scalar field. We presented some existing results concerning various constraints
of the model. Then, we tested potential constraints coming from the PAMELA experiment
in the positron and the antiproton channel, to find that for the time being all of the viable
parameter space survives the test. Interestingly though, some part of it is excluded if one
assumes somehow “optimistic” astrophysical configurations including clumps. We also checked
the detection perspectives for the model in these two channels and in the oncoming AMS02
experiment. The conclusion is that significant regions of the parameter space shall be probed
in this experiment. If clumpiness is invoked, practically the whole model is testable.
Finally, we examined neutralino dark matter in two supersymmetric models trying to resolve
the so called “little hierarchy problem” of the MSSM, related to the lightest higgs mass and the
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LEP2 bounds on it. The first approach introduces non-renormalizable contributions coming
from physics beyond the MSSM in order to augment the lightest higgs mass. The second model
tries instead to evade the LEP constraints by reducing the higgs boson coupling to the Z boson.
We saw that for important regions of the parameter space of the corresponding models, we can
not only obtain the correct relic density in accordance to the WMAP measurements, but also
seriously hope that these candidates could be detected in the years to come. Furthermore, we
discussed some particular features of the viable supersymmetric parameter space and the inter-
face between the dominant mechanism for obtaining the correct relic density and the detection
prospects at present times.
Generically speaking, dark matter detection is more favourable for relatively light candidates
maintaining large self-annihilation cross-sections from decoupling up to present times. We saw
as a counter - example the h - pole region, where the cross-section is high enough at earlier
times but tends to zero with the neutralino velocity. This particular (x)MSSM region gives the
correct relic density but is only visible in direct detection experiments. On the opposite side
there is the A - pole region as well as parameter space domains where the LSP has a significant
higgsino component, since the cross-section does not depend that strongly on the neutralino
kinetic energy.
5.2 Perspectives
As the present work progressed, we have had the chance to witness repeated excitement due to
unexpected signals that could be interpreted as coming from dark matter: The PAMELA/Fermi
positron excess, the CDMS-II events, the DAMA/CoGeNT/CRESST signals. Whether these
signals have indeed anything to do with dark matter is still an open discussion. It is clear today
that the number of uncertainties entering dark matter detection is so large that it is hard to
produce immediate conclusions.
Today most of the excitement seems to concern the signals coming from direct detection
experiments. If the triple DAMA/CoGeNT/CRESST excess is indeed due to dark matter, this
challenges several of the dominant dark matter models since they point to a very low mass
WIMP, of the order of 10 GeV, and interacting at a relatively high rate, which is not that easy
to obtain without violating current bounds from other sources.
In order to identify the nature of potential excesses, a huge amount of work is required in
pinpointing the various factors and uncertainties entering not only the determination of viable
models, but also the identification of the signals themselves and whether or not they can be
explained through standard physics. This is one of the main difficulties in dark matter detection:
the observation object is simply our natural environement as a whole and it is hard to identify
what is the “background” or the “signal” physics, since both are quite poorly known. In this
respect, it is of crucial importance to try and quantify these uncertainties. The combination
of different experimental sources can certainly contribute significantly in this direction. At this
point it should not be omitted that calculations often bare uncertainties also from the quantum
field theoretical side: loop corrections, multi - particle final states etc need often be taken into
account in order to obtain reliable results.
Especially in the advent of the Large Hadron Collider, there is hope that we could detect
signals with a significant amount of missing transverse energy that could be due to the existence
of some neutral stable particle. If such a prediction is confirmed, the next step should be to
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study whether this particle could be the essential ingredient of dark matter. This is not at all
a trivial task, as often it includes reconstructing entire models in order to check if indeed the
particle can reproduce the correct relic abundance.
As final comment, it should be said that dark matter phenomenology englobes a large amount
of information coming from very different fields: particle physics, classical astrophysics, cosmol-
ogy, nuclear physics. This is at the same time a major difficulty and a major challenge. And, if
we are lucky enough so that dark matter is not so dark after all, this could open a whole new
era in high energy physics.
Appendices
Appendix A
Propagation of Cosmic Rays
In this appendix we give some details on the solution of Eq.2.24 for positrons and antiprotons.
A.1 Positrons
We largely follow the formalism utilized in [75]. We saw that the master equation 2.24 gets
simplified in the form 2.28
K0 ǫ
α∇2ψ + ∂
∂ǫ
(
ǫ2
τE
ψ
)
+ q = 0 , (A.1)
with ǫ ≡ E/E0.
The first step to the solution of the last equation consists of transcribing equation (2.28) with
respect to a pseudo-time variable [73]
t˜(E) = τE
(
ǫα−1
1− α
)
(A.2)
which gives the following equation to solve
∂ψ˜
∂t˜
−K0∇2ψ˜ = q˜(~x, t) . (A.3)
Suppose now we deposit a unit point-like charge in the coordinate origin and at pseudo-time
equal zero. Then, the previous equation obtains the form
∂ψ˜
∂t˜
−K0∇2ψ˜ = δ3( ~xs)δ(ts) . (A.4)
If we ignore boundary conditions, this equation is analytically solvable and actually defines the
Green’s function for our problem in pseudo-spacetime, which can be found to be
G˜(~x, t˜;~0, 0) = θ(t˜)
(
4πK0 t˜
)−3/2
exp
[
− r
2
4K0t˜
]
. (A.5)
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Then, we can actually express the general integral of equation (A.3) with the help of the Green’s
function as
ψ˜(~x, t˜) =
∫ t˜
0
dt˜s
∫
d3~xsG˜(~x, t˜; ~xs, t˜s)q˜(~xs, t˜s) (A.6)
which, passing back into real spacetime gives us the flux
Φ(~x,E) =
∫ ∞
E
dEs
∫
d3~xsGe+(~x,E; ~xs, Es)q(~xs, Es) (A.7)
the propagator can be computed via the modified Green’s function (A.5) through
Ge+(~x,E; ~xs, Es) =
τE
E0ǫ2
G˜(~x, t˜; ~xs, t˜s) (A.8)
Now, since positrons can clearly escape our cylindrical diffusive zone, boundary conditions should
be imposed. A first simplification that can be done quite safely is to ignore completely the radial
boundary conditions. This is justified by the fact that since positrons loose energy during their
propagation, they cannot originate from very far away. So, if the diffusive zone coincides more or
less with the milky way visible part, positrons received on the earth can originate from roughly
a couple of kpc distance. It is much more probable that a positron could escape through the
vertical limits of the diffusive slab rather than the radial ones. The vertical boundary conditions
are much more important, since the vertical height of the diffusive zone is much smaller than
the radial one. In any case, ignoring radial boundary conditions allows us to separate the radial
and vertical part of the diffusion equation, with the modified propagator obtaining the general
form
G˜(~x, t˜; ~xs, t˜s) =
θ(τ˜)
4πK0τ˜
exp
[
− R
2
4K0τ˜
]
V˜ (z, t˜; zs, t˜s) (A.9)
where τ˜ = t˜− t˜s.
Regarding the form of V˜ , it turns out that we can identify two regimes in which the diffu-
sion equation can be solved in a different manner. The parameter determining the regime in
which we are situated is
ζ =
L2
4K0τ˜
(A.10)
For large ζ, which could be interpreted at a first level as the regime where the diffusion time is
small, then the positrons originate from small distances, much smaller than the L limits of the
diffusive slab, and the vertical boundary conditions can be ignored. In this case, the diffusion
equation is actually a 1D Schro¨dinger equation and V˜ can be written in the form
V˜ (z, t˜; zs, t˜s) =
θ(τ˜)
4πK0τ˜
exp
[
−(z − zs)
2
4K0τ˜
]
(A.11)
In the opposite regime of small ζ values, the vertical boundary conditions can no longer be
ignored but V˜ can be expanded as a series
V˜ =
∞∑
n=1
1
L
[
e−λnτ˜φn(zs)φn(z⊙) + e−λ
′
n τ˜φ′n(zs)φ
′
n(z⊙)
]
(A.12)
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where
φn(z) = sin[kn(L− |z|)] , φ′n(z) = sin[k′n(L− z)] , (A.13)
and
kn =
(
n− 12
)
π
L , k
′
n = n
π
L
, (A.14)
λn = K0 k
2
n , λ
′
n = K0 (k
′
n)
2 (A.15)
In order to compute the halo function with respect to the diffusion length, we developed a
FORTRAN code that calculates the relevant integral. The results were then fitted and used
throughout the calculations presented in this work. In figure A.1 we plot the halo function,
defined in Eq.(2.31) as a function of the diffusion length and for the three propagation models
defined in Table 2.2, assuming a Navarro, Frenk and White halo profile.
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Figure A.1: Halo function for positrons for the three propagation models MIN, MED and MAX as a function
of the diffusion length. The assumed profile is NFW.
As we mentioned, this halo function completely encodes the astrophysics of positron propa-
gation in the diffusion model we adopt.
In order to illustrate the impact of different propagation models as explained in the main
body of the work, we demonstrate in fig.A.2 the flux received on the earth (times the squared
energy) in the case of a Majorana particle with mχ = 400 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3 sec−1
annihilating into a pure bb¯ final state.
A.2 Antiprotons
In the case of antiproton propagation, the equation that needs to be solved is[
−K∇+ Vc ∂
∂z
+ 2hΓannp¯ δ(z)
]
G = q(r, t) (A.16)
or, if we again assume a unit point source at the origin of our spacetime coordinates,[
−K∇+ Vc ∂
∂z
+ 2hΓannp¯ δ(z)
]
G = δ
(
~r − ~r′
)
, (A.17)
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Figure A.2: Expected differential positron flux times squared energy for a 400 GeV Majorana particle annihi-
lating into bb¯ pairs and for the three propagation models discussed in the text.
with h = 100 pc being the half-thickness of the galactic disc. The antiproton propagator at the
solar position can then be written (in cylindrical coordinates) as
G⊙p (r, z) =
e−kv z
2πK L
∞∑
n=0
c−1n K0
(
r
√
k2n + k
2
v
)
sin(kn L) sin(kn (L− z)) , (A.18)
where K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and
cn = 1− sin(knL) cos(knL)
knL
, (A.19)
kv = Vc/(2K) , (A.20)
kd = 2hΓ
ann
p /K + 2 kv . (A.21)
kn is obtained as the solution of the equation
nπ − kn L− arctan(2 kn/kd) = 0, n ∈ N . (A.22)
Then, in order to compute the flux expected on earth, we should convolute the Green function
(A.18) with the source distribution q(~x,E). For dark matter annihilations in the galactic halo,
the source term is given by
q(~x,E) =
1
2
(
ρ(~x)
mχ
)2∑
i
(
〈σv〉dN
i
p¯
dEp¯
)
, (A.23)
where the index i runs over all possible annihilation final states. Regarding the distribution
of dark matter in the Galaxy, ρ(~x), we assume a NFW profile. The final expression for the
antiproton flux on the Earth takes the form
Φp¯⊙(Ekin) =
c β
4π
〈σv〉
2
(
ρ(~x⊙)
mχ
)2 dN
dE
(Ekin)
∫
DZ
(
ρ( ~xs)
ρ(~x⊙)
)2
G⊙p (~xs) d
3x , (A.24)
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where none of the integrated quantities depends on the antiproton energy.
In figure A.3 we plot the quantity
R(T ) =
∫
DZ
(
ρ( ~xs)
ρ(~x⊙)
)2
G⊙p (~xs) d
3x (A.25)
entering Eq.A.24. This function R(T ) encodes the entire astrophysics of antiproton propagation
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Figure A.3: Astrophysical function R(T ) for the three propagation models MIN, MED and MAX as a function
of the antiproton kinetic energy and for our energy region of interest. The assumed profile is NFW.
and was calculated with the help of a dedicated FORTRAN code that was developed in the
framework of the present work.
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Figure A.4: Expected differential antiproton flux times squared kinetic energy for a 400 GeV Majorana particle
annihilating into bb¯ pairs and for the three propagation models discussed in the text.
Once more, we demonstrate the effects of changing the propagation parameters in fig.A.4
where we plot the expected differential antiproton flux on the earth according to the three
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propagation models MIN, MED and MAX. The flux is computed, once again, for a 400 GeV
Majorana particle annihilating into bb¯ with a cross-section 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26 cm3 sec−1.
It is interesting to notice the difference among the MIN and MAX models with respect to the
relevant differences in the positron case. The change in the flux is much larger in the antiproton
case. This large difference also manifests itself in the results presented in this work: In all of
the performed studies, it is clear that changes in the antiproton propagation model bring along
drastic modifications in exclusion/detection limits, whereas this is less the case for positrons.
A.3 Substructure in the galactic halo
Once again, we closely follow the approach outlined in [75]. Since the distribution of dark matter
clumps in the Galaxy is unknown, the enhancement of the positron or antiproton flux due to
substructures cannot be computed from first principles; it can only be studied from a statistical
point of view. What is of relevance in the present work is not the contribution of individual
clumps but rather the average contribution of the halo’s clumpy component, which gives rise to
the so-called effective boost factor.
In [75], it is argued that assuming a particular - somehow intuitive - statistical distribution
of the subhalos p(~x) = ρs(~x)/MH , where ~x is the clumps position and ρs,MH are the smooth
component’s distribution and the mass of the protohalos respectively, does not affect the results,
at least qualitatively.
Assume that a fraction f of the dark matter component of the Milky Way is bound in clumps
and that the boost factor of each clump is a constant number Bc, which can differ from one
clump to another. Since the positrons received on the earth cannot originate from very large
distances, it is quite reasonable to consider that Bc is constant throughout the clumps that could
contribute (i.e. in the vicinity of the solar system). Assuming further that the masses of clumps
are comparable (in practice, the same) and that they are point-like, the authors of the paper
demonstrate that the effect of clumpiness can be encoded in an energy dependent function (the
effective boost) Beff that can be written as
Beff ≡ 〈φ〉
φsm
= (1− f)2 + fBcI1I2 , (A.26)
where 〈φ〉 is the average flux coming from the clumpy DM distribution, and φsm is the flux that
we would expect if the whole halo were smooth.
The functions In=1,2 are given by
In =
∫
DM halo
G(~x,E)
(
ρsm(~x)
ρ0
)n
d3~x . (A.27)
The effective boost factor, then, depends on f and Bc. When invoking clumpiness, we follow [75]
and use f = 0.2 as a representative value (see e.g. [293, 294]). Regarding the constant boost
factor, Bc, it could vary from just a few up to two orders of magnitude [242, 294, 295]. In this
work we use Bc = 3, 10, 100, which give rise to effective boost factors in the approximate ranges
(1, 2), (3, 5) and (10, 40) respectively. This last range roughly coincides with the upper limit for
the boost factor found in [242], for the case of a NFW smooth halo and clumps with a Moore et al
internal profile. Once again, the effective boost factors are calculated by developing a dedicated
FORTRAN code. In order to illustrate the impact of substructures on the expected flux, we
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Figure A.5: Expected differential positron flux times squared energy for a 400 GeV Majorana particle annihi-
lating into bb¯ pairs and for four different halo setups as discussed in the text. The MED propagation model is
assumed.
plot in fig.A.5 the positron flux expected on the earth in the case of a Majorana particle as
described in the case with no clumps, assuming three different astrophysical setups: We choose
the MED propagation model and impose that 20% of the halo’s matter is in clumpy form. Then,
we choose three different values for the constant boost factor for every clump (as discussed in
the text) and compute the corresponding fluxes. For comparison, we repeat the MED case with
no clumps already present in fig.A.2.
As a last comment, it must be kept in mind that in some exceptional cases –for example
when there is a large dark matter clump very close to the Earth– Beff can deviate significantly
from B. Since the probability of such an event is quite small [296], we do not consider such a
possibility in this work.
Appendix B
Some useful simple amplitudes
In this Appendix we give the expression for two simple Feynman diagrams playing an important
role for neutralino annihilation through the h and the A pole. The notation followed is very
condensed, since the main interest here is the general form of the vertices and not the exact
expressions. The exact form of the vertices can be found in Appendix C.
B.1 χχ −→ h −→ f f¯
In fig.B.1 we show the leading contribution to the neutralino self-annihilation cross-section in case
of resonant s - channel annihilation to fermions through a light Higgs boson. Other contributions
SM
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χ
χ
h
Figure B.1: s - channel neutralino self-annihilation into standard model particles through a light Higgs propa-
gator.
are of course present, that must be computed and added. But this is the leading one in the case
of interest.
For the sake of brevity, we neglect the exact form of the vertices of h denoting, for example,
by A the hχχ vertex and B the hff¯ one. The point of this simple calculation does not depend
on the exact expression of this coupling, only on that it is a simple number. The amplitude for
such a process of fig.B.1 can be written as
iM = u(p, s)Av¯(p, s) i
p2 −m2h + imhΓ
u¯(k, s)Bv(k, s) (B.1)
Squaring the matrix element, then averaging over initial state spins and summing over final
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state ones, we get the simple expression
|M|2 = A
2B2(4m2χ − s)(s− 4m2f )
m4h + (Γ
2 − 2s)m2h + s2
(B.2)
where s is the usual Mandelstam variable, s = (p1+ p2)
2 = 4p2 if we work in the center-of-mass
(CM) frame and Γ is the h width. Now, in the zero velocity limit, s → 4m2χ and hence the
amplitude obviously vanishes.
B.2 χχ −→ A −→ f f¯
In fig.B.2 we show the leading contribution to the neutralino self-annihilation cross-section in
case of resonant s - channel annihilation into fermions through a pseudoscalar Higgs boson. Once
SM
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A
Figure B.2: s - channel neutralino self-annihilation into standard model particles through a light Higgs propa-
gator.
again, we point out that this is just the leading contribution at tree-level at the A-resonance.
Working in the same way as before, we collectively denote by A and B the couplings of the
pseudoscalar to the neutralinos and the fermions. Only that in this case, the couplings are not
actually numbers, they include a γ5 factor. The relevant amplitude should thus be written as
iM = u(p, s)Aγ5v¯(p, s) i
p2 −m2h + imhΓ
u¯(k, s)Bγ5v(k, s) (B.3)
This expression gives
|M|2 = A
2B2s2
m4h + (Γ
2 − 2s)m2h + s2
(B.4)
which by no means vanishes in the zero velocity limit.
We thus see a point repeatedly pointed out in the main body of this work, namely that
the zero velocity limit of resonant annihilation into an f f¯ pair exhibits a completely different
behavior depending on the scalar or pseudoscalar nature of the propagator.
Appendix C
Masses and couplings
In this Appendix, we provide some useful formulae concerning the masses and couplings of
neutralinos to various MSSM particles in order to illustrate some points in the main body of
this work.
Furthermore, we provide the relevant modifications brought about by the introduction of
NR operators in the BMSSM case. In this case, we also include the corrections to the Higgs
mass matrices.
For convenience, we repeat several formulae already found in the main body of this work,
notably the (mass) matrix expressions for the various physical states. The aim is by no means
to give a full listing of all the mass matrices, rotation matrices or couplings in the MSSM and
the BMSSM, but just to provide formulae which are useful for a better understanding of some
of the arguments in the relevant chapters.
C.1 MSSM
C.1.1 Physical spectrum and neutralino mass matrix
In the Higgs sector, we have the following transformation matrices that relate the gauge eigen-
states to the physical ones:
1) Neutral goldstone boson and the CP - odd Higgs
(
G0
A
)
=
(
cos β sinβ
− sinβ cos β
) (
P 01
P 02
)
(C.1)
2) Charged Goldstone bosons and charged Higgses
(
G±
H±
)
=
(
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β
) (
H±1
H±2
)
(C.2)
3) CP - even Higgs bosons
(
H
h
)
=
(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
) (
H01
H02
)
(C.3)
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The neutralino mass matrix can be written as
M0 =


M1 0 −MZsW cβ MZsW sβ
0 M2 MZcW cβ −MZcW sβ
−MZsW cβ MZcW cβ 0 −µ
MZsW sβ −MZcW sβ −µ 0

 . (C.4)
where sβ = sin β, cβ = cos β, sW = sin θW , cW = cos θW , θW is the Weinberg angle and MZ is
the Z boson mass.
This matrix can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix Z0 as
M0 = Z0D0Z†0 (C.5)
resulting in four eigenstates which are mixtures of the bino, the wino and the two Higgsinos.
Analytical diagonalization has been performed in [297].
We denote the lightest of these eigenstates by
χ01 = Z11B˜ + Z12W˜
3 + Z13H˜
0
1 + Z14H˜
0
2 (C.6)
where we assume that we have rearranged the neutralino matrix in order to have the lightest
one at the top row and we have dropped the subscript 0 in the Z matrix. The gaugino and
Higgsino fraction are defined by
fG = Z
2
11 + Z
2
12 (C.7)
fH = Z
2
13 + Z
2
14
C.1.2 Couplings
1) Couplings to neutral Higgs bosons:
We write these couplings in a generic manner as gLijkPL + g
R
ijkPR where g
L,R
χ0iχ
0
jH
0
k
= gL,Rijk . The
indices correspond to h = 1,H = 2, 1 = 3. PL and PR are left and right handed projection
operators, defined as PL,R = 1/2(1 ∓ γ5) and the relevant gL, gR are:
H0k χ
0
i
χ0j gLijk =
1
2sW
(Zj2 − tan θWZj1) (ekZi3 + dkZi4) + i↔ j
gRijk =
1
2sW
(Zj2 − tan θWZj1) (ekZi3 + dkZi4) ǫk + i↔ j
In these equations Z is the 4 × 4 matrix that diagonalizes the neutralino matrices and ǫ1,2 =
−ǫ3 = 1. The coefficients ek and dk are
e1 = +cosα , e2 = − sinα , e3 = − sin β
d1 = − sinα , d2 = − cosα , d3 = +cos β (C.8)
We note that a pure gaugino (fH = 0) or a pure Higgsino (fG = 0) does not couple to the Higgs
bosons.
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2) Couplings to the Z boson:
We follow the same notation writing the couplings under the generic form GLijZPL + G
R
ijZPR
where GL,R
χ0iχ
0
jZ
= GL,RijZ and the relevant coefficients are given by:
Z0µ χ
0
i
χ0j GLijZ = −
1
2sW cW
[Zi3Zj3 − Zi4Zj4]
GRijZ = +
1
2sW cW
[Zi3Zj3 − Zi4Zj4]
In this case, we should note that a pure gaugino neutralino does not couple to the Z boson, a
point which is already commented upon in the main body of this work.
A complete set of Feynman rules, along with the (numerous) ones which are omitted here
can be found, for example, in [298], although the notations vary with respect to the ones used
here. The notation followed in the present work draws largely from [225,299].
C.2 BMSSM
The introduction of NR operators brings along modifications in a series of quantities: The Higgs,
neutralino and chargino mass matrices, the Higgs trilinear and quartic self-couplings, the Higgs
sector couplings to neutralinos and charginos. We do not include here a full set of Feynman
rules for the BMSSM. We only give some couplings that help illustrating some arguments in the
main body of the text.
1) Modification in the lightest Higgs mass:
Considering MZ , mA and tan β as input parameters, we obtain the correction to the lightest
Higgs mass:
δǫm
2
h = 2v
2

ǫ2 − 2ǫ1s2β − 2ǫ1(m2A +M2Z)s2β + ǫ2(m2A −M2Z)c22β√
(m2A −M2Z)2 + 4m2AM2Zs22β

 (C.9)
In the same time, the Higgs mixing angle is shifted from its MSSM value:
s2α =
−(m2A +M2Z)s2β + 4v2ǫ1
(m2H −m2h)s2β
(C.10)
= − (m
2
A +M
2
Z)s2β
(m4A − 2m2AM2Zc4β +M4Z)1/2
− 4v2c22β
2ǫ1(m
2
A −M2Z)2 − ǫ2s2β(m4A −M4Z)
(m4A − 2m2AM2Zc4β +M4Z)3/2
where we should note that generically, these equations should contain only the real parts of ǫ1
and ǫ2. In this work, we neglect the possibility for CP violating imaginary parts in the two
parameters.
2) Modification of the neutralino mass matrix:
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The neutralino mass matrix receives contributions like
M0 =


M1 0 −MZsW cβ MZsW sβ
0 M2 MZcW cβ −MZcW sβ
−MZsW cβ MZcW cβ 0 −µ
MZsW sβ −MZcW sβ −µ 0

+ 4ǫ1m2Wµ∗g2


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 s2β s2β
0 0 s2β c
2
β

 .
(C.11)
3) Modification of the neutralino couplings to Higgs bosons:
The neutralino couplings to neutral Higgs bosons are also modified, according to the following
formulae:
gLhχ0iχ0j
= 2i
(
ǫ1
µ∗
)(
− v
√
2 cos β cosαN∗i4N
∗
j4 − v
√
2 sin β sinαN∗i3N
∗
j3
− 2
√
2v sin(α+ β)
1
2
(N∗i4N
∗
j3 +N
∗
j4N
∗
i3)
)
(C.12)
gRhχ0iχ0j
= i
(
gLH01χ0iχ0j
)∗
(C.13)
gLHχ0iχ0j
= 2i
(
ǫ1
µ∗
)(
v
√
2 cos β sinαN∗i4N
∗
j4 − v
√
2 sin β cosαN∗i3N
∗
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)
(C.14)
gRHχ0iχ0j
= i
(
gLH02χ0iχ0j
)∗
(C.15)
gLAχ0iχ0j
= 2i
(
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µ∗
)(
− iv 1√
2
sin 2βN∗i4N
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2
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∗
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√
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∗
j3 +N
∗
j4N
∗
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)
(C.16)
gRAχ0iχ0j
= i
(
gLH03χ0iχ0j
)∗
(C.17)
where once again the couplings are decomposed as gLijkPL + g
R
ijkPR.
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